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Volume 24 No.2 Summer 1980 
Jack London Issue 
SONNET 
by ROBIN LAMPSON 
To Jack London 
(On his death, November 22, 1916.) 
He is not dead! Upon the printed page 
His greatness stands a thing indelible 
Which shall, like wine, gain flavor with its age. 
Though death destroyed his flesh, he reared too well 
The mansion of his mind, nor shall that fall 
Until the written word of man and earth 
In darkness lies, for death cannot enthrall 
His mighty spirit and its lasting worth. 
Intrepidly he met the bright unknown, 
And, dead, he stands upon the hills of time, 
His name securer than one cut in stone. 
He feared not, though he passed before his prime, 
For this he knew: that in life's pantomime 
The actor passes, but the play goes on! 
(Written on the day Jack London died, in my 17th year, in Sonoma 
[Jack London's own] county. Printed in the Stanford Cardinal, the 
Oakland Tribune, the Seattle Union-Record, the San Francisco Wasp-
Newsletter, and scores of other papers throughout the country.) 
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Jack Londonrs Dawson: 
Past and Present 
by Sal Noto 
"Dawson - dreary, desolate Dawson, built in a swamp, flooded 
to the second story, populated by dogs, mosquitos, and gold-
seekers," wrote Jack London in 1898. This is how the young 
California author remembered the gold rush community of the 
Klondike, a place where he spent the last three-and-a-half weeks of a 
year's residence in a fruitless search for gold. He was on his way 
home to Oakland where he would soon "cash in" on the gold rush 
scene by churning out scores of tales that would make his name 
synonymous with the Northland saga. 
Like London, there were throngs of men from California who 
sought their fortunes in gold in the mad scramble to the Klondike in 
1897. In fact, nine out of ten argonauts were Americans, living 
under the dominion of the Union Jack. The excitement of the 
California Gold Rush of '49 was still fresh in the minds of many, 
and the new cry for "GOLD" in the Yukon was like a clarion call 
to the "promised land." Anyone who was at loose ends during the 
harsh economic times of the 1890's welcomed the chance for what 
they felt would be a last crack at El Dorado. They had little to lose. 
They went there by the thousands, and the imprint they left on the 
little goldmining community of Dawson remains to this day. 
Dawson may not be quite the same place that London described 
over eighty years ago. But the changes are few. The dog population 
has dwindled considerably, and the thousands of bearded argonauts 
are remnants of the past. The Klondike and Yukon Rivers still 
overflow their banks during the spring thaw and the mosquitoes are 
as big and bothersome as ever. Gold still lies hidden in the stream 
beds and deep within the permafrost for those who can find it, and 
active claims are still posted and worked on a regular basis. 
Today, most first-time visitors, upon arriving in Dawson, pro-
bably wonder what they are doing there in the first place. The 
Argonauts of 1897 must have felt the same way. To begin with, it 
seems to be miles and miles from anywhere. And it is. 
If you make the trip by automobile in the summer (as most people 
do) you will be tired and shaking the dust from yourself after driv-
ing over the several hundred miles of gravel road, regardless of the 
two routes available. From the west, the Taylor Highway begins 
near Tok, Alaska, and twists and turns and meanders through a 
rolling landscape of dark spruce timberland. The Klondike Highway 
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from Whitehorse in the south is longer, but a bit more scenic as the 
road occasionally parallels the Yukon and Stewart Rivers . 
Dawson has an airport, and some people make the trip by air. But 
it's expensive. A few adventurous souls outfit canoes with camping 
gear and paddle and drift down the Yukon River, beginning at 
Marsh Lake or Lake Labarge near Whitehorse - the same route 
that most of the hardy gold-seekers (including London) took. in 1897 
and 1898. Today, the hazards are few along this wilderness route, 
but it takes at least two to three weeks for this hefty, 560-mile trip. 
Once in Dawson, that dull feeling of despair, the lassitude that 
can usually follow a long trip to somewhere other than home, seems 
to dissipate as the colorful history of this remote outpost begins to 
unfold wherever you turn. You are soon caught up with the mood 
and vaguely romantic character of this rough and tumble shanty of 
a town, once hailed as the "Paris of the North" during its heyday 
of exactly one year - from July of 1898 to July, 1899. Gold, of 
course, put Dawson on the map. 
No one seems to know for sure who really hit the first real 
"paydirt" on a tributary of the Klondike River, a short distance 
from the confluence of the mighty Yukon. Some say it was Robert 
Henderson, a Nova Scotian who had sought gold from New Zealand 
to the Rocky Mountains. And some say it was George Washington 
Carmack, a backwoodsman from Port Costa, California, who was 
more interested in catching salmon and selling logs than finding 
gold. In any event, Carmack was the man who filed two claims at 
Forty Mile on August 17, 1896, a day after the discovery had been 
made on that tributary, which was renamed Bonanza Creek shortly 
afterwards. 
Gold was not unknown in the area and it had been found prior to 
this by a handful of sourdoughs who had been prospecting in the 
Klondike for over a decade. Average pan-outs generally produced 
about ten cents' worth of dust - a respectable amount in those 
days. The discovery on Bonanza Creek, however, produced four 
dollars' worth of coarse, golden flakes with a single sloshing of the 
pan (about one-fourth of an ounce). This was an unprecedented 
amount at that time to those who sought the elusive, precious metal. 
As expected, the secret was short lived, and claims were quickly 
staked along the length of the creek. Within a short time gold was 
found in great quantities, and the news soon spread to the outside 
world. The stampede to the Klondike had begun, and a settlement 
began to grow on the spongy north bank of the Klondike River 
where it flowed into the silt-laden Yukon. 
In August, 1896, the site of would-be Dawson City was nothing 
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more than a flat, marshy bog covered with a tangle of willows, 
alder, and current bushes at the base of Midnight Dome. Moosehide 
Slide, a huge scar of rubble - a landslide on the face of the moun-
tain which overlooks the plot of land, soon became a landmark to 
everyone who came to this remote outpost. Within six months, 
Dawson mushroomed into a veritable "boomtown" - a disorder of 
tents, shacks, makeshift hovels - anything that would provide 
shelter to the thousands of fortune seekers who had made their way 
to the gold fields. 
Within a year, opportunistic men (and women) who preferred to 
find their gold as entrepreneurs rather than digging in the frozen 
muck had also arrived. They soon began to provide the hordes of 
gold-seekers with food, clothing, mining equipment, watered-down 
whiskey, loose women - everything imaginable for which the 
argonauts were willing to pay. 
Before long, a pandemonium of construction took place. Crude 
hotels with false fronts, gambling halls, saloons, retail stores, and 
log cabins were hastily erected on the 178-acre parcel of land. 
Wooden sidewalks lined the unpaved streets which were thick with 
dust during the summers and slick with mud after every shower. 
Some men made fortunes and lost them overnight. At the height 
of the gold rush in 1898, the population of Dawson was estimated to 
be between 17,000 and 20,000 people, with four to five thousand 
camped along the nearby creeks. The best claims along the Bonanza 
and nearby tributaries had been staked and ·worked well before the 
onslaught of eager gold-seekers arrived. Disappointment was com-
mon. Many men were compelled to pick at the earth for others as 
laborers in order to survive until a one-way ticket could be bought 
for a trip down the Yukon for home. By then, six sternwheelers 
were making the 1, 700 mile trip up from St. Michaels on the Bering 
Sea, transporting yet more men and women, mail, food, and sup-
plies to the fledgling town. 
By the summer of 1898, Dawson was a throbbing hubbub of 
human activity. "It is unreal," said a correspondent from the Lon-
don Chronicle. "A sawboard metropolis where no town should be. 
Daylight at midnight. Millionaires too occupied to bathe." In one 
year it had changed from a plot of unclaimed wilderness to the 
largest city in Canada west of Winnipeg with a population slightly 
less than Seattle and Portland. 
Today, Dawson remains a welcome anachronism in the midst of a 
vast and virtually unspoiled wilderness. A mere 850 people are year-
long residents. Contrary to what some historians have said, Dawson 
is not a dying town - at least not these days. 
Time has taken its toll, though, especially with some of the 
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original buildings. The Yukon Hotel, built in 1898, is the only sur-
viving structure of Dawson's heyday. Fire was the culprit over the 
years. In the winter of 1898-1899 alone, two fires razed part of the 
town and destroyed most of the more elegant buildings . Still, the 
people of Dawson were not about to let a few fires snuff out their 
city. They quickly picked up hammer and saw and replaced the 
structures that had burned. As a result, there are a considerable 
number of historic buildings constructed in 1899 that remain, as well 
as many that were built from 1900 to 1904. 
The Arctic Brotherhood Hall, built in 1899, has had a new face-
lift. Gertrude Lovejoy, better known as "Diamond Tooth Gertie," 
would be pleased to know that the building is now a gambling hall 
bearing her name and doing a sprightly business during the summer 
months. Chorus girls still frolic and kick their red-gartered legs and 
display "bottoms up" in front of the footlights on stage. Gertie's is 
also the only legal gambling hall of its kind in Canada, and one can 
always "risk only what you can afford to lose" in a poker game, at 
a black-jack table, or the roulette wheels. 
When Dawson was going full tilt in the late 1890's, it was inun-
dated with a parade of colorful characters who went by such 
pseudonyms as Limejuice Lil, Deep-Hole Johnson, Billy the Horse, 
Two Step Louie, Sparerib Jimmy McKesson, Klondike Kate, and 
one runt of a little man known as the Evaporated Kid because he 
was so small. 
Some of them made good, but most faded into oblivion. None 
was more flamboyant, however, than the lanky and imposing figure 
of Arizona Charlie Meadows who built and operated the Palace 
Grand Theatre. A former frontiersman, veteran of the Buffalo Bill 
wild west show, and sharpshooter, Arizona Charlie held his 
customers in awe whenever he decided to take the stage and shoot a 
small glass from between the thumb and forefinger of his wife's 
hand. 
Charlies's Palace Grand has been rebuilt, complete with all the 
color, rough charm, and frontier extravagance of the original. Live-
ly melodramas, called the "Gaslight Follies" are performed six 
nights a week during the summer months by a cast of talented and 
dedicated performers . The shows are re-creations of Dawson's col-
orful history and shouldn't be missed. 
Among the hordes of men who arrived in Dawson and the gold 
fields during the rush, a few would capitalize on the drama of what 
was taking place and use it later in their writing. Rex Beach, the ex-
football player from Michigan, found little gold, but based many of 
his Northland yarns on his experiences in the Yukon and Alaska. 
Hamlin Garland, an established writer at the time, was living in 
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Los Angeles when he heard about the rich strike in the Klondike. 
And he had every intention of reaching Dawson in 1898 to observe 
what was taking place. "I believed," he wrote, "that I was about to 
see and take part in a most picturesque and impressive movement 
across the wilderness. I believed it to be the last great march of the 
kind which would ever come in America, so rapidly were the wild 
places being settled up . .. I was not a goldseeker, but a nature 
hunter." The going became a bit rough for Garland, however, and 
he had to abandon the trip after reaching the area just beyond 
Skagway and the famed Chilkoot Pass. 
Of the American men of letters, Jack London was the writer who 
mined the literary ore of the Klondike and used it most effectively in 
his fiction. London succeeded where others had failed in capturing 
the subtlety and beauty of the landscape as well as the drama of 
man and beast caught up in a harsh environment. Out of his ex-
periences of a year in the Klondike, he produced five novels, over 
sixty short stories, a handful of articles, and one play. His best 
known work, The Call of the Wild, has become a classic in 
American Literature. 
Few readers .will ever forget one heroic scene from the novel 
which takes place on a wintry day on an icy street in Dawson. A 
wager of $1000 in gold dust is made to test the strength of the great 
dog, Buck, the hero of the story. Harnessed to a sled which is laden 
with a half ton of flour, the dog obeys his master's commands and 
breaks the runners from the frozen grip of the snow. Then, jerking 
the sled forward, at first inch by inch, Buck strains, and with 
"several hundred men, furred and mittened," roaring and cheering 
him on, he pulls it for a full 100 yards. 
The English-born Canadian poet, Robert W. Service, arrived in 
Dawson in 1908 after drifting from one odd job to another 
throughout California and Oregon. It was a full decade after the 
frantic rush to the Yukon Territory, and he was content to live a 
quiet existence for awhile in a log cabin on a slope of a hill near the 
edge of town. Ironically, his best known ballads, "The Cremation 
of Sam Magee" and "The Shooting of Dan MaGrew," which 
helped immortalize the Gold Rush of the Klondike, were written 
while he was still an obscure bank clerk in Whitehorse - several 
years before he ever set foot in Dawson or the gold rush country. 
By the time he arrived, most of the gold seekers had long since 
departed and the population had shrunk to less than 4,000 people. 
But Service was captivated with the country and continued to write 
verse between strolls in Dawson and in the surrounding mountains 
and valleys. He talked with sourdoughs, soaked up the history, and 
generally led a kind of bohemian life in the shadow of the pole. "I 
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met many who had come on over the trail of ninety-eight," he later 
wrote. "I wormed their stories out of them and tucked away many a 
colorful yarn . . . At night I wandered the streets of the abandoned 
town, with the light still strong enough to read by. I tried to sum-
mon up the ghosts of the argonauts. The log cabins, in their desola-
tion, were pathetic reminders of a populous past. I loved the mid-
night melancholy of the haunted streets. As I pensively roamed these 
empty ways, a solitary and dreamful mourner, ghosts were all about 
me, whispering and pieading in the mystic twilight." 
Gradually, Service began to achieve a modest amount of local 
fame by reciting his poetry and ballads before any group within the 
community that wanted to listen. 
Few poets have been known to achieve wealth from their verse, 
but Service was one of the few. He began to reap gold in the form 
of cash during his residence in Dawson when his poetry collections, 
Sons of a Sourdough and Ballads of a Cheechako, began to sell 
steadily in Canada, the United States, and abroad. Soon, he enmass-
ed a tidy sum of $20,000 in his savings (a substantial amount in 
those days) and in 1912 he bade a fond farewell to the Klondike. 
Today, Dawson is having a mild resurgence of life, and the up-
ward price of gold in the world market is the primary reason for the 
growth. Mining activity in the nearby streams and hillsides has in-
creased, although the methods differ from those of the days of '98. 
There's still plenty of gold in the area, even though over three hun-
dred million dollars' worth has been taken out over the years. 
And what fortunes lay ahead for the more than 40,000 
goldseekers who went to the Klondike in 1897 and '98. Of the 
20,000 who actually made any serious attempt at finding gold, about 
4,000 struck it rich. From this number, it has been estimated that 
only about 100 managed their wealth well enough to live comfor-
tably for the rest of their lives. More often than not, gold was con-
centrated in improbable places; sourdough and greenhorn alike had 
an equal chance in finding it. As the saying went in those days, 
"You're more likely to find it where it ain't than where it is." 
Dawson will probably never have a population as large as that of 
its heyday. And it's just as well. There is an aura and charm about 
this derelict town, a mystique that hangs in the air and captures the 
fancy of just about anyone who has strolled up and down the 
streets. Dawson has managed to hand on to its past, and fortunate-
ly, the present hasn't been able to overwhelm it. Fireweed and 
willows still crop up in vacant lots, alongside rotting warehouses, 
rusted machinery, and the wooden sidewalks. Here and there a lazy 
husky or malamute can be seen, basking in the sunlight, glassy-eyed, 
looking blankly at passers-by. 
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Down river, a short distance across the Yukon, the decaying hulks 
of three sternwheelers rest, side by side. They are relics from the ear-
ly days, once proud vessels from a fleet of sixty which served the 
bustling little gold rush community at one time or another. 
Dawson City is a place you won't soon forget, and one that you 
may yearn to get back to. Robert Service said that he spent the hap-
piest years of his life there. Jack London mined enough "literary 
gold" from the Klondike to secure for himself a permanent place in 
American literature. And even though neither writer ever returned to 
El Dorado as they had hoped, their legacy of ballads and tales of 
the North will always be a part of the past that speaks to the pre-
sent. 
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The Unknown Jack London 
by Brad Champlin 
On a sunny summer day in 1915, a small boy and his mother got 
out of an Overland automobile in front of Duhring's Hardware op-
posite the plaza in Sonoma. The woman formerly had taught math 
in the local high school. Now she had driven to town for her weekly 
shopping tour from a ranch on Stage Gulch Road at the west side of 
the valley. 
In front of the store a handsome man on a handsome horse posed 
like an equestrian statue. 
"Who's the cowboy?" asked the boy. 
"That's no cowboy," said the mother . "That's Jack London, the 
author. You remember his book, Burning Daylight, that your Dad 
read to us on winter evenings?" 
"Yes," said the boy. "Mom, do you know Mr. London?" 
"I've met him, but I can't say I know him. Nobody knows him, 
really. '' 
The pair entered the Post Office at the middle of the block. They 
saw a sign which said, "Sonoma, California. Population 1040." 
Another thousand or two lived on the surrounding farms and ran-
ches and in nearby villages. This was Jack London's Valley of the 
Moon, the sleepy agricultural community into which he had stepped 
like one of the Greek gods fresh from Mount Olympus. Here is 
where he rounded out the 51 books and 193 short stories he wrote in 
20 years. This was the highest-paid author of his time, whose works 
were translated into 68 languages . But in the small valley were 
everyone knew nearly everyone else, one member of a pioneer family 
could say truthfully, "Nobody knows him, really." 
Some authors become famous for one great book . Others reflect a 
variety of viewpoints on a wide variety of subjects. This is the group 
in which Jack London belongs . There is no generally favorite Lon-
don book; any choice is highly individual. For example, the Rus-
sians did not agree with his socialistic views, but liked and still like 
his adventure stories . They go well everywhere. 
A few authors are able to bridge the chasm between personal life 
and the productive process, avoiding divorce and bankruptcy. Jack 
London was not one of these. His second marriage, to Charmain 
Kittredge, brought him a fellow-adventurer who shared his maddest 
exploits . This further enforced his isolation from the realities of the 
economic world around him. At his peak, by his own reports, he 
took in $75,000 a year and spent $100,000. 
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Much of this money went into a large labor force, a concrete silo, 
stone cattle barns and a surrealistic pig sty on his "Beauty Ranch" 
over-looking Sonoma Valley. He envisioned an ideal community of 
workers and their families. He introduced modern farming methods, 
some of which are still used on the ranch today. 
Jack London can be called a one-man fiction factory. His prolific 
production of salable prose amazed everyone. His success as a writer 
was colored by two women and one dangerous idea. 
The first woman to influence Jack as a boy was a school teacher 
who assigned a written theme not once a month or once a week but 
every day. Few in the class could meet the demand, but Jack rose to 
it. As a novice, then a short-story writer and novelist, he wrote 1000 
words a day for the rest of his life. He did this before noon, then 
devoted his afternoon and evening to his farm, his friends, and the 
visitors who came in crowds to meet the famous author and partake 
of his generous hospitality. 
The second woman to shape Jack's early life was Ina Coolbrith, a 
librarian who later became Poet Laureate of California. She 
detected a hungry mind in the awkward, poorly dressed boy who 
one day strode into the Oakland Public Library. Delicately she led 
him into the world of books and skillfully she introduced him to the 
world's major ideas. 
London devoured the great authors and remembered what he 
read. During the years that some of his contemporaries wasted in 
college, he got a truly classical education, broad and deep, with Ina 
Coolbrith's guidance. Later, he transformed the universal ideas into 
dramatic stories. Abut 1914 he absorbed Jung, which influenced 
books some critics have considered his finest writing: Red One and 
Human Drift. He thrived on debate, and was well equipped for it. 
He loved nothing better than an evening with good food, good wine, 
and good minds around him. 
And the one dangerous idea? It was Nietzsche's concept of 
"Overman" which has been perverted into the idea of Superman. 
London did himself no harm when he read Darwin and wrote evolu-
tion into Call of the Wild; he was in no jeopardy when he 
remembered Conrad while writing The Sea Wolf; he alienated many 
with a U.S. version of Gibbon's Rise and Fall with, however, 
neither harm nor benefit to himself. But the concept of Superman 
brought him perilously close to violent death dozens of times . (For 
details, see any biography of Jack London.) Physically and mental-
ly, he was indeed super. What he failed to get from Nietzsche, 
however, was the original "Overman's" balance, the stability need-
ed to survive the ultimate d!sappointment. 
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Jack London died at age 40. Suicide? No. Broken heart? Perhaps, 
but not in the usual sense, for his love-life was not involved. He had 
been a persistent preacher of socialism, and simultaneously a pro-
digious producer of capital. Significantly, he died soon after the 
mysterious burning of his supreme material achievement. Wolf 
House. 
iact Iandon·, 
WOLF HOUSE 
Wolf House after the fire. 
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Jack London, Playwright 
by Russ Kingman 
A few years ago Gold and Daughters of the Rich were published. 
Jack London was said to be co-author of "Gold" and sole author 
of Daughters of the Rich. Realizing that Jack was not the author of 
either led me to do some extensive research on the other plays listed 
in the back of Daughters of the Rich. I discovered that the search 
for Jack London's plays is an elusive quest. I am told that James 
Sisson has many or all of the seventeen plays listed in this 
bibliography and probably has information on them that the rest of 
us have never found. If so it is hoped that he will let us see more 
proof than has been shown to date. However, in this article I can 
only use the material at the Huntington Library and other sources 
available to me. 
There is no doubt that Jack London wrote "The Scorn of 
Women," "The Birth Mark," "Theft," and "The Acorn Planter." 
He probably wrote "A Wicked Woman." Several plays were written 
with Jack London as collaborater, but his "collaboration" involved 
his permission to use his name, or the changing of a few words to 
make the use of his name quasi-legal. 
Plays by Jack London 
1. "Scorn of Women." A three act play based on Jack's short story 
of the same title. 
2. "The Birth Mark." A one act vaudeville skit written by London 
for ex-heavyweight boxing champion of the world Bob Fitzsimmons. 
The first title was "The Intruder," and was first produced as "Her 
Brother's Clothes" in San Francisco in 1910. The following year it 
was staged under the name "Her Birthmark," and again as "Her 
Brother's Clothes" in 1914. Bob Fitzsimmons and his wife Julia 
wanted the play so they could make their living with it on the 
vaudeville circuit. Jack wrote it as a favor to them. 
3. "Theft." A four act play. Jack and Charmain attended "The 
Writing on the Wall" on January 25, 1910 at the Macdonough 
Theatre in Oakland. Olga Nethersole played the female lead and 
when talking with the Londons in her dressing room she asked Jack 
to write a play for her. He finished the play "Theft" on April 18, 
1910 and sent it off for her approval. In Novemberr she was ready 
to accept but was forced to change her mind due to her signing of a 
two year contract with Schubert. The play was not produced until 
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1955 by the Lithuanian National Drama Theatre. As far as I know it 
has never been staged in this country. 
4. "The Acorn Planter." A California forest play with a prologue, 
two acts and an epilogue. This play was written by Jack as a Grove 
Play for the Bohemian Club's Jinks. Due to the difficulty of setting 
music to it and of staging it was never used. 
5. "A Wicked Woman." A one act play based on Jack's story of 
the same title . I have never found any proof that this was written by 
London or that he collaborated on it. Several clippings of this play 
appear in Jack's scrapbook. The impact of this, however, is negligi-
ble since we don't know when Jack's clippings from his clipping 
bureau were put in the scrapbooks - probably after his death since 
there are no annotations in any of them by Jack. 
The Morning Oregonian on Tuesday, July 26, 1910 referred to "A 
Wicked Woman" as an alleged comedy by Jack London. They also 
said it was extremely risque and an unsavory plot. Since one could 
hardly call the play that appears under that name in Jack London's 
The Human Drift an unsavorary plot we wonder if they are the 
same play. However, it is difficult to say what the Victorian mind 
considered risque and unsavory. 
The Spokane Chronicle called "A Wicked Woman" "the most 
suggestive theme that has probably ever been seen on the Orpheum 
stage." 
Since Jim Sisson feels that Jack London wrote the play and since 
it must have been in Jack's possession for Charmain included it in 
The Human Drift which was published only a year after Jack's 
death I include this play as written by Jack London. 
Plays in which Jack London has been listed as collaborator. 
It is possible that Jack London did collaborate on these plays but 
it must be pointed out that Jack's collaboration often consisted in 
the reading of the play, making a very minor change and thereby 
making him a quasi-legal collaborator. Sometimes he just gave a 
suggestion or two and at other times he simply gave the author per-
mission to use his name as collaborator. 
1. "The Great Interrogation." A one act play based on a short 
story of the same name. The play was written by Lee Bascom. When 
Miss Bascom asked permission to use the short story for the basis of 
her play Jack gave permission but demanded that he be listed as col-
laborator. First production of this play was in 1905 at the Alcazar 
Theatre in San Francisco. 
2. "As It Was in the Beginning." A four act comedy based on 
Jack's "The Story of Jees Uck." It was copyrighted by Lee Bascom 
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and Jack London October 30, 1905. As in "The Great Interroga-
tion" Lee Bascom did the writing and Jack London did the letting. 
3. "Gold." A three act play written by Herbert Heron using Jack's 
short story "A Day's Lodging." Correspondence indicates that Jack 
did little more than read Heron's work. Jack did make one or two 
suggestions. The play was first produced in its entirety by the 
Jackson High School Drama Class in 1973. The Friends of the 
Oakland Public Library had sponsored the second act of "Gold" 
two weeks earlier. 
In a letter to Sanger and Jordan dated April 14, 1914 Jack said, 
"I am sending you today, under separate cover, a play entitled 
"Gold," written by Herbert Heron, and based upon a short story of 
mine entitled 'A Day's Lodging.' If you cannot do anything with 
this play as it stands, how about putting my name to it as joint col-
laborator with Herbert Heron? Or, how about my putting my name 
to it as sole author of said play?" This letter involved the revised 
version by Heron. 
On March 12, 1910 Jack London and Herbert Heron signed a 
contract for "Gold.'' Here is one paragraph of the agreement: 
That the dramatic rights for the United States of the short story by Jack London en-
titled "A Day's Lodging" were vested in Herbert Heron for the purpose of founding 
a play on said story. 
The play, entitled "Gold," having been completed by Heron, and read to London, 
the following agreement is hereby entered into between the two parties. 
In a letter to Dear Bert on Dec. 16, 1909 Jack said, " . .. all right, 
when Charmain and I get down to Carmel I'll read your dramatiza-
tion of "A Day's Lodging" and in the meantime I'll hold that con-
tract open to you, and not sign it away to anybody else.'' 
4. "The First Poet.'' A one act play written by George Sterling in 
1911 and published over Jack's name at Sterling's request. Sterling 
felt it would be easier to sell if it were published with his friend's 
famous name on it. It was first performed at the Forest Theatre in 
Carmel in 1915. 
In a letter from Sterling to London on November 11, 1910 he of-
fered the poem to Jack for $25.00. George said he had finished it in 
October and told Jack that it would be o.k. for him to edit or add a 
few lines. 
A week later George wrote again. It seemed that Jack liked the 
poem. George suggested Jack say he collaborated with him if he put 
it in his book. He further suggested that Jack ring in a few lines. 
5. "War.'' A drama of peace in three acts. This play was probably 
based on Jack's short story of the same name. It was written and 
copyrighted by Joseph Noel in 1912. I have never been able to find a 
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copy of this play. Neither have I been able to find any mention of it 
in Jack London materials. It is very unlikely that Jack collaborated 
with Noel on this play. It was never published or produced. 
6. "Babylonia." A musical comedy written in 1913 by C. P. Cle-
ment and put to music by Edward Gage. It is unlikely that Jack did 
any more than provide his name. In the play Billy Wilson drinks an 
elixir that sends him back thirty centuries in time to the garden of 
Baal. Sophie Schmidt and Dennis O'Toole are sent to Babylonia to 
work with Wilson. Wilson forms an alliance with Darius because of 
his knowledge of explosives. Together they overcome Belschzzar. 
No copy of this play has ever been located. 
7. "The Damascus Road." A three act play based on Jack 
London's short story "South of the Slot." This play was first called 
"The Light" and then "The Common Man." It was copyrighted in 
1913. There is no evidence that Jack collabored with Nichols in the 
writing of the play. 
On April 30, 1910 Jack signed a contract for this play. The first 
paragraph reads, 
Whereas, Jack London, of Sonoma County, California, did under date of April 30, 
1910, enter into a contract with Walter H. Nichols, of Los Angeles County, Califor-
nia, giving the said Walter H. Nichols the right to dramatize "South of the Slot," a 
story by the said Jack London, and giving the said Walter H. Nichols certain rights 
and interests in said story and in the said dramatization, and ... " 
As far as we know this play was never produced or published. 
Plays erroniously attributed to Jack London. 
1. "The Return of Ulysses." A short story written by Jack London 
in 1898. It was probably published as "An Odyssey of the North." I 
have found no record that it was ever put into play form by Jack 
London. 
2. "Billy the Kid." This play was produced at the Gladmir Theater, 
Lansing, Michigan on Dec. 26, 1910. The Lansing Republican stated 
that the play was written by Jack London and that it had ·played for 
over three years. There is no evidence in Jack's records that he ever 
wrote or collaborated in the writing of this play. 
3. "The Mayor of Goldfield." According to the bibliography in 
Daughters of the Rich this play was written by Jack London. I am 
assuming the entry in this bibliography as "Mayor of Goldland" is 
the same as "The Mayor of Goldfield ." 
In a letter to the editor of the Pueblo Chiejtan, November 21, 
1911 Jack said, " ... I have no knowledge whatever of having writ-
ten a play entitled "The Mayor of Goldfield." 
4. "Daughters of the Rich." A one act play written by Hilda 
Gilbert. Jack had the play copyrighted in his name and let her use 
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his name as author so she could act in it. It is very clear by Jack's 
correspondence that he had no part in the writing of the play. Here 
is an excerpt from one of the letters - a letter from Edward Payne to 
Jack London from Wake Robin on August 10, 1915: 
Hilda Gilbert in a letter received yesterday requests me to acquaint you with the 
following facts, if you are at home and I think it will not break in too much of your 
time . She thinks she has a chance to sell the act (the one she wrote and to which you 
lent your name) to Smart Set. 
5. "The Judge." This play is not listed in the Daughters of the Rich 
bibliography but has been listed elsewhere as having been written by 
Jack London. In a letter to George S. Pelton on March 27, 1914 
Jack said, ". . . I have never entered into an agreement with 
anybody to appear as collaborator or as author of a play entitled 
"The Judge." 
6. "Scorn of Women." There is no doubt concerning the author-
ship of this play. In a letter to Blanch Partington October 4, 1914 
Jack wrote: 
Mansfield is still after me, and so is Ethel Barrymore (if that's the way to spell it) . 
I'm beginning to warm to the idea, & if I get the chance should like to try my hand at 
a couple of curtain-raisers - perhaps as a beginning. Gee! I'd like to turn out a good 
play just once! 
The Argonaut on Dec. 12, 1904 published an interview with Miss 
Ethel Barrymore: 
Miss Ethel Barrymore is an enthusiastic admirer of Jack London, who, she thinks, 
shares with Joseph Conrad the credit and distinction of writing about the only 'big 
stuff' that is being done today. She met Mr. London in California recently, and 
found in him a most interesting personality. 'He's the sailor, all over,' Miss Bar-
rymore told a New York reporter, the other day, 'with all the charm of free life about 
him . We talked about the play that he is going to write for me.' 
The working title of "Scorn of Women" was "The Way of 
Women." In a letter to Cloudesley Johns Nov. 15, 1904 Jack said, 
In middle of second act of play & hard at it.'' 
The courage, or should I say audacity, of the Jackson High 
School Drama Class in attempting "The Scorn of Women" is to be 
admired. Especially since the great Ethel Barrymore finally rejected 
the play because she didn't feel she could portray the heroine, Freda 
maloof. Freda was too unconventional for conventional Ethel Bar-
rymore. Most of Jack London's women characters were based on 
people he knew. They are not easily understood by the average per-
son because they are based on women who weren't ordinary in any 
sense of the word. 
Freda Maloof also has a prominent part in Jack's short story 
"The Wife of a King" and in his novel Burning Daylight. She was 
an attractive and vibrant Greek dance hall girl and considered hot 
stuff in Dawson City. Actually "The Turkish Whirlwind Danseuse" 
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and "Little Egypt of the Columbian Exhibition" was too much for 
Dawson City. In later years Jack ran into her as an Oakland street 
fair. He said that she was fat and forty but she still had all her 
verve. 
Jack and Charmain loved the theatre and when in Oakland at-
tended either the Macdonough or Libery Theatre nearly every night. 
When there was nothing new they ventured over to San Francisco. 
Jack would have been extremely proud of his friend Heron's 
"Gold" as presented by the Jackson High School Drama Class. I 
am confident that he will be equally proud of this presentation of 
his own play "The Scorn of Women." 
The fireplace at Wolf House. 
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Revisiting 
Jack London's 
Valley of the Moon 
by Howard Lachtman 
One of the most interesting new chapters in the continuing saga of 
Jack London is now taking place at the Jack London State Historic 
Park, some two miles up the mountain road from the little Sonoma 
Valley village of Glen Ellen. 
Since the early 1960's, when the Park first opened, visitors here 
have enjoyed the sights in the cobblestone House of Happy Walls, 
the two-story museum built by London's adoring widow three years 
after the writer's death and adorned with a host of colorful exhibits 
ranging from rejection slips to South Sea spears. From here, visitors 
have gone on to pay their respects at London's hilltop gravesite, a 
rough rock fringed with weeds and squared by a picket fence, and 
follow the winding trail down to the fire-scorched ruins of Wolf 
House, the stone and redwood home of London's dreams which 
unaccountably went up in smoke late one night during the long, hot 
summer of 1913. 
Until recently, Wolf House was the end of the trail. Some 
sightseers complained that they wanted more than the fingers of 
chimneys and bare stone arches which were all that remained of the 
house that Jack built. What more did they want? They wanted the 
romance of London, not the ruins. Not everyone is poet enough to 
find romance in the ruins. 
Historical pursuits were also dissatisfied. They pointed out that 
London never set foot inside Happy Walls, never resided in Wolf 
House, and never, for that matter, spent much time at all on this 
side of his vast 1300-acre Beauty Ranch estate. The writer's actual 
base of operations lay on the other side, just up the road on land 
that was still privately owned by Charmain London's heirs, Irving 
and Mildred Shepard, and therefore prohibited to the general 
public. There was talk that this historic part of the ranch might 
someday be opened for limited viewing, or might even become part 
of the state park, but it remained only talk . . . 
Until 1980. In January of this year, the 39-acre heart of the ranch 
went public, together with 725 acres of the ruggedly beautiful coun-
tryside which surrounds it. 
Now that the new portion qf the park is at last open, visitors can 
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get their first close look at the unpretentious country cottage where 
the legendary London lived, wrote, and entertained until his death in 
1916. They can see the vineyards where he once grew grapes, recent-
ly restored by the labor of current London executor, Milo Shepard, 
grandson of Jack's own respected ranch superintendent, Eliza 
Shepard. And they are able to walk about the barns, stal;>les, silos, 
piggery, winery, and other landmarks of this rambling ranch. 
In close contact with London's little-known career as an 
agricultural architect, conservationist, and ecologist, visitors can 
come away from here with a more complete appreciation of the 
novelist who wrote for the day and built for the ages. There are pic-
nic facilities and suitably displayed quotations from the author-
farmer who did not live long enough to write a ranch autobiography 
(one suspects it might have been one of the most interesting of all 
his books). The observant will note that London had an eye for 
beauty, as well as efficiency and utility. 
Extensive woodlands of the Beauty Ranch offer hiking and 
horseback trails through groves of fir, oak, madrone, redwood, 
laurel and manzanita. The end of the trail for the most ambitious 
explorer is without question the mile-high summit of Sonoma Moun-
tain - Jack's own favorite scenic vista - , with its breathtaking 
view of Northern California and the blue of San Francisco Bay. 
Summer hikers on trail will surely cast envious glances at the five-
acre lake created by London for the use of his ranch guests, but not, 
alas, for park patrons. A redwood log bath house of that day still 
stands on the shore of the lake, a reminder of boisterous London 
swimming parties. 
What did the ranch mean to London himself? One clue is provid-
ed in a continuous-loop 1916 newsreel, now on display at the park. 
It shows London himself at work and play with his horses, wife, 
wagons, and piglets. The film leaves little doubt in the mind of the 
viewer that the writer was having a high time, hugely enjoying 
himself, delighting in his strenuous (and expensive) efforts to create 
the finest, most scientifically-managed ranch in the West. His at-
tempt was met with the usual skepticism from critics and the usual 
lack of understanding from his friends. London bore it all with 
good humor and tried to explain his position to those who would 
listen. 
"It is dreadfully hard for me to get my friends to understand just 
what the ranch means to me," Jack explained to his publisher. "It 
does not mean profit, at all. My fondest hope is that somewhere in 
the next six or seven years I shall be able to break even on the ranch. 
"The ranch is to me what actresses, racehorses, or collecting 
postage stamps are to other men. From a utilitarian standpoint, I 
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hope to do two things with the ranch: (1) To leave the land better 
for my having been; (2) and to enable 30 or 40 families to live hap-
pily on ground that was so impoverished that an average of three 
farmers went bankrupt on each of the five ranches I have run 
together . . . " (Letter, Oct. 7, 1914) 
It wasn't an easy job, as London himself was the first to admit, 
but he managed to keep his sense of enthusiasm alive through all his 
difficulties. "Oh, I shall make mistakes a-plenty," he conceded, 
"but watch my dream come true. Try to dream with me my dreams 
of fruitful acres. Do not be a slave to an old conception. Try to 
realize what I am after. 
Not all of London's contemporaries had the patience or curiosity 
to go and see for themselves what the writer was after. Luther Bur-
bank, who shared some of his horticultural secrets, was one. 
Another was reporter Bailey Millard, who sensed that Jack 
London's farming activities were enabling him to leave his mark in 
the land as he had in literature. Millard was impressed by London's 
double role as author and farmer: 
Literature and livestock seem a happy combination when viewed from the front 
veranda of the London home. Inside, one may see the author of The Valley of the 
Moon writing a story, and outside may be seen the pleasant terraces where he or 
rather his men have written even more largely and legibly with plow and cultivator. 
For the farmer, after all, whether he sells stories to publishers or keeps them in his 
head, has written bigger things that the magazinist, bigger indeed than Dante or 
Milton . ' 
The Beauty Ranch was hardly London's version of Paradise 
Regained, but neither was it the disaster that some modern London 
detractors have condemned with gleeful malice. A number of its 
acres were, indeed, as fruitful as London's dreams. Ranch records 
indicate that he raised some of the biggest and best crops of hay, 
barley, and alfalfa in the Sonoma area; won county and state fair 
prizes for the excellence of his horses and livestocks; produced heavy 
yields opf sweet prunes (nearly twenty tons to twelve orchard acres); 
and planted flourishing potato and vegetable gardens. 
Nor was London content with the usual makeshift farming which 
littered the California landscape with barbed wire fences and ram-
shackle wooden structures. Stone and concrete were his preferences, 
and that is what one still sees in the architecture of the old ranch -
solidly-built barns, corrals, silos, walls, and a sturdy, circular "pig 
palace.'' 
London's ingenuity and demand for quality extended into such 
other fields as cattle feed, animal husbandry, swine sanitation, and 
soil conservation. His explanation to Millard about how he solved a 
moisture-loss problem gives a striking illustration of his imaginative 
yet practical approach to farming in general: 
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What I never have been able to understand was why they could keep on for forty cen-
turies in China getting god crops out of the soil, while in this country it was regarded 
as exhausted in forty years. I made up my mind that it was all a matter of the way we 
handled our soil. I studied the problem pretty thoroughly. I had noticed the way the 
soil was washed down the hillsides by the rains, and I determined to prevent that, 
which I did by grading the land, making it over into rolling contours and abrupt ter-
races. It's the only way that such land should be cultivated anyway, as it gives a 
chance for good, long furrows along the hillside. But the big thing about it is that by 
these new contours I keep the moisture in the soil and do not let it dissipate itself by 
seepage or evaporation. 2 
Some of London's friends and neighbors poked fun at his "non-
profit system of farming," and Jack himself readily admitted that 
his ranch was "an expensive luxury" rather than a paying proposi-
tion - a Ranch of Good Intentions (as he sometimes called it) 
rather than a Ranch of Sound Investments. The important task for 
him, however, was the care and cultivation of the land, laying the 
strong foundation for a model farm and the model community 
which would grow organically from it. 
As London saw it, a well-organized, self-sufficient commune, 
with himself as chief fund-raiser, planner, and organizer, would in 
time succeed the experimental years of Beauty Ranch and justify all 
its many problems and expenses. He probably knew it could never 
evolve easily, but he persisted in his dream of bringing life to worn-
out land and hope to dead-end lives . Despite debt and ridicule, 
despite his own many distractions and frequent absences from the 
ranch, London held his land in trust, like a good steward, for 
Californians who wished to learn from his mistakes and profit by 
his example. Few did. 
Beauty Ranch was as much an imaginative exercise to London as 
any novel. Even he had trouble imagining himself as masterfully in 
control of his holdings as a Dick Forest (vide The Little Lady of the 
Big House), but he did his best to keep up, detailing endless "sug-
gestions" to Eliza, and dressing for his ranch rounds in white togs, 
riding boots, and stiff-brimmed Baden-Powell. It was not all play-
acting. London sincerely loved to take his visitors out on horseback, 
show them the lay of the land, and enthuse about his latest 
discoveries. More than a financial connection linked writing and 
ranching; both . were forms of fantasy that quickly assumed a com-
pelling logic of their own, carrying their creator along. 
If Beauty Ranch was a dream ranch, it was also an attempt at a 
working solution to problems which afflicted its founder personally 
and his nation in general. London soon saw that his benevolent 
satrapy in the Sonoma hills had meaning beyond region alone. It 
was a declaration of dissatisfaction with existing society, a restora-
tion of frontier-style energy and ingenuity, and a revival of an ethic 
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that had been lost in urban multiplicity and social mismanagement. 
"In the solution of the great economic problems of the present 
age," he observed, "I see a return to the soil. I go into farming 
because my philosophy and research have taught me to recognize the 
fact that a return to the soil is the basis of economics ... I see my 
farm in terms of the world, and the world in terms of my farm ... 
My work on this land, and my message to America, go hand in 
hand!'' 3 
London's "world in a farm" microcosm may only have been 
romantic hyperbole, yet it is true that Beauty Ranch still exerts a 
spell, still offers special meaning for modern Westerners troubled by 
the deterioration of pastoral California and the ecological conse-
quences of industrial California. It is a reminder of a simpler, more 
innocent age, for since London's day, many of the state's "fruitful 
acres" and fertile valleys have simply disappeared. Precious natural 
resources which London's generation took for granted have been 
lost, and the cycle of nature disrupted, perhaps irrepably damaged. 
Aware of the peril to the natural world posed by suburban sprawl, 
by chemical and nuclear pollution, and by a callous political system 
which plays havoc with the future of farming and irrigation in the 
state, contemporary Californians have reacted by forming en-
vironmental action societies dedicated to the preservation of open 
spaces, wildlife, and the balance of nature. Part of this movement 
has been a rekindling of interest in Western literary prophets of the 
frontier, from John Muir to Jeffers. Ecological innovator and vi-
sionary, Jack London is a relatively new addition to the list of con-
servational writers and outdoorsmen who speak to our time with 
renewed validity. His reverence for the land and his efforts to 
reclaim the slopes of his own mountain ranch fascinate a new 
generation which has grown weary of supermarket civilization and 
television heroes. 
More than misguided amateurism or egoism can be detected in 
London's "message" to future generations of Westerners whom he 
correctly foresaw would be alienated from the land (and, therefore, 
from one another). And more than outdated agrarianism accounts 
for the new wave of public interest in his agricultural career. Today, 
as cities go bankrupt and food prices soar, as farmlands and pro-
ductive fields are converted into "developments," Beauty Ranch has 
become one of those haunting memorials to the West that was, to 
the California that might have been. London's role in Western 
agrarian and utopian history will doubtlessly appreciate as more and 
more visitors to the London State Park become aware of his efforts 
to create a Sonoma Eden and make a reality of the California 
dream. 
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"My failures are frequent," London once summed up his work 
on the ranch, "my triumphs not exciting." What is exciting is the 
prospect of getting into closer contact with a man who was several 
generations ahead of his time in his sensitivity to California's en-
dangered natural heritage and in his seerlike recognition of its im-
portance in the increasingly urbanized and monopolized consumer 
society which he predicted for California's future. 
Those who see that much are sure to come away from Beauty 
Ranch with increased appreciation, even affection, for the man and 
his work. Already, the park plays host to more than 100,000 annual 
visitors from all parts of the world. On a given day, the visitor here 
can talk, as I did, with London fans from Australia, Brazil, Japan, 
and Denmark, among other countries. News of the expansion is ex-
pected to increase attendance dramatically as Londonians flock to 
see "the ranch that Jack built." 
Reaction to the opening of Beauty Ranch among London's 
leading Western fans has ranged from jubilation to caution. 
"It will give the public a view of the Beauty Ranch as Jack Lon-
don himself saw it," says Mike Hamilton, Huntington Library Lon-
don specialist, ''and also an idea of what the London ranch really 
was - a working ranch. Getting even a glimpse of his working sur-
roundings should give one a little better perspective about what Jack 
London was, and where he came from." 
But opening the grounds and buildings of the ranch to substantial 
tourist traffic worries London buffs such as ranch hiker and 
bibliophile Sal Noto. 
"Most people are naturally curious about seeing the homes of 
famous people," Noto says, "of catching glimpses of how they lived 
and what they might have been like as persons. And I can unders-
tand that. 
"But I somehow feel that there is ample Londoniana already 
available at the existing park for public view and appreciation ... 
Also, I'd like to think that the portions of the London ranch in 
question could remain in their natural state - pretty much as Lon-
don knew them in the peace and beauty of his Valley of the Moon.'' 
London anthologist and editor Dale Walker shares Noto's con-
cern, but wonders if a compromise can be achieved between the 
competing demands of natural preservation and public visitation. 
''People should have to walk the miles and not ride in golf carts 
or any other conveyance," Walker suggests. "The trails should be 
marked and the warnings posted and that is about all. 
"The restoration of the cottage where Jack died is a reasonable 
project and, done with taste and historical accuracy, will add much 
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to the park. In general, I favor anything that reaffirms the impor-
tance of Jack London in our history, and the park has always struck 
me as California's most important salute to its great state treasure." 
Even though the prospect of increasing numbers of autos, 
curiosity-seekers, camera bugs, and litterers can give nightmares to 
naturalists, state authorities point out that this has not been a pro-
blem in the park's operation to date. Authenticity will be preserved, 
they insist, and the traditions of the old ranch will be respected. 
This, after all, is what the people have come to see. And the nearly 
800 acres of the Beauty Ranch is a magnificient sight, a recreational 
and educational wonderland. "One can learn more about the mind 
and heart of Jack London in an afternoon here than one can from a 
year in a London research library," said one learned visitor, shaking 
his head at his own recent stint of armchair scholarship. He was ex-
aggerating, of course. Or was he? 
"Who will reap what I have sown in this almighty sweet land?" 
Jack London wondered. Not the subdividers anyhow, executor Milo 
Shepard says. Instead, he has seen to it that the people of California 
and the world will reap the legacy of his famous relative. Preserva-
tion and restoration will be the ultimate fate of the mountain ranch 
on whose acres London wrote his robutst personal signature as sure-
ly as if he had signed it on the dedication page of one of his books. 
No one can predict what impact the expanded park is likely to 
have on tourism or the rehabilitation of London's reputation as an 
early twentieth-century ecological pioneer. But visitors to the ranch 
will now be able to judge for themselves whether London was right 
in his attempt to redeem the waste of the past and plant for the 
future. They will also be able to decide whether part of the seeming-
ly insoluble economic problems of our age aren't due precisely to 
the same abuse of natural resources and waste of productive land 
against which the farseeing London warned his fellow westerners so 
long ago. 
One London novel in particular looms large for its place in the 
library of California classics of the land. Since we have just visited 
Jack London's Valley of the Moon, let's go back in time again and 
take a close look at the famous novel of the same name. If not an 
epic on the scale of Frank Norris' The Octopus, The Valley of the 
Moon was nevertheless London's bid to write The Great California 
Novel. It, too is worth revisiting. 
"I realize that much of California's romance is passing away," 
Jack London told a California newsman eager for news of his next 
novel, "and I intend to see to it that I, at least, shall preserve as 
much of that romance as is possible for me" (BJL, II, pp. 200-201). 
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London was true to his word in The Valley of the Moon, a novel 
which is perhaps more interesting for its paradoxes than for its plot. 
It clearly portrayed the writer's well-known criticism of industrial 
capitalism, for example, but it proposed agricultural capitalism 
rather than militant socialism as an effective remedy. While it 
dramatized the typical Londonesque conflict between exploited 
working-class characters and an Establishment which made their 
lieves miserable, the novel was by no means a blueprint for revolu-
tion; the city workers who abandoned the city and went back to the 
soil in their search for economic freedom and social betterment 
learned to become ''bosses'' in their own right and to profit by the 
cheap labor of others - the golden means to success in America. 
Finally, London passed up the bigger-than-life heroes who had 
dominated most of his earlier books. He attempted to win reader 
sympathy and approval for a pair of "shirtsleeved proletarians" 
who seemed improbable choices for leading characters of a novel, 
given the tastes and expectations of most readers of his day. Yet the 
book sold very well, perhaps because its protagonists were simple 
enough to be patronized and pitied, or because their love story was 
strikingly effective when contrasted against a background of urban 
anxiety and unrest. Economic problems - the intrusion of social 
reality - took up the slack of faltering emotions. 
Though he remembered all too well how readers had rejected the 
heroic mastery of Earnest Everhard and the antiheroic anomie of 
Martin Eden, London proposed once again to make a fictional 
entertainment of his socio-economic views. His formula for success 
in the novel was a simple one, and he saw The Valley of the Moon 
as a triumph of technique. What he proposed to do was to tell the 
truth, as he saw it, without alienating his audience. By avoiding the 
psychological nihilism of Martin Eden and the self-destructive 
socialism of The Iron Heel, he thought he could woo both his 
romantic and radical readership. "While, for once in my life the 
story will not be offensive to bourgeois business ethics," he explain-
ed, "it will at the same time be something of which I shall absolute-
ly and passionately believe every word" (Letter, May 30, 1911). Not 
that sincerity necessarily made for a better or more believable book, 
but it was certainly one way for an author to have his cake and eat 
it, too. 
But there was something more to the novel than love, money, and 
the war of the classes. London could count on the lure of "a 
Western story big as the outdoors" to bring him those readers for 
whom literature meant a story to be read round the campfire or 
taken into a lantern-lit tent under the pines. The appeal of this type 
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of tale was reinforced by a strong vein of nostalgia for California's 
arcadian past, and by the popular myth of California as a place of 
new beginnings - the proper setting for a novel about laborers 
seeking both a new life and The Good Life under the sun. 
Here, then was a novel for everyone. A portrait of slum life to 
begin with and pastoral fantasy to end with, its brass tacks approach 
to labor problems, environmentalism, and agrarian idealism would 
redeem the novel for the novelist himself. London was confident he 
would not be disenchanted with what he hoped to write. He was 
sure the book could capably present his "message" yet win the 
hearts of approving readers. It helped, too, that he already had a hit 
on his hands when his new novel appeared. The sucess of his 
authobiography, John Barleycorn, issued only two months before, 
was more han making up for the poor showing of his 1913 short 
story collection, The Night-Born, and a boxing novella, The 
Abysmal Brute. 
The Valley of the Moon was timed to end the year with a popular 
novel that would silence critics who claimed he had lost his touch or 
was out of date in a nation that was rapidly converting from the 
horse to the auto, from the country to the city, and from adventure 
stories to psychological fiction. But Jack hoped his new novel would 
do a great deal more than give him another best seller. He hoped it 
would be hailed as a milestone in his career, a work which sounded 
a warning to modern, urban, industrial America about the price it 
paid for abandoning the natural world, for losing the spirit and the 
opport-unities of the frontier, and for generally supplanting the 
garden with the machine. Sadly, these levels of meaning seemed to 
have gone virtually unnoticed until the scholarly detective work of 
Earle Labor unearthed them half a century later. 4 
"I must create a system," poet William Blake wrote, "or be 
enslaved by another man's." That, in essence, is the dilemma which 
confronts Oakland laundress Saxon Brown and her teamster hus-
band Billy when their marriage deteriorates under the pressures of 
poverty, labor violence, and urban loss of identity. The city con-
stantly betrays their dream of dignity, their hope of happiness. "All 
the natural world was right, and sensible, and beneficient,'' Saxon 
finally concludes. "It was the man-made world that was wrong, 
mad, and horrible." The question is whether she and her man can 
make a new world and a new life for themselves. 
Billy and Saxon take the first step in the right direction - into the 
natural world - when they decided to quit Oakland and look for a 
saner, healthier way of life elsewhere, Descendents of pioneers, the 
couple set out on the road to explore California and reacquire the 
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strength and skills of their self-sufficient ancestors who "had not 
lived 'in cities nor been vexed with labor unions and employers 
associations ... [who] "shot or raised their own meat, grew their 
own vegetables, were their own blacksmiths and carpenters, made 
their own shoes." 
The pilgrimage of this dispossessed couple in search of paradise 
foreshadows the quest of Steinbeck's okies in The Grapes of Wrath . 
In fact, when Billy and Saxon pause, as they often do, to remind 
themselves of their proud heritage and present distress, they speak 
with the same sense of folksy history which Steinbeck would later 
put into the mouths of his traveling Joad family : "We starved, an' 
froze, an' sweat, an' fought. This land looked good to us ... That's 
the very point. We're the losers. We've been robbed ... We're the 
white folks that failed. " 
The previous generation has failed by abandoning the land for the 
allure of economic opportunity in the city allowing hard-working 
foreign immigrants to buy up the land and succeed where the lazy or 
greedy offspring of pioneers could not. The latter have followed 
another general migration - to the assembly line, the sweatshop, 
and the slum. It is the same trap into which Billy and Saxon have 
fallen. 
The failure is reversed when the Robertses end their protracted 
wandering of California's countryside and seacoast, settling on an 
attractive farm in the Sonoma Valley. Situated midway between city 
and wilderness, the farm gives the Robertses the best of both 
worlds, and they seize the opportunity by managing a model 
agricultural business, a booming teamster operation, and a poten-
tially lucrative clay deposit. 
Redeeming the land abandoned by their fathers, Billy and Saxon 
reap spiritual as well as financial advantage. Their new situation 
allows them all the spaciousness and initiative of pioneers, all the 
shrewd commercialism of enrepreneurs with a lock on the local 
market. Concerned equally with conservational ecology and pro-
fitable economy, Billy and Saxon derive strength and pride from 
their new life as agrarians. "They did not work for bosses, but spec-
tacularly and magnificently, with their own might, grappled with the 
great world and wrung splendid living from its reluctant hands." 
Now that they have broken the cycle of wage-slavery which held 
them back and kept them down, the Robertses can take their place 
in a free market economy and compete for the dollars which will 
give them the security and dignity they seek. They prosper by apply-
ing the most efficient practices of scientific agriculture, employing 
convict and non-union labor, employing the unemployable, and pay-
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ing low wages; in this way, the downtrodden city workers quickly 
become the clever managers of their valley. They have learned to ap-
ply the lessons of industrial capitalism to the problems of 
agricultural capitalism. Co-operative rather than communal, their 
system of business makes dollars as well as good sense. Their new 
prosperity and personal rejuvenation rides on the riches of the land, 
the natural advantages of their products and services, and on the 
strong backs and weak heads of farm workers who are unable or un-
willing to better themselves, as Billy and Saxon have done. 
The fact that Billy and Saxon balance their aesthetic worship of 
nature with the cash benefits of efficient farm and business schemes 
has made some critics dubious about London's return-to-the-land 
prescription. "It took every cent London could earn from his 
writing to make his return to the land economically feasible," 
Franklin Walker objected. "No wonder that the reader of The 
Valley of the Moon is not wholly convinced that London has found 
the solution for every man's troubles, much less those of Billy and 
Saxon Roberts."s Moreover, as critic John Brazil has recently 
pointed out, the "solution" which Billy and Saxon embrace may 
cause problems of its own: 
London spends most of this novel (and a great deal of his life) describing the per-
nicious effects of urban life and searching for a suitable alternative. The solution is 
not what he intended, what his characters say it will be, nor what he says it it. It is 
also in itself unsatisfactory. The clay pit will, as Billy and Saxon realize, bring people 
to the valley, the surrounding town will grow, new businesses will spring up (which, 
they are pleased to note, will provide markets for their farm produce) and soon the 
railroad will build an extension to service the community. Their economic-growth 
mentality will result in exactly the conditions they sought to escape, with the single ex-
ception of their being on top rather than on the bottom of the social ladder.' 
But for Billy and Saxon - as well as for Jack London - , that 
"single exception" is, in fact, the solution. In the Robertses, Lon-
don created fictional characters whose lives and motives he knew in-
timately from his own experience and aspirations. Lowly and disad-
vantaged protagonists, they are intended to represent the faceless, 
hapless masses, but they are also credible characters, distinct from 
the masses they are intended to mirror. Seeking the roots which the 
impersonal and manipulative city has denied them, these forgotten 
Americans go in search of a lost America whose other name is Eden. 
The garden they find is without a snake, and all the apples are edible. 
Exploring The Valley of the Moon, today, the reader must be 
prepared for a certain annoying amount of "working class slang," 
for the cloying proprieties of Londonian romance (including Billy's 
advice to Saxon on how to keep a marriage alive with a little discreet 
sexuality), and something of the indignant spirit, not without a 
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charm of its own, which colored proletarian fiction of 1913. 
Nonetheless, the novel is well worth knowing. As a document of 
economic deprivation in the Bay Area in the early years of this cen-
tury, it parallels London's socio-economic indictment in Martin 
Eden; as an exhortation to those who have abandoned the spirit of 
Westering and turned their backs on the land, it is a companion 
volume to Willa Cather's 0 Pioneers!; and as an excursion into the 
mythic landscape of the California Dream, it anticipates such later 
twentieth-century novels as The Vineyard and To A God Unknown. 
Contemporary critics found The Valley of the Moon "filled with 
all the usual Jack London shortcomings - the greatest being lack of 
restraint." At the same, they could commend the novel, as did the 
Boston Transcript, for being "a notably faithful study of a variety 
of critical social conditions and . . . a significant story." 
New York Times reviewer Helen Bullis had her own reservations 
about the book: "If the author had only applied his own theories 
and adopted 'intensive' methods in writing The Valley of the Moon, 
he might have produced not only a vastly interesting and suggestive 
book, but a great one." Some reviewers agreed with her view that 
though this was not a great novel, it was at least a good one, "a 
man's size book, containing a man's size idea." Others felt that the 
idea had simply been manhandled. The novel's three-part structure 
was curiously old-fashioned, while its yearning for a lost Jefferso-
nian America of pioneer values and virtues was a .sentimental 
anachronism. In his next agrarian novel, The Little Lady of the Big 
House, London himself was to doubt that "green acres and green-
backs" were the solution to human misery. 
The New York Sun found construction a greater flaw in the the 
novel that lack of restraint or lack of intensity: "As a work of art, 
his story may be compared to the pride of New England housewives, 
the patchwork quilt. Vivid blocks of realism, brilliant scraps of 
California scenery, sober bits of preaching, put together rather 
haphazard, wherever they will be effective." What the Sun ap-
preciated was London's optimism and happy ending. After the 
''bunches of knuckles and buckets of blood'' that epitomized The 
Night-Born and the philosophical pessmism that darkened John 
Barleycorn, The Valley of the Moon seemed a welcome relief, 
"unlike any book of his we have met before, an extremely pleasant 
and genial book." 
One wonders whether the Sun reviewer had put on his rose-tinted 
spectacles to read the grim details of Oakland strikebreaking, 
murder, and miscarriage, not to mention the morbid psychology 
underlying the "fun in the sun" life of the Carmel abalone eaters 
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whom Billy and Saxon visit. If the novel does become more 
"genial" in Book Ill, it also becomes more unreal, increasingly a 
work of wish-fulfillment on London's part, a novel which atoned 
for the farming failures of the novelist's kindly stepfather, John 
London, while at the same time financing the financially -
burdensome Beauty Ranch of his own dreams. 
While The Valley of the Moon showed London at his best as a 
writer who could effectively mix the romance of the open road with 
social protest, it also demonstrated that he was at his best artistically 
as a short story writer. Read today, it seems the sort of protracted, 
concocted novel whose perennial popularity owes less to superior 
story-telling than to the fact that it will forever .be linked with that 
part of Northern California which Jack London chose to call home. 
It perpetuates a landscape which the writer coveted, a wilderness 
which he cultivated, and a farm which he converted into fiction in 
order to underwrite his ambitious agrarian projects. The novel 
which successfully created the illusion of a Western Eden helped to 
feed the flocks, repair the fences, purchase the livestock, and meet 
the payrolls of London's own pastoral paradise. Perhaps Jack 
himself had trouble deciding which Valley of the Moon he truly 
preferred - the fictional one or the factual one. 
Modern day pilgrims, fleeing the same crowded, ill-managed, and 
dangerous cities from which Billy and Saxon fled, continue to follow 
that winding road into the rolling, moon-haunted hills of Jack Lon-
don Country. What do they seek in the writer's Valley of the Moon? 
Wine and cheese. A pastoral landscape. A microcosm of the world 
we have lost, or one we never had to begin with. A California 
Dream that is perhaps merely a chimera, real only in the enduring 
power of its illusion. A countryside as legendary as the writer who 
once vowed to capture its passing romance between the covers of a 
book. 
Jack London kept his promise, not because the book he wrote is a 
major work of American literature - it lacks the sustained lyricism, 
depth of characterization, and firm objective power to be that - , 
but because he himself remains a major American legend whose 
books offer clues to the man. 
The Valley of the Moon is one such book. Its conflict between 
social realism and pastoral idealism, between ecological love of the 
land and financial interest in its potential productivity, doubtless 
mirror its author's divided sensibility. But there is another element 
in the novel which accounts for its permanence, a quality which 
shines through the mawkish and muscular texture of London's 
writing. The fable of the two troubled lovers - the headstrong 
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horseman and the poor but proud laundress - finding a way out of 
certain . doom and living happily ever after in the happy valley of 
their dreams grants to London's sprawling, uneven work much of 
the essence and appeal of a classic fairy tale. 
The urban ordeal and rural odyssey of the novel's first two books 
seem to fade by the time the reader arrives in the enchanted valley 
of Book Three, for here he enters at last into that timeless country 
which first beckons to him on the novel's cover - a rolling expanse 
of tawny Sonoma hills, sprinkled with oaks and foreground cypress 
trees, uncluttered by houses, highways, or human beings. In this 
single, idyllic illustration, the imagined country of London's book 
and the real country of his life converge. Both retain the power to 
awaken a modern reader's capacity for wonder. No wonder, then, 
that Jack London Country is both a place on the map and a state of 
mind. 
London's search for his own Valley of the Moon was connected 
with his quest for a richer, more direct engagement with living itself. 
Through farming, he hoped to integrate the polarities of contempla-
tion and action, to unite the fragments of his personality, and apply 
himself rigorously to the creation of an enterprise which would not 
depend on the whimsical, fluctuating tastes of editors and readers 
for its success. 
First attracted to Sonoma by the charms of Charmain Kittredge 
(later to become the second Mrs. London), who felt he needed to be 
alone with her and the spacious countryside in order to free himself 
to write, 7 Jack originally had no intention of working the land. "All 
I wanted, he insisted, "was a quiet place in the country to write and 
loaf in, and to get out of Nature that something which we all need, 
only the most of us don't know it." The joys of passively enjoying 
nature soon gave way to more complex ambitions of improving and 
upgrading nature. 
It seems clear that the growth of Beauty Ranch was closely linked 
with London's own growth and maturation as a hunian being. He 
sought a new awareness of himself, a new attitude toward life, a 
new self potential. Even so, he could not leave his mixture of in-
dividualism and socialism behind. His desire to make a great name 
for himself as a farmer merged with his desire to use his ranch for 
the benefit and even support of others; he dreamed of a 
renumerative Jack London beef line, dairy line, pork line, and other 
paying schemes, but at the same time admitted he wasn't playing the 
game for profit. 
London preferred to be a planner rather than laborer, and his far-
ming activities on the whole were less practical than theoretical, but 
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he had found the right atmosphere for him to live and work. The 
ranch was an environment in which to grow, an experiment to 
engage his powers and focus his capacities. The simple yet endlessly 
demanding mysteries of breeding, irrigating, seeding, terracing, and 
cultivating would assure his psychological grip on life and his in-
tellectual anchorage in the serenity of the California landscape. 
Understanding the ancient laws of the natural world and improv-
ing standard farm practices with more advanced techniques of scien-
tific agronomy, London saw a way to cultivate his personal nature 
and improve his corner of the world. In his planting, the farmer 
could develop the same assured sense of creative control and self-
knowledge which the novelist gained from the discipline of writing. 
Yet London's own "Sonoma novels" were not totally successful 
in their exposition of these views. Because they were dependent on 
popular fictional formulas rather than complex philosophical truths, 
London's novels could only partially convey his enthusiasms. At 
best, they were incomplete expressions of his faith. The mystic im~ 
pulses of the natural world were more easily related in poetry or 
song than mass-consumed adventure fiction. Perhaps the closest the 
writer got to a revelation of his new religion was in his "California 
forest play," The Acorn-Planter, but the Bohemian Club, for whom 
the play was written, refused to stage it, and the public, who 
thought it was not London at his best, refused to read it. 8 
The creation, cultivation, and perpetuation of life which it sym-
bolized for him always justified the Beauty Ranch's existence to 
Jack London. The day before his death, he told Charmain that he 
was giving serious consideration to purchasing some naturally ir-
rigated land to add to his already extensive acreage. "I could 
develop the springs," he explained to his wife, who suspected that 
he probably would not live long enough to do any such thing, "and 
that would mean bigger crops, bigger and better cattle and horses, 
life, more life!" (BJL, II, p.379). 
Writing had become a reflex action of so many words a day, but 
to plant was to live, and to live in the life of the land was a sure 
guarantee of immortality. Disillusioned by his books, the dying 
author needed that reassurance. 
Charmain was unable to admit it to him then, but later, looking 
back on it all after his passing, she had to acknowledge that her hus-
band's fondest wish had been achieved. Death had claimed him 
bodily, but his spirit endured here, where he would always be part 
of the land and the legend of the land. He persisted. His memory 
was everywhere - along the trails, in the ravines, atop the hills of 
the big ranch. He had become the spirit of the place, and she could 
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sense his survival: "He seemed to live and speak and move at one 
with the growth he had encouraged in the pregnant dust of his Sweet 
Land" (BJL, II, p.377). 
After six decades, the dust of the Beauty Ranch is still rich with 
the imprint of the man who brought it into creation and endowed it 
with all the engendering force of his own love of life. But it is the 
visitor who must finally decide the merit of what Jack London tried 
to do here. 
Is Beauty Ranch a sad commentary on the glorification of the 
West and the demise of the California dream? 
Or is it a place in which one can walk into the past and grow 
young again? 
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Lost Piano Lessons 
by Anita M. Elvidge 
When I was young, so far as I knew, all little girls had to take 
piano lessons . My mother had a lovely singing voice, so music 
meant much to her, and surely her daughter must have a talent for 
music too. But no matter whether she did or not, she had to have 
music lessons. It was the thing to do, and I was the daughter. 
I had to practice each day - if not in the afternoon, then in the 
morning before school. The double doors from the parlor, where the 
upright piano stood, had to be closed into the study and entrance 
hall, so the rest of the family would not be over-come by the 
monotony of scales that went up and down, first with one hand and 
then with two, up and down, low to high and back again. 
I think I had few "pieces", because they were rewards. And 
somehow I never did spend all the required time that I should, on 
practice, to please the music teacher who came to the house twice a 
week and sat so straight on the straight chair beside my circular 
stool. Even her hat sat straight and just so, on the top of her head. 
Her clothes, hat, hair and shadow are brown in my memory. 
The other teacher, Miss Cora Jenkins, was different. She lived on 
the other side of Lake Merritt in a neat gray house, that seemed to 
have pianos in every room. She was gay and improvised melodies 
for her pupils when we gathered in the large room. She had curly 
hair and pink cheeks. 
I like to go to her place for my weekly lesson. Always I was given 
carfare and orders to come right home afterwards, but I had other 
ideas. Carrying a music folio, I went by street-car but coming home, 
I walked. I walked down Alice Street to Fourteenth, then to the lake 
boulevard because there stood the peanut man. He had a cart with a 
glassed part that had within it a tiny flame, to keep the much-too-
small red and green striped paper bags of peanuts, warm and crisp. 
There was also a shrill little whistle that steamed. There were black 
gum-drops - big ones - covered with crystal sugar, black licorice 
whips and chocolate cigarettes. The return carfare bought only one 
thing, so each week I had an important choice to make. 
Beyond the peanut wagon there were ducks on the lake, and there 
were fascinating wheels that turned to regulate the flow of water out 
of the lake into the Alameda estuary. There was the boat-house with 
the row boats and the weeping willow trees. 
I would meander along until, as I drew near home, it would be 
getting dark, and I would begin to anticipate the usual scolding 
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which awaited me - particularly if my Dad arrived before I did. (I 
can see the top of his head now, above our tall garden fence as he 
waited for me.) That did not add to my love of music lessons. 
And then one day, I was asked to come to the tool-room of the 
Todd's pony-barn, across the street. The youngsters had cleaned the 
room and it was to be a "Studio". Did I want to take drawing 
lessons from their cousin who was a San Francisco art student at 
Hopkins Institute? I did and I remember the first lesson - a char-
coal outline drawing of a hoe and rake. Their handles ran off the 
paper because they were life size, but my, they were good! The next 
week, we sketched chickens in the lot next door and we had home-
work . It was thrilling! 
The barn studio became a haven, a place of dreams, a place of 
satisfying accomplishment. Practicing for piano lessons faded away. 
I had found the channel for that creative urge that my mother knew 
through music. And my parents understood. 
Maybe it was because Life became happier for everyone and much 
more peaceful. But to me, from that time on, Saturdays became 
adventures to Berkeley to the College of Arts and Crafts, for art 
class lessons; summers were vacations for sketching. College and 
New York came later , then Europe. Along the way, there have been 
kindred souls and exhibitions in New York, Washington, Oakland 
and Seattle, but never - no never - a stir of regret for the lost 
piano lessons. 
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Sacramento 
Squatter Riot 
Of August 14, 1850 
by Dennis M. Dart 
The Sacramento squatter riot of August 14, 1850 was one of 
many violent clashes of squatters and proprietors of Spanish-
Mexican land grants in California. On that summer day, four men 
were shot to death and five other seriously wounded. The following 
evening, the county sheriff and several others were killed in a shoot-
out between squatters and the sheriff's posse. This was the tragic 
culmination of a feud that had been raging in the city of Sacramento 
months before August. The sides to the feud seemed simply drawn 
- those title holders who claimed lands under John Sutter's original 
Mexican grant - versus settlers who held that Sutter's grant was in-
valid.' 
As are nearly all historical events, the Sacramento squatter riot 
was the culmination of several causes. Pervading the minds of 
Anglo-Americans was a contempt for Spanish-Mexican institutions, 
especially the land grant. Many settlers were outraged because the 
best lands of Sacramento seemed to be in the hands of Mexican 
grantees. 
Secondly, many titles derived from Sutter came to be mistrusted. 
Sutter and his agents deeded away more land than Sutter actually 
owned. While Sutter did not intend fraud, he made many blunders 
throughout his conveyances. 
Another cause of the riot in Sacramento was the terrible winter 
and spring floods which typically inundated the city save for 
precious high ground. During the winter of 1849-1850, the men and 
women of Sacramento were scrambling for the precious high 
ground. 
As men scrambled for the high ground of the city, their conduct 
towards each other became shameful. Both squatters and Sutter 
grantees engaged in organized acts of sabotage against each other. 
Occasionally, a landowner might legally eject a squatter, or con-
trariwise, a squatter might seek the sheriff's aid to keep what he 
thought was his; but as individual confrontations grew numerous, 
and the flood waters failed to subside, squatters and landowners 
drifted into organized -camps at war. 
Finally, as the landowners who brought suit gained the upper 
hand in court, squatters came to view the courts, Sacramento's com-
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mon council, and the county sheriff as the tools of title holders . The 
final blow came when a county judge ruled in behalf of title holders, 
and seemed to suggest that squatters had no appeal from his court. 
Squatters were through with this kind of justice. They marched 
out of the courtroom to free arrested comrades - and to' free the 
land! They marched down the streets of Sacramento and, in a brief 
battle, killed and were killed. 
Conspicously absent in California in 1850 was a comprehensive 
plan by the United States Government to cope with the problem of 
Spanish-Mexican land grants. In the treaty with Mexico signed at 
Guadalupe-Mexican land grants. In the treaty with Mexico signed at 
Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the federal government had promised 
to recognize and support the grantees. It was two years later and 
Congress was still "investigating" the problem. 
* * * * * * * * 
While John Sutter was at first apprehensive of the influx of 
miners into the foothills of Northern California, he soon saw the 
potential for the development of a city near his fort. In the spring of 
1848, Sutter's eldest son joined his father's effort to develop a town. 
Soon, however, father and son disagreed over the proposed location 
of the city. The younger Sutter wanted to build the city west of the 
fort at the banks of the Sacramento River, while the elder Sutter 
favored a more southerly location. The location at the river soon 
prevailed, and Sutter's son, "by complying with the demand for lots 
on the waterfront, aimed to forestall squatters and secure cash ... 
to relieve the ever growing burden of debt. " 2 
During 1848 and 1849 father and son deeded lands back and forth 
hoping to forestall creditors, but they failed to inform their respec-
tive agents of the transactions. Peter Burnett, an experienced at-
torney, found himself in an embarrassing position - he had sold 
lands in the name of Sutter, Jr., that now belonged to Sutter, Sr. 3 
Several lawsuits ensued and confidence in the Sutter titles was 
shaken.• 
But this was not the end of Sutter's blunders. While Henry 
Schoolcraft and Albert Winn served as the agents of the elder Sut-
ter, they sold many lots that Sutter did not actually own. 5 Also, 
deeds issued by these two agents contained many flaws in legal 
form. Trust in Sutter deeds declined even more. 
Another source of grievance lay in the fact that landowners werre 
intent upon charging inflated rents for city lots. Zerrak Chapman, 
who Sutter had sued in ejectment, testified that landowners were 
charging five to twelve dollars per day just for the rent to pitch a 
tent. 6 
Sutter title holders engage in costly speculation on the city lots. 
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On May 7, 1850, Sutter, Sr., deeded back to his son some unsold ci-
ty lots.' On June 20, Sutter, Jr., conveyed to Sam Brannan, Samuel 
C. Bruce, James S. Graham, and Julius Wetzlar over two thousand 
lots for $124,000. 8 That same day, Bruce granted to W. D. M. 
Howard a half interest in his quarter interest for $18,675. 9 Later in 
July, Graham sold to Thomas A. Warbass, William S. Heyl, and 
John F. Morse half of his quarter interest in the city lots for 
$25,625. 10 Some handy profits could be made for little effort. 
Lots in the city were beyond the means of many of the settlers. 
Chapman testified that lots in Sacramento were selling for $5,000 to 
$8,000. 11 High prices turned Chapman into a squatter. 
The winter was making matters still worse. Only the levee, the 
plaza, and Sutter's fort were above water. 
On December 1, 1849, settlers held their first formal meeting. 12 
On December 7 , another meeting of squatters took place "at which 
by-laws of an association were passed, the members of which were 
to have an acre apiece of any unoccupied land in the vicinity . . . 
• "
13 Between these two meetings, Sutter claimants had themselves 
met to work out a strategy against the squatters. 14 
On December 10, squatters elected officers of their association. 
Dr. Charles Robinson, who had made one of the earliest resistances, 
was elected president. John Plumbe was appointed official surveyor 
and registrar of lots. Plumbe was authorized by the association to 
charge settlers for surveying and recording lands which they might 
occupy and to issue certificates that would "validate" the claim. 
The common council of Sacramento reacted to the squatter move-
ment by passing an ordinance that forbade the erection of im-
provements or the making of encumbrances by squatters on any city 
lots. 15 Squatters became furious and continued rains made matters 
worse. February was mild and most squatters headed for the placers. 
However, there were more heavy rains in March and, as men scur-
ried back to town, the friction was renewed. 16 Business at the wharf 
and levee became impossible as squatters crowded on the high 
ground." 
Sam Brannan decided to take matters into his own hands after 
meeting with Sacramento businessmen. Brannan rounded up some 
men and headed down to the levee to tear down the tents and shan-
ties of squatters. As he worked his way south along the levee a 
laughing crowd gathered and cheered Brannan and his crew on, 
while the outnumbered squatters looked helplessly on. 18 One source 
reports-
Brannan and his "destroying angels" continued their work, and by sunset every 
obstruction had disappeared from the levee .. .. The threats and curses of the owners 
of the shanties, and the shouts, harrahs, and the wild laughter of the spectators, made 
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the scene a regular pandamonium, which must be indelibly impressed on the 
memories of all who witnessed it." 
The events in January and March provided much copy for the 
newspapers and one paper was so deluged with letters that the 
editors demanded regular advertising rates to print any letters on 
Sutter. 20 One newspaper carried the following advertisement: 
. . . just published, Translation of the Papers respecting the grant made by Gov . 
Alvarado to "Mr. Augustus Sutter" - showing that said grant does not extend any 
further south than the mouth of the Feather River; and therefore, of course, does not 
embrace the site of Sacramento City. Price 50 cents per copy, or $25 per 100 ... " 
The author of the volume was none other than John Plumbe, the 
squatter "recorder", and his book is believed to be the first publish-
ed in Sacramento. Plumbe's little volumne was the most clever at-
tempt to discredit the Sutter land grant. Plumbe emphasized in his 
translation that the grant did not include ''. . . in said eleven leagues 
of land [that] which is periodically inundated with water in winter .. 
• "
22 He also emphasized that the grant was not ratified by the home 
government in Mexico City as required by Mexican law. Moreover, 
the grant was to Agustus Sutter and twelve families, and Plumbe 
alluded that the grant was for the general enjoyment of all settlers . 23 
Perhaps most damaging to Sutter was Plumbe's revelation that the 
grant cited the latitude thirty-eight degrees, forty-nine minutes, and 
thirty-two seconds as the southern boundary of the grant, which is 
actually some miles north of the city. 24 Plume's little book enjoyed 
wide circulation amongst the squatters and bolstered their belief that 
Sutter's grant was a Mexican fraud. 
In April the California Legislature responded to the squatter 
movement in California by passing a statute forbidding squatter's 
forcible entries unto land. 25 In May a suit was filed in Sacramento 
by John R. Rogers and DeWitt J. Burnett against John T. Madden 
under the newly enacted law. 26 The squatter Madden lost in the 
recorder's court and appealed to the county court. This case was 
becoming the cause celebre of the Sacramento squatter movement. 
As the summer came to Sacramento, the tempers of squatters and 
Sutterists became even more heated. One squatter wrote to the 
Transcript that "surely Sutter's grant does not entitle [him] to a 
monopoly of all lands in California, which was purchased by the 
treasure of the whole nation, and by no small amount of the best 
blood that ever coursed or ran through American veins. " 27 
The Transcript of July 2 reported still another squatter meeting, 
and two days later the paper reported an increase in Association 
recruitment. On July 24, a settler meeting was held at which James 
McClatchy spoke. 28 But that night the featured speaker was squatter 
leader Robinson who said of the landowners and the city govern-
ment: ''There are not great minds among them . . . . we should 
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abide by all just laws, not unjust. " 29 Tempers and tensions were 
mounting as everyone awaited the outcome of Madden's appeal to 
the county court. For settlers, the Madden Case was the symbolic 
struggle of good against evil. Settlers were good, Mexican land 
grants were evil. 
Upon review of the recorder's court judgment against Madden, 
Judge Edward Willis decided to uphold the ruling. Madden's at-
torney immediately asked Willis for a stay of proceedings pending 
an appeal to the state supreme court, but according to Royce, Judge 
Willis 
... replied somewhat informally, in conversation with attorneys, that it was not clear 
to him whether the act in question or any other law permitted appeal from the County 
Court's decision in a case like this. He took the matter under advisement. But the 
squatters present, in a fit of rage, misunderstood the Judge's hesitating remark . They 
rushed from the court to existing meetings outside, and spread the news abroad that 
Judge Willis had decided against them, but had decided that from him there was no 
appeal. 30 
Mayor Bigelow immediately sought out Robinson and. was able to 
establish a shaky truce with the squatter forces. But the truce would 
not last long. 
On August 9 a Writ of Execution was issued to Sheriff McKinney 
to be levied upon the property of Madden. On August 11 the sheriff 
returned the writ and acknowledged that he had impounded Mad-
den's tools and weapons found on the lot. 3 ' Among the items siezed 
were five shotguns, five smooth bore rifles, a large pistol, a pair of 
pocket pistols, a powder flask, one sword, and a large bell! The 
sheriff had uncovered a squatter arsenal! 
The truce was shattered by the appearance of an inflammatory 
poster that appealed to squatters to take up arms against the city. 
The poster contended that the Sutter grant was a fraud and that the 
legislature had overstepped its authority with the enactment of anti-
squatter legislation. Wright tells us that the " ... appearance of this 
warlike manifesto increased the public excitment to such a degree as 
to make collision and bloodshed inevitable. " 32 Moreover, the poster 
''. . . was considered a declaration of civil war, and enlisted many 
persons in the contest against the Squatters, who had previously 
favored them by a sort of passive approbation. " 33 
On Saturday night, August 10, a general meeting attended by 
many citizens on both sides of the issue took place on the levee. 34 
following a host of inferior speakers, Sam Brannan spoke as the 
highlight for title holders . Robinson spoke for the squatters and in 
his speech he quoted · passionately from the manifesto. 3S The speech 
was overwhelmingly approved by the harrahs of the settlers. 
The next three days were relatively quiet, but on Wednesday, the 
fourteenth, the squatters decided to right three wrongs - the eject-
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ment of Madden, the arrest of their comrades, and the earlier eject-
ment of Chapman. Settlers went on the march -
On the 14th of August some forty or fifty settlers arrived, officered, mounted, and 
well drilled, under the leadership of James Maloney, with Dr. Robinson as the second 
in command, reinstated Madden in the possession of Jot I, N and 0, Second and 
Third streets, he having been previously dispossessed . Afterwards they marched to the 
levee, and up Front to I street, where the title men said they intended to release the 
prisoners from the brig, but where the Squatters said they intended to give Chapman 
possession of the property from which he had been ejected. Whatever their real inten-
tion was, the Squatters did nothing but remove . . . lumber from the Jot claimed by 
Chapman, and then marched up I street to Third, along Third to J, and up J to 
Fourth street, where they halted." 
In reaction to the squatter demonstration, Mayor Bigelow re-
quested citizens to help suppress the rebels . 37 A crowd gathered 
behind the mayor and they set out to follow the squatter parade. At 
Fourth and J streets the makeshift militia encountered the rear flank 
· of the demonstrators and Maloney and Robinson stepped through 
the crowd to confront the mayor and sheriff. 38 Robinson stood 
silent and Maloney did too for just a moment. Maloney commanded 
the squatter ranks to fire upon the mayor and a fullisade of shot 
discharged, dropping men on both sides. 39 The squatter ranks fled as 
the battle ended. Several men lay dead, including the squatter com-
mander Maloney. 40 
The reaction of Sheriff McKinney was swift. He organized a 
mounted patrol of men to search out the squatter leaders, but on the 
first day they could not be found. 41 That night a guard was posted 
throughout the city to insure peace. Governor Burnett ordered 
General Winn to detach militia to Sacramento. Wild rumors spread 
throughout the city and in a few weeks the Eastern newspapers were 
playing up the story of the squatter riot. 42 
On the sixteenth of August, Sacramento newspapers carried news 
that grieved the citizens of the city; the sheriff was shot and killed 
during the night as he and his posse tracked down a pack of hiding 
rebels.' 3 
However, the next day General Winn was able to report to the ac-
ting mayor that regular militia troops were ready to protect the city 
from rebel attacks. 44 The mayor and city council were able to report 
to the town that the situation was under control. 45 Once, miners 
sympathetic to the squatter cause threatened to burn the city, but 
the threat was idle. 46 It seems that in a few weeks the riot was 
forgotten, but the insurrection did have lasting social and economic 
effects. 47 
Although squatters continued to issue proclamations and threats, 
by late summer the squatter movement had lost its militancy. 48 As 
the months and years went by there would be no need for revolution 
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for the squatters would gain real strength - political power in the 
legislature. 
The people of Sacramento let the courts determine the fate of 
Robinson and the other squatter leaders arrested after the riot, and 
subsequently most indictments melted away. •• The desire of 
Sacramentans was generally to maintain official channels of punish-
ment for the lawbreakers, and the vigilance committee was eschew-
ed. 
Eventually, Sutter's claim to Sacramento was validated by the 
United States Government. so Finally, on June 20, 1866, President 
Andrew Johnson signed a patent that formalized the acceptance of 
Sutter's right to the Sacramento lands . In November of that year a 
copy of the patent was recorded in Sacramento. s' 
* * * * * * * * 
The Sacramento squatter riot of 1850 stands beside the California 
land-script speculations, the fraudulent acquisitions of "swamp 
lands," the desert and timber land giveaways, the Mussel Slough 
battle, and more modern frauds, as indictments against the history 
of land allocation in California. Where the spirit of compromise and 
the allocation of resources for everyone was needed, only selfish 
motives were employed. The Congress' solution, the California 
Land Act of 1851, came too late for Sacramentans, and in 1850 the 
new citizens of the United States were ill-equipped to compromise. 52 
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A HISTORY DF 
THE STDCKTDH PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Part Two: 
Hazelton's Marble Library, Stockton's Pride 
by Virginia Struhsaker 
The Stewart Library, built 1889, after 35 years of frustration, was 
replaced in just three years when the generous 1891 Hazelton be-
quest provided the "Marble Library" that housed the Stockton Free 
Public Library, 1895-1962. When William Pear/Pierson Hazelton' 
of Tarrytown, N.Y., died April 15, 1891, he had not been in 
Stockton for 28 years, nor in California for 26, yet his will, dated 
December 26, 1872, left Stockton $76,000, stating he was 
"remembering with dutiful regard the community where success first 
rewarded my efforts in the accumulation of wealth. " 2 He also left 
large sums to the libraries of Chilicothe, Missouri, and Ottawa, 
Kansas. 3 
Born, February 25, 1818, in Chester, N.H., Hazelton was the son 
of an 1812 privateersman, the grandson of a Revolutionary soldier. 
Moving with his family to Salem, Mass., he, like Stewart, learned 
the tanner-sadler's trade, which he practiced there and in Pro-
vidence, R.I. Later he learned dentistry either in Salem or New York 
City. 4 In 1846, he received a medical diploma (Surgery and 
Obstetrics) from the Medical College of Cincinnati, Ohio, and prac-
ticed thereabouts. 5 In 1849, seeking gold he drove a mule team 
across the plains from St. Joseph, Missouri, to the new El Dorado, 
California. 6 However, for him mining meant more work than profit. 
According to Gen. Ned Canavan, interviewed in 1891, Hazelton 
taught in a school started in 1852 by him (Canavan) R.S. Ellsworth 
and Dr. R.P. Ashe. After 4 months at $150 a month, Hazelton took 
his savings augmented by borrowing and traveled to Oregon there 
buying 2 or 3 hundred hogs, which brought to Stockton by sloop 
sold for $20 to $40 a head. With this profit, Hazelton opened an of-
fice on an oak stump at the corner of Main and El Dorado and con-
ducted a crude banking business, cashing drafts and loaning money 
at 2\12 to 3 percent a month. He and Frank Stewart seemed to be 
partners sharing the stump, one or the other always sitting on it 
Sundays included. Financially close, Hazelton never spent more than 
was necessary to keep himself. He invested heavily and profitably in 
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government currency, buying at 35¢ on the dollar, and in school 
bonds. 7 Gilbert Claiborne, also interviewed, stated that when 
Hazelton left Stockton shortly after the Civil War began, John 
Jackson who hauled his large money box by dray to the boat said it 
was full of gold about $100,000. 8 Tinkham, however, records that 
Hazelton opened a school at his own expense in the Academy 
Building, spring 1851, to provide free education for "all orderly 
children of proper age" (6 yrs.) becoming the "John Pounds" (Rag-
ged Schools) of Stockton. 9 
He left $1,000 in trust to finance silver prize medals for deserving 
scholars for "general good behavior." This Hazelton School Medal 
was awarded 1896-1902 and in paperweight form, 1962 to date. The 
Hazelton School was named for him in 1916. 10 Later he left teaching 
to practice dentistry in an office over Holden's drug store. He 
returned East in 1863, but was soon back in San Francisco where he 
was a familiar figure in the Merchantile Library, his sole retreat. In 
1865, he moved to New York City, wintering in the south. He in-
vested judicously in high interest Western securities so privately even 
his agents were unaware of the extent of his wealth. 11 He married 
Miss Ellen M. VanDeusen of Stuy~~sant, N.Y., October 1870, and 
they moved to Tarrytown, April 1881. 12 
September 1888, I.D. Holden, the druggist, received a letter fr,om 
Dr. Israel Whitney Lyon, D.D.S., a former Stocktonian residing in 
New York City, to whom Hazelton had confided his concern over 
advancing years and failing health and his desire to remember 
Stockton wondering about library needs. Holden S\lggested $40,000 
for a larger building, $20,000 for books, and $40,000 for 
maintenance, feeling this would please Hazelton and get a bequest. 13 
However, Stockton inherited under the 1872 will indicating Hazelton 
felt its provisions adequate. When he died April 15, 1891, at 73, he 
left an estate of $800,000. 
Hazelton was a man of marked characteristics and strong per-
sonality, of mystery, and contradictions, with periods of his life 
vaguely or conflictingly accounted for and while some praised him 
as knowledgeable, scientific in methods, persistant, confident, bold, 
outspoken, unassuming, frugal, despising sham, veneers and 
pretense, honorable and upright in business, yet able to take and 
hold what was his and skilled as a dentist and teacher, 14 others 
criticised him as a curbstone banker, a money lender with high in-
terest rates and a skinflint, very taciturn with few intimates. He was 
portly, with busy eyebrows, massive features and grey hair. 15 
The 1872 will, made when Hazelton's wealth was comparatively 
small, was contested by his widow delaying Stockton's legacy. Or-
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Delivery Desk, with the Stackroom in the rear, Ladies Reading 
Room at the right. Stockton Independent, March 15, 1895. 
dinance No. 96, October 10, 1892, accepted the $76,000 trust, 
$3,500 was paid the city attorneys; $1,000 was given the Board of 
Education for the Hazelton School Medal and $71 ,500 was left for 
library purposes, $15,000 for books; $56,500 for building. The 
Library Trustees became the Executive Board of the Hazelton Be-
quest. The present building was to be incorporated and blended into 
a new building on the same site with recognition to Stewart. City 
Council would approve the plan selected by the Board which would 
oversee the building construction and book and equipment pur-
chases.'6 During a week's closure, 8 men with a dray moved the 
library's 17,000 books and 3,000 pamphlets to Courtroom No.3 and 
adjacent 3 rooms where it remained during construction from July 
1893 till the new building opened April 14, 1895. 17 There were no 
dedicatory services; Gov. Budd, the speaker was not even able to at-
tend. The library was open for public inspection Friday afternoon 
and Thursday and Friday nights and for business, Saturday morn-
ing. Trustees, Librarian Clowdsley, assistants and architect greeted 
the crowds.' 8 Designed by John C. Pelton, Jr., San Francisco ar-
chitect, in the Greek Style, untilizing the Stewart Library's granite 
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Eastern end of the Delivery Room, showing the Gentlemen's 
Reading Room and the Gallery above. Stockton Daily Independent, March 15, 1895. 
foundations, trimmings and walls as much as possible, the entire 
nearly square structure was veneered with California marble, 3,000 
sq. ft. of 2" marble and 1,500 cu. ft. of marble molding without and 
1,000 sq. ft. of colored marble veneering within. Marble statues of 
Stewart and Hazelton were planned for the narrow colonnade 
behind the 8 14Yz 1 tall columns supporting the Market street facade. 
Wide marble steps led to the portico and the main entrance opened 
through a marble wainscotted vestibule into the 60 1 x 30 1 oval 
reception room, overlooked by a large gallery with bronze railings 
and oak stairs, extending entirely around supported by massive col-
umns, fitted in between with heavy glass partitions. Beneath the 
gallery on either side were reading rooms, the west for ladies; the 
east for gentlemen, each 40 1 x 20 1 • In the center, the stack or book 
room, 36 1 x 40 1 with 2 galleries, would hold 20,000 volumes on the 
main floor, 10,000 more on each gallery in solid oak cases. Extra 
heavy bricks formed the room's walls; the roof was steel, glass and 
terra cotta; and heavy steel rolling shutters controlled all openings. 
Only books and cases were not fireproof. The Reference Room, 40 1 
x 20 1 ; with cases for 10,000 volumes was to the east behind the 
Gentlemen's Reading Room. Above an extension of the gallery 
formed the Art Room also intended for reading club meetings and 
visiting teachers and classes. The Trustees Meeting Room, richly 
carpeted and furnished, was the extension of the other gallery. West 
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of the Stack Room was the Librarian's Office and the Hunter Street 
entrance. Doors and furniture were richly trimmed with brass. The 
natural gas heating and lighting systems, storerooms, workshops, 
and toilet rooms were in the concrete basement. Of 187 electric 
lights, the economic trustees allowed use of only 77. Emergency gas 
connections were available. Book capacity was 40,000 volumes; the 
existing collection, 25,000. 
Stockton's "Marble Library" was one of the finest of the coun-
try's 100 large free public libraries, the largest on the coast, the 
finest in California with California's best reference collection, even 
before the 1906 fire destroyed most of San Francisco's books.' 9 
Clowdsley, its proud librarian, served until 1917 when "Stockton's 
pride" had grown shabby, old fashioned and inadequate. 
William Forsythe Clowdsley, born Lexington, Missouri, 1846, 
served in Collins Battery, Shelby's Brigade, CSA, surrendering in 
Texas at the war's end. Arriving in Stockton, 1876, he worked for 
Matteson-Williamson Harvester works and as a housepainter, serv-
ing as secretary of the School Board. Clowdsley was first librarian 
1882-1884, resigning for political reasons, being reappointed 1887. 
In 1883 the library was a small institution of 4,678 volumes with 
an annual circulation of 29,487. By July 6, 1917, when Clowdsley 
became Librarian Emeritus, it was one of the west's finest municipal 
libraries with 80,000 volumes and an annual circulation over 
200,000. Clowdsley was also Secretary of the Board of Trustees. 20 
The 5 trustees were elected by the people each year for a year, 
1880-1884; appointed by City Council under the new charter, 
1884-1886; and after 1887, by the mayor for life. The Board hired, 
fired, set salaries, hours and duties and approved or prohibited all 
activities. 21 In the beginning, staff and salaries were small consisting 
of the Librarian/Board Secretary ($110 per month); Assistant 
Librarian ($60); 2 Library Assistants ($35); Janitor ($60); 1 night 
Library Assistant ($8); and a substitute. 22 However, service hours 
were long: weekdays, 8 hrs.; Sundays, 6 hrs.; summer Sundays, 
shorter hrs.; the 7 annual holidays, 1-9 PM. 23 Fringe benefits did 
not exist, a short vacation during the annual June or July 
housekeeping/repairs closure and sick leave if Board approved with 
the ill employee paying the substitute. 24 Yet library work was 
popular and March 4, 1896, the Board initiated the apprenticeship 
system. On job training was offered Board approved applicants who 
served 6 months without pay, rewarded if successful, with a cer-
tificate, new skills and the hope of future employment.» Ida Condit, 
later Librarian, was one of the eager applicants. 26 When Miss Mann 
and another assistant were permitted to study Library Science at the 
University of California Summer School, June 25-August 5, 1902, 
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Lobby and Reading Desk - Hazelton Free Public Library 
Stockton Public Library Collections. 
they used their vacations and paid their substitutes. 27 
1896 statistics revealed more books read in Stockton in proportion 
to its population than in any other U.S. city (8 per capita). 28 That 
year Brooklynites J.B. and Thomas M. Hazelton, W.P. Hazelton's 
nephews, and their families, touring the west visited the library 
welcomed by Clowdsley, Trustees, Mayor and City Councilmen. 29 
Clowdsley favored the museum role of the library and welcomed 
gifts for exhibit. Thomas Hatch, national wood expert, presented 
California wood samples, which were cut of a size, varnished and 
exhibited in a frame. 30 Mr. Burke, Amador, donated the Emmons 
Mineral Collection and his own, over a thousand specimens ex-
hibited in the Art Room, the finest collection on the Pacific slope 
save the state's. Freight from Amador was paid by private subscrip-
tion.31 J.N. Woods donated 100 mounted Hawaiian ferns stipulating 
only preservation in portfolios in a locked glass case in the Art 
Room. 32 Gov. Budd gave a large California relief map; 33 Fried berger 
Brothers, busts of Grant and Napoleon. 34 
For reader's convenience printed catalogs of the collection were 
distributed upon request, a list of receipents being kept. E . V. Burke 
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prepared the 1898 catalog in 14\12 days for $43.50. 35 In 1898 
Stockton's library governing laws prohibited inter-library loans from 
the University of California. By 1914 San Joaquin residents could 
request state law library books receiving books or copies of articles 
free. 36 In 1897/98 a $1,000 heating plant was installed. 37 In 
1899/1900, a gallery was added to the Reference Room and a 
Juvenile Department, established in a 40' x 50' basement room, con-
crete floors being laid and windows placed. A Board of Education 
catalog issued for pupils' use listed these books cataloged and shelv-
ed by grade. 38 Clowdsley favoring cooperation with schools quiered 
teachers about increasing book loans for school work. The 55 
answers to his 13 item questionaire produced teachers cards for 5 
books instead of one. 39 
Crowded conditions developed with library growth. Repairs- in-
creased in the early 1900's as marble deteriorated and equipment ag-
ed. The overflowing Mormon Slough often flooded the basement 
threatening the documents stored there. 40 The heating plant faltered 
and lighting costs soared. lnsensed with American River Electric 
Co.'s rates, the library terminated service, closing at the hour of 
dark, May to August 1905, when the Board accepted Stockton Gas 
and Electric's bid for 5 years: 41 The Trustees also protested all 
Hunter Square's garbage cans being placed under library windows. 
Mice invaded; milk for the library cats became a monthly expense 
item. 42 Clowdsley was firm but just with patrons. Mrs . M.l. 
Bachmann was released from a lost book payment when fire 
destroyed her home since she was old, widowed and now homeless; 
but, when Clowdsley found 28 pilfered books in George B. 
Schrader's room, not only was his card cancelled, he was arrested 
and tried. 43 
April 23, 1902 the "old jail property" adjacent to the east was 
deeded to the Trustees by Ordinance No. 314 and Clowdsley dream-
ed of library expansion, a museum and a lecture hall, but in vain. 44 
January 1913 he requested additional space but without Carnegie 
money's restrictions," favoring a bond drive for building funds. By 
1914 he declared the Hazelton Library inadequate in size for library 
needs after lack of space lost its famous 4,000 specimen mineral col-
lection to the Chamber of Commerce. 46 When the San Francisco 
publication California Municipalities suggested, in 1901, "traveling 
libraries" for San Joaquin County, Clowdsley agreed despite their 
Los Angeles failure, advocating a new ordinance for countywide 
free library service. This journal also featured an illustrated library 
history by Hattie Mann, Assistant Librarian. 47 A new circulation 
system, August 1903, gave each patron 2 borrowers cards: one white 
for 1 fiction or 1 miscellaneous (non-fiction) book; one colored for 
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1 miscellaneous book only. 48 The library's first card catalogue case 
for 20,000 to 30,000 cards was made in San Francisco in 1904. 49 
Donations continued. Holt Co. gave technical magazines. 50 Mr. 
Sudbrink, former Stocktonian retired in Germany, left $2,500 for 
books in 1907, and in 1908 Stewart's friend, Joseph D. Peters, 
wealthy pioneer grain merchant, "kind, generous, level headed but 
uncouth" left $2,500 for religious books, half Catholic, half Protes-
tant. Local clergy assisted with selection. Now all religious books, 
about 3,000, were housed in the Theological Room. 5 1 Clowdsley was 
a frequent, skilled and popular speaker attending many meetings in 
California and as far away as Chicago. 52 When the California 
Library Association, 32 counties attending, met in Stockton, May 
1907, Hattie Mann presented the principal paper on Library of Con-
gress cards and their use. 53 • From 1907 subject book lists and sug-
gested reading for the library's annual closure vacation loans were 
issued . In 1911, the Record began publishing weekly book lists and 
in 1912 the library began a bimonthly free bulletin with book 
reviews and new additions. 54 
March 19, 1910, the Library Board and the County Board of 
Supervisors signed a yearly renewable contract and the Stockton 
Free Public Library assumed the functions of a county library under 
the provisions of an Act approved April 12, 1909. For $1,200 for 
contingent expenses and $4,000 for the first year, the library provid-
ed 15 to 20 substations countywide in post offices, drug and general 
stores with boxed 50 title collections complete with charging cards, 
changed at least every 3 months . Specific titles and Sacramento State 
Library books could be requested. 55 August 11, 1910, increased 
patronage necessitated the Library's division into 6 departments: 
Reference, Loan, Catalogue, Periodical and Binding, County Exten-
sion and Young Peoples. 56 A Marble Tablet honoring the library's 
major donors, Weber, Stewart, Hazelton and Peters was unveiled 
April 28, 1910. 57 
Mrs. S. Arnt began weekly story hours in 1908. Themes for these 
programs, popular also with adults, listed in the Record in 1910, in-
cluded California missions, rocks, sea, ants, college, holidays and 
cowboys. 58 Books were loaned to schools in 1913 and a balopticon 
was available to teachers. 59 Library use of movies was discussed in 
1914. 60 1916 saw firehouse and classroom collections and a state 
hospital branch. 61 November 1915, a circulating picture collection 
was begun with intaglio prints from Mentor on green and sepia 
mounts. 
Summer 1916, controversy raged whether a free county library 
should replace the city-county library service contract. State Library 
spokesman, Harriet G. Eddy, advocated the former arguing better 
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service as did the supervisors desiring visible assets for money spent. 
However, patron protest insured the contract's being signed October 
24, 1916, vindicating the existing system. 63 
Past 70 and in poor health, Clowdsley requested retirement July 
6, 1917 after 35 years as Librarian. Made Librarian Emeritus, with 
$600 a year, he died 4 months later, November 17, 1917. 64 
The Board appointed Associate Librarian, Hattie Mae Mann, 
Librarian, July 6, 1917, abolishing her former position and reelec-
ting other staff. Miss Mann, an 1884 Stockton High graduate, was 
at 18 Librarian Julia Minta's only staff in the 1886 Masonic Temple 
quarters. Cataloger and Library Assistant until 1914, she bore the 
administrative burden as Associate Librarian, 1914-1917, during 
Clowdley's ailing years. 65 For efficiency the annual maintenance 
Hazelton Library Building. 
Collection of Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Stockton, California. 
closure ended 1917; staff vacations were staggered in July and 
August. 66 Telephone directories were collected. Library exhibits at 
the county fair started. 67 With new liberal loan rules, residents listed 
in city or telephone directories needed no guarantors. Others in-
cluding minors did. Transients also needed a deposit. Borrowers 
received 4 books: 2 of fiction on a fiction card; 2 of non-fiction on a 
non-fiction card. 68 
Wartime vigilance to prevent pro German propaganda discarded 
The Emden and Adventures Of U-202 but retained mature works 
providing the German viewpoint to aid in combating its evil tenden-
cies. 69 Books and funds were collected for the American Library 
Association's book distribution service to soldiers and sailors. 70 The 
Library even collected peach, apricot, plum and prune pits for gas 
mask carbon. 71 The Library compiled an alphabetical biographical 
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record of all city-county servicemen including newspaper clippings, 
photos, and relevant ephemera plus material on all home front sup-
port activities. Extensive and enthusiastic help was given the War 
Department and the State Council of Defense's War History Com-
mittee in compiling war histories. 72 
Miss Mann worked tirelessly to increase school use of library 
resources and in 1918 after legalization by a California Code amend-
ment a County School Department was established with a staff of 2. 
Twenty-two school districts contributed their library funds receiving 
direct service as branches. The 6,898 volume school collection en-
joyed a 6,463 annual circulation. Teachers also used the picture col-
lection heavily. Miss Mann cooperated closely with the farm advisor 
and farm home demonstration agent providing a branch in the 
former's office and books in the local community branches for the 
use of the latter's farm home units. 73 
Plagued by ill health and increasing library pressures, the never 
robust Miss Mann resigned September 1, 1920. After 34 years 
library service, she enjoyed retirement until 1949. In 1920 the 
Library had a main staff of 13; 9 city branches: Fair Oaks, 5 
firehouses, YMCA with separate collections for men and boys, 
Sperry Flour Co.'s main office collection, and 50 books in the Holt 
MFG Co.'s ladies restroom; 31 county branches and deposits; 22 
school branches; and an annual circulation ever 300,000. 74 J .A. San-
ford, Board president, praised her dedication, long work hours, and 
quality book selection, presenting her with a handsome pin, a circlet 
of gold set with alternate clusters of pearls and sapphires. 75 
From many applicants, the Board appointed a new librarian 
August 9, 1920, Herman Owen Parkinson, Dartmouth and New 
York State Library School graduate and World War veteran, well 
recommended by Newark and New York City Public Libraries and 
General Motors industrial library. 76 An impressive 25% circulation 
increase resulted from his innovative publicity which included ex-
terior showcases for book displays; free library posters for mer-
chants to display; library exhibits at industrial expositions and coun-
ty fairs; slides in movie theaters; circulars on night school books and 
new sheet music collection; and for children classroom visits by 
library staff; personal telephone calls, 1,500 cartoon letters and 
2,000 postcards, picturing children in the childrens room, all inviting 
library use. 77 The Stockton Record cooperated printing book reviews 
"Book Talks By Children" and "Under The Reading Lamp". 78 
Fillers such as "Use Your Free Public Library, Learn More At The 
Library" and "Get A Library Card Today" as well as classified ads 
like "Found-An Idea in a Book Borrowed Free from the Public 
Library" promoted library use. 79 His Walking Book Of Brob-
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dingnag, a large imitation book with a 10 year old boy inside, 
received nation-wide aclaim for peripatetic advertising praised by 
Library Journal, Popular Mechanics and News Notes Of California. 
Loan requests were received from Pomona and San Leandro 
Libraries and Los Angeles copied. 80 A week long contest testing 
library reference mettle with 480 questions, 115 quite difficult, asked 
and only 1, origin of "Curiosity killed the cat" unanswered, which 
won a prize book, also gained national notice. 81 
A simpler charging system, later adopted by Riverside, replaced 
signed book slips for each book with borrower and book cards. 82 
Reasonable numbers of books, music, pictures or magazines loaned 
for 28 days could be renewed by person, mail or telephone. 83 
Liberalized out-of-town summer vacation loans permitted 8 books 
including 4 fiction to adults, 4 including 2 fiction to youths, due 
October 1st. 84 Books to be received or returned by mail could be 
ordered in person or by mail with postage deposit. 8 s Personalized 
service informed patrons upon request of new books in their interest 
field. 86 Telephone reference service began. 87 A Moratorium, a new 
idea, alleviated overdue problems. 88 South Stockton's Mineral Baths 
gained a branch with story hours; hospitals, book collections with 
weekly library assistant visits. 9° Farsighted Parkinson considered 
radio for publicity, book talks and story hours and record and film 
circulation. 9 ' Maps, large print books and a typewriter for patron 
use were added. 92 The picture collection, arranged by subject and in-
dexed, increased by gift and purchase to 5,000 mounted and addi-
tional unmounted pictures. 93 The sheet music collection augmented 
by the donation of singer Katherine Hilke's music numbered 450 
pieces indexed by title and composer. 94 The first Childrens Reading 
Club organized December 1922 with points for books read, written 
book reports, certificates and buttons, culminated with an Oak Park 
picnic for the 120 members July 20, 1923. Childrens Book Week ac-
tivities flourished. 9 s 
The 1923 City Charter introduced the city manager plan ter-
minating the Library Board after 43 years. Now the city manager 
would appoint the Librarian and library employee qualifications and 
duties were well defined. 98 Parkinson continually stressed ever more 
critical library needs, a larger more modern main library and bran-
ches for the south , extreme north and east. The main library re-
quired additional reader, working and book space; more air, light 
and less dust; lecture, staff and janitor rooms; intercommunicating 
and public service phones; garage for a needed delivery van; and 
patron parking space. The 1895 "Marble Library" with a 40,000 
book capacity to serve 14,000 had become by 1922 a marble tomb 
with 85,000 books serving 80,000, 21 o/o library card holders. 97 The 
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1922 City Council approved Architectural Commission's plans for a 
Civic Center included the present Library's site, not purchased until 
1954, where a library harmonizing with the proposed City Hall 
would one day be built. 98 Despite proven expertese and obvious 
dedication when Parkinson, faced with a contemplated $6,000 
budget cut for 1925, submitted 2 letters to City Council, one re-
questing restoration of the cut listing 10 valid reasons, the other re-
questing raises for his very underpaid staff, he was reprimanded for 
insubordination for his budget letter. 99 Resigning December 1, 1925, 
Parkinson became Gaylord Brothers Western Office and Factory 
manager in Stockton. His staff presented him with a farewell pen 
and pencil set. 'oo 
The years 1895 to 1925 saw an unparalled library growth and 
development with tremendous increases in collection, services and 
use, not only in number but variety. Under the guardianship of 
three librarians widely divergent as to personality, background and 
point-of-view, one untrained, one on-the-job trained, and one a pro-
fessional, but quite alike as to dedication, capacity for hard work 
and effectiveness, a small town library of limited collection, staff 
and services grew into an ever expanding county-wide system with 
an unlimited future. 
(To Be Continued, Part 2 of 4 Parts) 
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As the careers of Cabrillo and Alvarado were closely interwoven, special men-
tion should be made about the latter. Alvarado was on the island of Santo Dom-
ingo (Hispaniola) in 1510, then he went to Cuba. Hernando Cortez named 
Alvarado as his chief lieutenant in the conquest of Mexico. After this victory, 
Cortez sent him to conquor Central America in 1523, naming Alvarado adelan-
tado of Guatemala. In 1527, he returned to Spain, where he gave testimony in the 
trials against Cortez. The following year, Alvarado was back in Mexico and in 
1530, once again in Guatemala. On August 5, 1532, Charles V and Alvarado made 
a contract for the exploration of the Spice Islands in the South Pacific. 
Antonio De Mendoza 
Part II 
By Eric Beerman 
At the Guatemalan port of Iztapa, Alvarado commenced con-
struction of eight ships. This shipyard was located at the mouth 
of the Michotoya River, near the present Pacific Coast port of 
San Jose, which was famed for fine woods used in ship building. 
There were other ships at Izatapa which would join the 
Alvarado fleet: the 300-ton galleon San Cristobal, "the pretjest 
ship that can be built in Vizacaya"; the 160-ton nao (vessel) San-
ta Clara and the 150-ton Buenaventura, both built at Chira 
Point near Lima, Peru; a caravel of 80-tons and a patache 
(tender) of 50-tons. In 1534, Alvarado was preparing to depart 
for the long voyage across the Pacific Ocean, but on hearing of 
vast riches closer to home as a result of Pizarro's conquest in 
Peru, Alvarado rapidly forgot the Spice Islands and commenced 
an expedition to Ecuador. On arriving there he found the 
Pizarro's lieutenant Diego de Almagro had effectively pre-
empted the conquest of this region and forced Alvarado to 
withdraw, though he was well compensated !>Y the sale of his 
fleet of 12 vessels. Back in Guatemala once again, Alvarado was 
soon roused to action with the mentioned 1536 Indian uprising 
in Honduras.39 
The following year Alvarado restless attention once again 
turned to the lure of riches in the Spice Islands, which had been 
aborted by his unsuccessful venture in Ecuador. As Alvarado 
had sold his fleet, he required ships for the expedition across 
the vast Pacific. 
Alvarado appointed Cabrillo to oversee the ship construction 
at the port of Iztapa. Relations between Alvarado and the new 
viceroy of Mexico Antonio de Mendoza were strained as the 
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king had instructed the viceroy to check the power of the 
heretofore imperious conquistadors. As a result, Alvarado 
thought it best to return to Spain and to obtain royal approval 
for this new expedition to the East. Spices were hightly regard-
ed in the Spain of that day; thus, royal backing came rapidly. 
Alvarado, recently widowed, departed Spain with a new bride, 
Beatriz de la Cueva, his sister-in-law, bound for Guatemala. In 
early 1539, he stopped at Santo Domingo, then south to Puerto 
Cabello in Venzuela, where he sent word to Cabrillo to con-
struct two more ships. On September 15th, Alvarado returned 
to Guatemala with his new bride.40 
Meanwhile at Iztapa, Cabrillo had gone ahead with the con-
struction. He was given this command by Alvarado because of 
his knowledge of the sea. According to a witness in 1560, 
"Cabrillo was an old sea dog and made expeditions to China, 
Tierra Firme and Spice Islands." It was a job of considerable 
magnitude, being probably the greatest fleet which the 
Spaniards had put together on the Pacific Ocean until that date. 
While the primary shipyard was at Iztapa, another one was re-
quired 100 miles down the coast at the small port of Acajutla (El 
Salvador). 
While the wood was superb at Iztapa and at Acajutla, it was 
necessary to bring nails, spikes, anchors, iron and other related 
ship building materials from the Caribbean port of Veracruz. 
The total cost of the fleet construction was exceedingly expen-
sive and according to one witness, "With the cost of building 
these 13 ships in Central America, 80 man-of-wars could be built 
in Seville." This great expense made it necessary for all par-
ticipants in the expedition to assist. Cabrillo was one of the first 
to come forward and paid for the construction of a vessel which 
was appropriately named Juan Rodriguez. Other ships were 
named the Santiago, Alvar Nunez, Figueroa, San Jorge, San 
Francisco, Anton Hernandez, San Antonio, Victoria and San 
Salvador, with the latter two ships taking part in the Cabrillo 
expedition to California in 1542-1543. In addition there was a 
galley and two fustas (small ship).41 
The ship construction was completed in early 1540. In order 
to man this great fleet for the expedition to the Spice Islands, 
there were 850 soldiers, of which 250 were mounted, in addition 
to the ships' crews. While Cabrillo was completing his work at 
Iztapa and at Acajutla, Alvarado was taking care of details in 
Santiago de los Caballeros. Cabrillo sent Alvarado a dispatch 
stating that all was in readiness, so the latter said goodby to his 
bride of few months and departed the capital of Guatemala on 
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May 25, 1540 to assume supreme command of the fleet. 42 
Cabrillo said his final goodby to his wife Beatriz de Ortega 
and his children and prepared for his final voyage which would 
carry him to his grave off the California CoastY Cabrillo and 
Alvarado departed Iztapa with the fleet and sailed to the near-
by port of Acajutla to join the rest of the ships. Alvarado nam-
ed his long-time comrade-in-arms as his second-in-command, 
with Cabrillo hoisting his admiral's flag to the top mast of his 
flagship." With the fleet complete at Acajutla, the expedition 
departed for Mexico, before their intended trip across the 
Pacific. After an uneventful trip north, the Alvarado fleet arriv-
ed at Guatulco in the Mexican region of Oaxaca in November, 
1540. There were only 11 vessels now as two ships did not 
depart Acajutla.46 
Viceroy Mendoza had his problems with Cortez in Mexico and 
then he feared he would have problems with Cortez' former 
lieutenant, Pedro de Alvarado, as the latter was not one to sub-
mit easily to discipline. Mendoza had heard reports of the 
sizeable cavalry units which Alvarado carried on board, and 
Mendoza suspected that the true goal of the expedition was not 
the Spice Islands, but the supposedly rich "Seven Cities of 
Cibola," which Mendoza had sent his trusted lieutenant Cor-
onado to explore. The viceroy did not want the unruly Alvarado 
involving himself in a region where Mendoza had high hopes of 
finding great riches. Coronado, he could control, but Alvarado 
was another case. The fleet was met at Guatulo by Luis de 
Castilla and Agustin Guerrero, personal representatives of the 
viceroy with orders to discuss a contract with Alvaado. Castillo 
and Guerrero tried to drive a hard bargain, refusing any sup-
plies to the expedition. Alvarado was not a man to be in-
timidated and ordered Cabrillo to sail the fleet up the Mexican 
Coast to the next port - Acapulco, where the fleet had the 
same experience. Alvarado and the fleet then left Acapulco and 
the next port up the coast was Santiago de Colima, a few miles 
north of Manzanillo Bay, 300 due west of the former Aztec 
capital of Tenochtitlan. Lack of supplies was beginning to tell, 
and a meeting was arranged between Alvarado and Mendoza to 
discuss a contract at the tiny village of Tiripitio in Michoacan, 
where Alvarado's nephew Juan de Alvarado had an encomien-
da. After several days of hard bargaining, a contract was signed 
between the two former antagonists on November 29th. The 
terms stipulated that all expenses and prizes would be divided 
equally between the two singing parties from that day on. Men-
doza also agreed to share one-half of the expenses and prizes of 
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the Coronado and Alara6n expeditions from that day forth, and 
one-quarter of the expenses and prizes prior to the date of that 
contract. Signing as witness was the bishop of Guatemala, Fran-
cisco de Marroquin, a figure of considerable importance in the 
colonial history of Guatemala.46 
With the agreement in hand, the two former competitors left 
Tiripitio in early December for the coastal port of Santiago de 
Colima, where Cabrillo was awaiting orders for the fleet. It was 
then agreed to divide the fleet and make two separate expedi-
tibns to the Spice Islands. The first was to be composed of four 
ships and 300 men and sail directly across the Pacific Ocean, 
commanded by Ruy Lopez de Villalobos, son-in-law of Pedro Ir-
cio, whose brother Martin was married to Mendoza's half sister 
Maria de Mendoza.47 The resulting Mixton Wars in New Galicia 
delayed the departure of the Villalobos expedition until 
November 1542, lhough it had been slated to leave the prior 
year on March 15th. The other Alvarado expedition planned to 
leave Mexico for the same objective, though following the 
California, Arctic and Chinese coastlines, with the hope of 
meeting Villalobos in the Spice Islands, and investigating the 
commercial opportunities in those islands, as well as the 
Chinese market. Obviously the planners of that day did not 
realize the immensity of the Pacific and the obstacles involved 
on this northern route through frigid waters. This expedition 
was to be commanded by Alvarado's nephew and have six 
-vessels and 300 men, slated to leave in April 1541, though it too 
was delayed by the Mixton Wars. Juan de Alvarado's father 
was the first encomendero of Tiripitio and was later killed in 
Tierra Firme.48 
Cabrillo left Santiago de Colima on a small ship and made a 
reconnaissance up the coast looking for a more suitable an-
chorage for the Alvarado fleet. Twenty-five miles north, 
Cabrillo sighted a bay which appeared ideal and reported back 
to Alvarado, who gave orders to move the fleet to this new har-
bor near the Chacala River in the region of J alisco. Alvarado's 
ships entered this bay on December 25th and promptly named it 
Navidad (Christmas), which was nearly 500 miles northwest of 
Acapulco. The following month in 1541, Mendoza and Alvarado 
went on a visita (inspection) at Purificaci6n (Jalisco), with 
Cabrillo left in command of the fleet at Navidad.49 This new port 
was to become the departure point for many sea expeditions, in-
cluding Cabrillo's voyage the coming year to California.50 
While Mendoza and Alvarado were at Purificaci6n they 
received the first reports of the outbreak of the Mixton Wars in 
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New Galicia near Guadalajara. The Spanish governor Cristobal 
de Onate attempted to repulse the Chichimecas Indians though 
he was soundly defeated. Shocked by this defeat, he sent an 
emergency call for aid to Mendoza at Purificaci6n. The viceroy 
called on Alvarado to go to Onate's aid. Never one to run from a 
fight, Alvarado returned to Cabrillo's ships at Navidad and got 
100 volunteers, then setting out in search of Chichimecas to 
teach them a lesson. 
In late June, Alvarado finally caught up with his adversaries 
at Nochisthin, about 100 miles northeast of Guadalajara, and 
launched an attack. Apparently the Chichimecas were in not 
much of a learning mood as they inflicted a severe defeat on the 
Spaniards. In the retreat that followed, on the 25th Alvarado 
fell from his horse while climbing a steep hill, the horse rolled 
over him, leaving Alvarado with serious internal injuries.51 His 
men were able to rescue him and take him back to their 
stronghold at Purificaci6n. Alvarado was given emergency 
medical treatment but to no avail, dying on July 5th. Later his 
remains were taken to his nephew's encomienda at Tiripitio, 
where his daughter Leonor de Alvarado y Xicotengo took his 
casket for the final resting place at the Antigua Cathedral in 
Guatemala. 52 
With Alvarado's death, according to the stipulations of their 
contract, Mendoza took control of Alvarado's fleet. None of his 
many heirs were especially interested in contesting the contract 
as Alvarado had also left huge debts.53 Mendoza may have once 
looked upon his deceased partner as a serious competitor, 
though Mendoza must have viewed Cabrillo in a better light as 
he promptly named Cabrillo almirante de la armada (fleet ad-
miral) and in command of the coming expedition to California, 
replacing Juan de Alvarado.54 The Coronado trip had dearly cost 
the viceroy, and Cabrillo agreed to foot part of the bill of this 
coming expedition.55 
In the instrucciones (instructions) for this voyage, Mendoza 
told Cabrillo to try and make contact with the Coronado and 
Villalobos expeditions, which would be a sizeable task being 
nearly a half a world apart. Extreme caution was urged, as well 
as benevolent treatment of the Indians, who should be brought 
back to Mexico and trained as translators. The Spaniards should 
also look for a great river in California by which they might use 
to make contact with Coronado in the interior as well as 
possibly being the long-sought water link between the two 
great oceans. In spite of adversity, they were to always push 
on, but there should always be someone able to return to Mex-
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ico and inform the viceroy in case of emergency. Cabrillo was 
additionally ordered to take possession in the name of the king 
and the viceroy of all land discovered north of Cedros Island 
(28° N Latitude), off the western shore of Baja California, 
previously explored by Francisco de Ulloa in 1539.56 
After the delay caused by the Mixton Wars and the death of 
Alvarado, Cabrillo prepared to depart Navidad. Arms, supplies 
and men were embarked on the two ships of Cabrillo, the San 
Salvador and the Victoria; the former being his flagship, with 
the latter commanded by the Leyantine chief pilot Bartolome 
Ferrelo. The pilot of the San Salvador was the Corsican Loren-
zo Hernandez, and the two ships' masters were Geronimo de 
San Roman and the Portuguese Antonio Correa. Viceroy Men-
doza was on hand at Navidad when Cabrillo's two small vessels 
sailed out of the bay on June 27, 1542.57 
Cabrillo set a northwest course for the port of San Lucas at 
the southern tip of the peninsula of Baja California, 500 miles 
from Navidad. After a calm ten day journey, on July 6th the 
San Salvador and the Victoria put into the fine harbor of San 
Lucas. Following the orders from Mendoza, Cabrillo looked for, 
but sighted no Indians on shore. The Spaniards replenished 
water and supplies and set sail that same night for the north. 
Two days later Cabrillo reached Punta Trinidad (Tosca) at the 
southern tip of Santa Margarita Island.58 Winds were severe, 
and progress was slow. They did not reach the Puerto Cortes 
until Wednesday, July 12th, which was half-way up the island, 
ten leagues long and two leagues wide. A landing party went 
ashore, finding no fresh water nor kindling, the expedition 
departed the following morning. Cabrillo soon sighted a large 
bay with a port which he named Puerto Magdalena, where they 
went ashore and found fresh water. The land was flat and arid. 
The Spaniards finally had their first encounter with Indians and 
were met by a cloud of arrows. Cabrillo did not have time to put 
into action the good neighbor policy of Mendoza, and the 
Spaniards beat a hasty retreat to the ships in the bay. 
Soon the situation normalized, and Cabrillo was able to 
establish a friendly rapport with the Indians and remained at 
Puerto Magdalena for a week, sailing the following Thursday 
(20th). The Spaniards continued up the coast and passed by 
Cabo San Lazaro and later sighted an anchorage which they 
named Punta de Santa Catalina.59 Sailing time was excellent and 
on the following Tuesday (25th), Cabrillo saw a large bay which 
he named Bahia de Santiago (Bahia de Ballenas). Because of in-
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creasingly heavy seas, the two ships put into the anchorage to 
wait out the storm. On Thursday the sky cleared and the ex-
pedition continued north. After five days of sailing, on August 
1st Cabrillo sighted a bay, naming it San Pedro (Punta Egenia 
on the Bahia de Sebastian Vizcaino), where on that clear day, he 
could see Cedros Island, ten leagues to the north. That same 
night the expedition anchored at Cedros. In the instrucciones 
from Mendoza, Cabrillo would begin to take possession of all 
land north of Cedros.60 
The following morning Cabrillo's two ships sailed south for 
eight leagues and put into the tiny island of San Esteban (Isla 
de Natividad), which had dimensions of a little over a league. A 
landing party went ashore and explored the island, finding 
kindling. After three days on the island on Saturday, 5th, the 
vessels left San Esteban and returned to Cedros. They still did 
not see any Indians but they were happy to find fresh water. 
It was a large island, approximately 12 leagues in length, and 
Cabrillo wrote in his log of its fine harbor. He set sail the 
following Thursday and continued up the coastline of Baja 
California, making fine progress the first day of some ten 
leagues.61 The following day, 11th, the Spaniards came upon a 
fine port and named it Puerto de Santa Clara, located on a bay 
(Bahia de Playa Maria). Cabrillo noted that the coastline ran 
south-southeast, which was ideal for anchorage at that time of 
the year. He went ashore and saw the land had little vegetation, 
sighting Indians who fled at the sight of the Spaniards. The ex-
pedition had the good fortune to be able to replenish its water 
supplies and were at Santa Clara for two days, departing on 
Sunday morning. 
On August 15th, Cabrillo saw in the distance a massive rock 
on shore and because of its poor shelter, it was called Punta de 
Mal Abrigo (Bluff Point). Winds were not ideal for sailing and 
the expedition made little headway. On Saturday, 19th, the San 
Salvador and the Victoria arrived off a small island, one-half 
league from the mainland, which the Spaniards named San Ber-
nardo (San Ger6nimo).62 The following day, they left the island 
and then crossing to close to the mainland, a point was sighted 
and because of its danger to the ships, named it Punta de 
Engafio (Punta San Antonio). On shore the terrain was flat and 
the soil appeared good, with no Indians sighted. 
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"'Till You Come Back" 
by Claire D. Sprague 
"We will have to move away to the Japanese camp they all say, 
Still I will always do my part by buying defense stamps with all my 
heart." by Fugino Yoshida 
Here Fugino Yoshida symbolizes the spirit of the California 
Japanese child as his final assignment before leaving French Camp 
Grammar School, which is located in the heart of the fertile San 
Joaquin Valley. 
Twelve year old Fugino Yoshida is but one of 80 young Japanese 
from this school who were evacuated from their homes and sent to 
assembly centers during World War II . 
Lonesome for their schoolmates and friends · at French Camp, 
these young Neisi poured out letter after letter telling of happy 
moments and sad ones. 
As their teacher for several years I had come to know and unders-
tand them. Though these letters may seem a little strange to others, 
to me they represented all the emotions of the American-born 
Japanese child. 
"We had a nice trip from here to Manzinar," writes Dorothy 
Sakurai, "we came right by Turlock camp and all our Japanese 
friends from French Camp were standing on the fence waving their 
hats, hands, and flags as we went by." She continues, "Over here 
we are surrounded by hills. The hills are all desert and on one side 
of the top of the hill there is snow. The mountains are very pretty. '' 
Haru Tanaka who went to the Turlock Assembly Center with her 
parents and nine brothers and sisters wrote, "I am lonesome without 
those puppies and if you know where our place is you can go see our 
puppies." She wrote again, "We had three little kittens too . . . I 
wonder how big they are now ... Maybe the little ducks are hatch-
ed now." 
However, Haru isn't too lonesome because she wrote, "The 
Watanabes, Yamasakis, and Yanemotos, and many other French 
Camp friends are here for our neighbors at Turlock ." 
In a later letter Dorothy Sakurai describes the camp at Manzinar: 
"It is very sandy here, and there are no gates, but there is a certain line that you can-
not go by. Outside that line is the desert. The weather here is very hot, but the wind 
blows. The houses are very good . We have a little stove in ours. I think there is a little 
stove in every house. The stove is to keep warm." 
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The Japanese students of Mrs. Claire Sprague's French Camp 
Grammar School. 
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Jeruka Watanabe 
California's entire Japanese population was housed in these 
Assembly Centers, constructed on Fair Grounds and Race Tracks 
and other places throughout the state. 
These places provide temporary homes for the Japanese until ar-
rangements could be made to move them to other central and 
western states. Camps were operated on a summer camp basis ... 
canteens were in operation. They used coupon books to make their 
purchases. They lived in barracks and ate in a giant mess hall. After 
the first few days they amended the meal time check off system so 
that each family had its own number. This assured the family group 
that they would not be separated and was much easier on the 
tongues of those in charge. 
Each person had an individual bed (somewhat of a novelty to the 
children of the large Japanese families). The beds and equipment 
caused enthusiastic response from the Japanese boys who wrote 
repeatedly that they are sleeping on army cots with army blankets 
just like the soldiers!! 
However! the biggest hit of the camp was the shower. Marjorie 
sheepishly reported that she spent most of the first afternoon under 
the shower and left no hot water for the rest of the camp. A few had 
difficulty getting accustomed to the shower bath but all were im-
pressed by it. 
Upon my visit to the Stockton Assemby Center, Mrs. Harry Itaya 
requested that I send her some shower bath caps. She related that 
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Ray Itaya 
her five small children had their hair continuously wet from going 
back and back and back to the showers. 
The Itaya family is a representative group of evacuees. Harry, 
about 35, was a moderately prosperous truck gardener. His 
vegetable route, with deliveries starting when some people were on 
our way to bed, covered many of Stockton's major stores. Harry 
who was progressive used latest farming methods, brought his 
children up in American traditions. Mrs. Itaya although shy was a 
member of the Parent Teacher Group at French Camp School. 
Through her efforts enough wool was purchased by the Japanese 
people to knit some 180 squares for afghans for the Jr. Red Cross. 
This was done as a school project which was almost halted when the 
war knitting craze caused a shortage of knitting needles. Creative 
Japanese, however, converted chop sticks into knitting needles and 
the project continued. Twelve year old Ray Itaya had been a pupil 
for two years. He too might be taken as a representative of the 
Japanese child in the community, clean, honest and industrious. 
During war time, the American children in French Camp school 
deserved the highest praise for their love for their Japanese 
classmates. They spent all their spare time in the fields, doing their 
part in an attempt to salvage the crops. 
Oddly enough they used a small part of their earnings to send can-
dy and gum, etc. to their Japanese classmates at Assembly Centers . 
. . Yes! all this could have happened only in America! 
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She Had Some Times 
by Charles Henning 
"Papa was a hard worker," Mae Arnold said. "He drove a 
horsecar and a hack in Bakersfield. He was a teamster, too. He 
worked long, hard hours, and he got paid 75¢ a day." 
Her thin white hair, still retaining some streaks of black, was pull-
ed straight back and braided into tiny pigtails on each side of the 
back of her head. She was wearing pajamas and a robe, and she sat 
in a big chair by a window in the teacherage of long-closed Twin 
Oaks School some 30 miles east of Bakersfield, where she lived with 
her son, Jim Woods . He appeared to be in his sixties. Mae was 84 
when I visited her and Jim in 1965 . They have both died since. 
"I was 10 years old when Papa moved us all from town up to 
Delonegha Springs on the Kern River," Mae said. She thought for a 
moment. "That was in 1891. There was no road up Kern Canyon 
then, and we had to go in over the top of Greenhorn Mountain, 
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partly on the old stage road from the Cerro Gordo and Kernville 
area mines to Visalia." 
Her father, W. C. Crawford, took up half a section embracing 
the hot springs on the north side of the river between Democrat and 
Hobo Hot Springs . The family at that time consisted of father, 
mother ("Mama was born in Stockton, where her father, C. H. 
Dunn, built the first house"), Mae and brothers George and Willie. 
(A sister, Della, was born at Delonegha.) They had four horses, 15 
goats and 100 burros. 
"I rode them jackasses all over the mountain ," Mae said. "We 
had a time with them, though . The lions would kill them poor bur-
ros right and left. But after we'd been there a while, at night when 
Papa wasn't home- which was most of the time- Mama and us 
kids had got brave enough to bust out of the door like a rocket 
when a dog let out his first bark, and them lions would hightail it." 
Her father was away for long periods. "Why, we didn't see Papa 
for six months at a time," Mae said. 
When her father did come home over their side of Greenhorn 
Mountain, "on a turrible road," with a big tree chained to the back 
of the staples-loaded wagon to brake it against hurtling down the 
steep slant of the mountain, it was a big day - big, like Christmas. 
Not that there was so much in the way of gifts, although Papa 
always brought something "unnecessary" for all the kids, and 
Mama, too. It was big like Christmas because Papa was there, and 
they were all together again. 
One time Mr. Crawford brought back a man from Bakersfield, 
Costa Rica Joe. "Joe was dyin' ofT. B. at the county hospital," 
Mae explained, "and somebody knew him that was a friend of 
Papa's and when Papa heard about him, he said he bet the good air 
and hot springs baths at Delonegha, along with goat's milk and goat 
meat and Mama's garden vegetables would cure him. So he brought 
Joe up there, and it wasn't long before Costa Rica Joe was gettin' in 
the fire wood and doin' a lot of the other chores around there. He 
lived for a long time . I don't ever remember of him dyin' at all, but 
I suppose he did finally." 
Miners and homesteaders stopped by occasionally . Most took 
baths in the bath house built by Mr . Crawford, soaking in the con-
crete tub filled with hot spring water, then lying, blanket-wrapped, 
on the sweat-board for an hour or so. Some bought cheese, goat's 
milk and goat meat, and the family income was further augmented 
by the sale of the tough little burros to sheepherders. 
''Them Basques and Frenchmen would come clear over from 
around Granite Station, 20 miles or whatever it was, and even from 
the flat country to get our burros," Mae said. "Just about 
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everything the sheepherders moved in them days, except the sheep, 
was moved on burros. They'd pay as much as $50 each for our 
jackasses." 
Life wasn't "peaches and cream" at Delonegha, Mae said. "The 
best thing was the hot springs baths and lots of hot water to wash 
clothes and all. The hot water just poured out of the middle of big 
rocks and splashed into the river. I guess it still does. Papa built the 
bath house and tub on the edge of the river and piped water to it 
from another big spring up the mountain. Like I said, the baths 
were fine, but most everything else was tough. Tough and steep. We 
had a tight cabin, though, and George and Willie caught fish in the 
river, and we had a garden and all the other food we needed, and we 
all loved each other. I guess it wasn't so bad when you think of it. 
Just rugged. 
"School? We never went to school till we was big as a horse. Not 
till we moved up to Granite Station." 
Most of the miners and homesteaders the family saw carried long 
rifles with octagon barrels, Mae said, "and we'd hear a little 
sometimes about somebody gettin' killed over claim-jumpin' or just 
arguin', but I don't think the law heard about it much of the time." 
Two miners worked a claim near Delonegha: "One of 'em was 
Mr. Stokes, and I don't remember the other's name," and when 
Mae's father would return to town after a visit with the family, he'd 
take the partners' gold to the bank . "They always brought it over in 
wax-sealed fruit jars," Mae said, "and that made Papa nervous. He 
was always afraid the jars would get busted someway before he got 
the gold to the bank. Papa said it would be awful hard to gather up 
every speck of gold if the jars got busted, and he didn't want to get 
accused of helpin' himself to some. The men knew exactly how 
much gold there was. They didn't trust each other too much, Papa 
said, and right up to the time the gold was sent off with Papa; each 
one was always weighin' the jars and lookin' through the glass to 
make sure the other one hadn't added nothin' heavy to make up the 
weight of some swiped gold." 
One day Mae and George were helping their father repair the cor-
ral when Mr. Stokes came up to them. "He said, 'I'm sure sorry I 
got to tell you this, Mr. Crawford, but I've killed my pardner. I 
wish you'd come down there.' 
"John Monk, who had a lot of cattle on top of Greehorn Moun-
tain, and Gid Beaver, a homesteader from a couple of miles up-
river, were takin' the baths, and them and Costa Rica Joe and Papa 
went down to the claim with Mr. Stokes. Me and George sneaked 
after them and watched from the bushes while they sewed up Mr. 
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Stoke's pardner in some gunny sacl<s and buried him. 
"After the service - I guess you could call it that; Papa said a 
few words and a prayer over the poor man - Mr. Stokes left. I 
guess he figured the river was the quickest way out for him, that he 
could beat the word of what he done that way if anybody there 
should want to report it in Bakersfield. So instead of going over the 
mountain, he got on a raft - which he'd probably built right after 
killin' his pardner so he'd be able to make himself scarce in a hurry, 
and he went down the river. I can still see him, plain as anything. 
The last we saw of him, he was in a real narrow place, where the 
water was runnin' fierce, pushing against the rocks on one side of 
the river with a long pole, and then real quick changing the pole 
around and pushing against the rocks on the other side. We never 
did hear nothin' about Mr. Stokes again. We didn't know if he 
made it out of the canyon or not.'' 
Rafts were sometimes employed to bring visitors to Delonegha 
just as one had been used to take Mr. Stokes on his way. Occa-
sionally a miner or homesteader on the south side of the Kern would 
shove off on one from a hundred yards or so upstream and pole 
frantically across the swift river . But this method, and swimming, 
which often finally were the same, were extremely dangerous, and 
few tried it. Consequently, visitors making a direct crossing in the 
vicinity of Delonegha were rare. 
"But one man used to come over pretty often," Mae said. "Mr. 
Goff. He'd swim his horse across, sitting straight in the saddle all 
the way, and he never did have no trouble at all." 
When Mr. Goff made the crossing he would help Mae's mother 
butcher the goats. "Mama would always try to get Mr. Goff to take 
some of the goat meat back with him for his help, but he'd say, 
'No, Mrs. Crawford, I don't want nothin' but the head and feet.' 
And that's all he would take. Every time. We never did know, for 
God's sake, what he did with them heads and feet. He wouldn't tell 
us., 
If miners, homesteaders and sheepmen visited the springs infre-
quently, the four-footed residents of the mountain country dropped 
in often enough. "Besides the lions that was always hangin' around 
hop in' to grab off a burro or a colt," Mae said, "every other 
creature born in the county came around to see what they could 
swipe, eat, scare or otherwise disturb. Foxes and bobcats tried to get 
the chickens, and did sometimes, coyotes stole what they could of 
anything eatable and kept us awake howlin'; scorpions and rat-
tlesnakes was always tryin' to share our beds, and the bears clawed 
into anything they wasn't supposed to. Black bears, I mean." 
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The Crawford family knew about the great grizzly bears that in-
habited the mountains but had no brushes with them. 
"We knew that grizzlies didn't need no invitation to fight; they'd 
come right at you anytime they'd see you, but them little black 
bears, which was all over the mountains, was timid things. We'd 
whack their ass with a stick, and they'd get out of there ." 
Most of the visitors to Delonegha were welcomed - or dealt with 
sucessfully - but there was one visitor with which Mae and the 
family could not cope. The river. 
"In the four or five years we was at the springs," she said, "the 
river rared way up the slope of the mountain at least three times. 
And every time it come up it took everything away that it could 
reach. The house was safe; it was way up the mountainside on a 
scooped-out flat spot, and we had warnin' enough from the way the 
water was risin' to get the burros and goats and chickens up the 
mountain, but we couldn't do nothin' about the bath house and the 
corral and the sheds. Everything would get washed away, and then 
Papa would have to borrow the money to fix things up again. The 
last time we got flooded out, Papa mortgaged the springs to the man 
he was workin' for in town, so he'd have money to repair things 
with." 
The old lady shook her head. "Them was hard times. Things was 
tough with us and almost everybody else, so when the mortgage 
came due and Papa couldn't pay, the man said 'Git mavin'!' He 
drove us out like we was a bunch of rats. Mama cried, but he only 
said again, 'Git mavin'!' 
"Well, Papa took us, jackasses and all, up on an old mining 
claim along French Gulch, near where Wafford Heights is now. It 
was even more uncivilized than Delonegha was, which is sayin' a lot. 
Not because there was less people around but because there was 
more. There was a few characters minin' and bummin' in them 
mountains that would skull you for a half a dollar." 
She paused for a moment. "One time I was ridin' my special 
donkey down French Gulch on my way to Kernville, and I saw spots 
of blood on the trail. I got off the burro and tracked the blood 
spots, and pretty soon I found an Indian all drawed up behind a 
manzanita bush with his head damn' near beat off. After a lot of 
strugglin' I finally got him to his feet and across my jackass, and 
then I took him down to the stream and cleaned his head off with a 
barley sack. He told me he'd got drunk in town on some two-bit 
wine and bragged to a couple men about havin' four dollars, which 
he didn't, and somebody dry-gulched him on his way back to his 
cabin. 
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"Somethin' mean was always happenin' on the Gulch, and we 
wished and wished we could be back at Delonegha with the lions, 
snakes and rampagin' river." 
They couldn't go back to Delonegha, of course, but finally Mr. 
Crawford accumulated enough money to make a small payment "on 
a hard-luck homestead near Granite Station," and he moved his 
family up there. Then he took a job hauling lumber for the Frazier 
Mountain Lumber Company near Lebec to Bakersfield, and the 
family saw little of him now as they had been accustomed to. 
"In the little spare time he had," Mae said, "he took any extra 
work he could get. He wanted to pay the place off before some new 
catastrophe got it away from us." 
Jim came in from his workshop out back and served coffee. Mae 
patted his hand. 
"This boy, God love his heart, is the best and kindest person in 
the world. I've had eye operations and half a dozen other ailments, 
and he's taken care of me like he was my mother instead of the 
other way around. I told him more than once that I was so much 
trouble he ought to knock me on the head and make dog food out 
of me." She patted his hand again. "He sure didn't take after his 
father any." She pointed at a framed certificate on the wall . 
"Incidentally," she said, "some people have said I never was 
married to any of my husbands. That wedding license proves dif-
ferent." 
I went over and looked at the certificate. It was issued to John S. 
Woods, aged 30, and Rosa Crawford, 16. ("Mama liked the name 
'Mae,' so that's what I've always been called.") The parents of said 
Rosa A. Crawford had given their consent to the marriage of their 
daughter, so R. L. Stockton, justice of the peace, performed the 
ceremony on the 25th of May A. D., 1897. 
John Woods was a wood cutter. 
"Trouble was,'' said Mae, "he lifted the jug a lot more than he 
lifted the axe. Only I didn't know that till it was too late." 
She met Woods one evening at the Granite Station School. "He 
played the fiddle for the dances, and he made big eyes at me." 
"Big, bloodshot eyes,'' Jim said. 
"Yeah. But I was too smote to notice. He smiled at me, and pret-
ty soon he came over and asked Wilson Nitingale, who Mama let me 
walk to school with, if he could dance with me. And once he put his 
arms around me, I was a gonner.'' 
"Then,'' I said, "you started having dates?" 
"Dates, hell! Mama wouldn't allow no Goddam dates! Any cour-
tin' that was done was done right in the front room, before 
everybody.'' 
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So Woods' courting couldn't have been much fun, but obviously 
it was effective, for, as noted, John S. and Rosa A. got hitched by 
Justice Stockton. 
"Mama had made a cake or two and a lot of fancy eats," Mae 
said, "and that evenin' everybody was there." She smiled. "Poor 
Mama cried a lot, but people did more cryin' about daughters get-
tin' married in those days than they do now. 
"The chivareein' didn't help how she felt. Or me, either. After 
the party had tapered off, men rode all around the house, shootin' 
pistols and draggin' tin cans around. The noise was somethin' 
awful. I was scared, and Mama was scared. She was scared that 
somebody would shoot through the house or blow the place up, and 
I was scared because, well, you know: that was the first time I ever 
got married. John was in the kitchen with a bunch of men, and the 
laughin' and racket that went on in there was almost as bad as the 
tin cans and the gun shootin' outside. It was a hell of an uproar. 
Finally Mama went to bed, still scared, and I went with her.'' 
"And what," I asked, "did your new husband think of that ar-
rangement?'' 
"Think of it!" Mae said. "He didn't think nothin' about it. He 
was so full of hooch he forgot he was married till somebody remind-
ed him next morning!'' 
John didn't let up on his drinking or otherwise show Mae much 
consideration during the time she was carrying Jim. 
"The only thing was," she said, "he was always pretty careful not 
to punch me in the stomach. I've always gave him credit for that." 
As it happened, she said, a good punch might have helped. Jim 
was days late getting born, and Mae's mother was worried . 
"We never had no doctor. Mama always did the doctorin' for the 
family - and for lots of other families around Granite Station and 
Glennville and Woody. She used to go out and gather wild herbs 
and stuff, and she made medicine out of elderberry leaves and bitter 
root and cascara root and other things . It was as good as any 
medicine you could get at a drugstore. If you could get to a 
drugstore. 
"She didn't have no medicine that would help Jim get born, but 
she had the savvy. That little feller just kept stallin' and stallin ', and 
finally Mama made a great big diaper out of some flour sacks, and 
she bound it around my swollen belly tighter than a corset. Then she 
made me walk around all that day with that awful binder squeezin' 
the daylights out of me. Towards night, though, it squeezed Jim 
out, too, and I had a real easy time." 
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While Mae talked, Jim hadn't had much to say. Sometimes, when 
her language was especially "colorful," he'd cringe a little, spread 
his hands and shrug as if to say: "She talks that way to everybody, 
strangers or not, and it's no good for me to try to shush her." Once 
or twice he asked me please to "tone things down a little for your 
story." I assured him that I would; and I have. Now he said, "This 
man doesn't care to hear about what a hard time I had getting born, 
Mama." 
She said, "He's goin' to hear what I'm goin' to tell him." 
Mae put up with John's drunkenness and beatings for "too damn' 
long; but people didn't shuck each other so quick and easy in them 
days ." When he began beating little Jim, however, she left him. 
They had been married for three years. I asked her what happened 
to John. 
"Oh," she said, "he drank hisself to death, just like everybody 
expected he would." 
Mae Arnold pushed herself up and out of the big chair and 
limped toward where the marriage certificate hung on the wall. She 
explained the limp. "In 1919 I was helpin' to herd a bunch of cattle 
onto the train at Shafter for Rudnick Ranch when a big old holstein 
bull tossed me clear over the road and butted and stomped me till he 
broke damn' near every bone in my body. If his horns hadn't been 
cut, he'd have killed me. When I come to that damn' bull was 
lickin' my face - not because he'd got any sudden affection for me, 
though; I guess I tasted salty. One of the Castro boys finally got 
him off me by stickin' a pitch-fork in his rear end. I sure was busted 
up. I never did get over it entirely, and the ketch in my back is real 
bad this week." 
She tapped the glass that covered the marriage certificate. "Poor 
James Cain, the witness here. He was my husband's sister's hus-
band, and he was murdered up at Soda Springs near Woody. One 
morning about 7 o'clock he went up to the Springs to get a cart to 
take his wife over to a doctor who by then had come to live at White 
River a few miles down the road . Just as he got to the Springs, Jud 
Brown come out of his house and shot Uncle Jim in the chest. He'd 
heard that Jim was after him to kill him for something - I forget 
what it was - and he aimed to beat Jim to it. 
"Poor Uncle Jim. They put him in a redwood box and had a little 
service for him at his house. Then they carried him on a buckboard 
pulled by two mules to the Woody cemetery. It was only about 200 
yards from the house to the cemetery, and all of us walked behind 
the buckboard. It was awful hot, and James hadn't been embalmed 
or anything, of course, and all of a sudden, there, on the way to the 
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cemetery, poor Uncle Jim exploded - blowed up. The casket pop-
ped open, and blood and everything flew all over, so that all of us 
walkin' behind the buckboard had to quick cross over to the other 
side of the road, and women screamed and everybody got pretty 
upset. I was a hell of a thing. But they finally got what was left of 
poor, dear Uncle James to the cemetery and buried him." 
Jud Brown, who shot Cain, was sent to San Quentin for life, Mae 
said as she hobbled back to her chair. 
Another "uncle" (although some hinted that the relationship was 
considerably closer than that) of Mae's was Jule McKamey, with 
whom she frequently got about the Woody-Glennville country. "We 
had some times," Mae said. 
"One day me and Uncle Jule was ridin' in his brand new 1914 
Dodge pickup to Georgia Coffee's up on Poso Creek when we saw 
two bulls fightin' in the road up ahead. I didn't want to go on. 
When bulls are mad - no matter what at - there's nothin' better 
to have between you and them than distance. But Jule said nothin' 
could happen to us in the pickup, and he drove right on." 
She shook her head. "Just as we got close to them, one of the 
bulls knocked the other one down, and the hurt one took off down 
the road. Then the winner come at us. He butted that pickup and he 
butted it. Then I guess he saw his reflection in the shiny paint and 
thought it was the other bull come back, and he got madder and 
butted harder, seemed like, and finally he butted the truck complete-
ly over. 
"Well, Uncle Jule hung on and managed to stay inside the 
pickup, but the door on my side, which was the up side, flew open, 
and I got throwed out. The bull come for me then, and I raced off 
to a big willow tree and climbed up it. I had a dress on, and it 
caught on some snaggy branches and the dress, along with almost 
everything else I had on, got tore off in that tree." 
Mae shook her head again. "The bull finally got tired of not bur-
tin' anybody, and he went off lookin' for the other critter, I guess, 
and I climbed down." She chuckled. "My rear end was bare as a 
watermelon. I didn't have much more than enough clothes left on 
me to make a gee-string for a road runner!" 
The side of the truck was smashed so badly, she said, that it cost 
Uncle Jule $200 to have the vehicle repaired. 
Unlike some of the bulls, most of the people in the Kern moun-
tains were congenial enough, but one time, Mae said, a stranger 
tried to get altogether too congenial. 
"I was ridin' my pinto down to the store at Woody when this 
feller rode up beside me and made some awful fresh remarks -
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without even introducin' hisself first - and I fixed him good." 
"How did you fix him?" 
"Why, I lassed the bastard and pulled him off his horse, that's 
how. Then I tied him to a tree and instructed him some in how to 
talk to a lady.'' 
She said the varmint got off easier than he should have, though. 
"I went down that way about noon next day to turn him loose, 
and he was gone. I guess somebody'd come along and untied him. I 
never made knots that anything - or anybody, if it come to that -
could slip out of. Anyhow, my rope was still there, so I got it 
back ." 
Jim poured coffee again, and Mae said, "Like I told you, most of 
the people in our mountains was pretty good and pretty peaceful 
and honest. There generally wasn't no trouble unless it was provok-
ed, which is different than what's happenin' these days. Just around 
here people have lost their life savin's in crooked minin' schemes 
and from buyin' 'farm land' from ads in the L. A. paper that 
wouldn't grow nothin' but rocks. And just a little way from here is 
a dear, beloved man and his family, stuck in a crummy trailer after 
havin' sold his house in San Pedro, I think, and puttin' every penny 
of it in a piece of ground and a promise from some promoters that 
they'd build him a fine home and bore a well and all. That was two 
years ago, and they haven't done nothin' since. Whenever he can get 
hold of them promoters, which is sure as hell seldom, they stall him 
off some more." 
She snorted disgustedly. "I told the dear man: 'I'm all dilapidated 
up right now, but when I get completely over my eye surgery and 
my back loosens up a little more, I'll take a wet rope and help you 
whip the hell out of them people. If we can find 'em." 
I got up to leave. "It's been wonderful visiting with you," I said. 
"I'll tell you, though, that before I came up here I was a little 
uneasy. A woman at Bodfish told me if you liked a person at first 
sight, okay, but if you didn't, you might horsewhip him." 
Mae and Jim both laughed. "Some of the people I've had to deal 
with have built me up a reputation as a tough character," she said. 
"Yeah. Like the two men I caught at the spring on my ranch up In-
dian Canyon one day. I asked them what they was up to, and they 
said they was goin' to lay a pipeline from my spring down to their 
minin' claim below my place. No 'can I, please?' or nothin', and 
when I told 'em I needed all the water for my stock, they went right 
on takin' pipe off their truck." 
She made a gesture as though she was raising a gun to the ready. 
"So I said, 'The first son of a bitch sticks a pipe in that spring is 
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goin' to get his ass blowed off!' I meant it, they could tell I did, and 
they got. And then they went tellin' the story all around, only they 
exaggerated it up. 
"Havin' to deal with people like that," she said, "and I've had 
run-ins with quite a few of 'em, I guess it's no wonder I got the 
name sometimes of bein' sort of cantankerous ." 
"No, ma'am," I said, "I guess it isn't." 
I started toward the door, and Jim Woods said, "Have a little 
more coffee before you go." 
I told him I had to get on before it got dark . "I'm going to look 
at a place I noticed down the road a ways - a little cabin on about 
a quarter acre of ground that has a 'For Sale' sign on it and ... " 
"Be awful careful who you deal with," Mae said, "or you might 
end up at French Gulch like Mama and us did ." 
These days, I thought, that wouldn't be too bad . The Gulch now 
runs into Lake Isabella, built long after Mr. Crawford's family left 
the area. You can hardly find better fishing anywhere. 
Author's Note: I returned from a trip to Mexico on New Year's 
Day, 1966, to learn that Mae Arnold had died the day after 
Christmas and three days after she found her son, Jim Woods, dead 
in his little workshop behind the Twin Oaks teacherage. 
I had heard Mae say, "When I die I don't want anybody cryin' or 
makin' a fuss about it; I just want 'em to say 'so long' and let that 
be the end of it. And I'm ready to go anytime I got to." 
But she didn't want, or expect, Jim to go first. 
After my first visit with Mae and Jim I saw them often, had even 
stayed with them for a week, hunting quail and doing a few chores 
on Mae's ranch 15 miles up Indian Canyon (Jim had a stiff leg from 
a childhood accident and couldn't do all the things Mae could do 
when she was "in shape"). 
One time when Jim and I came back from feeding the ranch 
stock, Mae said, "Did you take the pictures of my dear cows? And 
the jackass? How does he look? He was a little peaked last time I 
saw him. Oh, I just can't wait to get back to the ranch and them 
animals!'' 
I had taken pictures of the burro, and when the cattle gathered 
around the flakes of hay I'd tossed from the pickup, I took some 
shots of them. And I took three of Easter, a particular cow-favorite 
of Mae's that Jim had helped "birth." One Easter, of course. 
Mae was a rugged, salty-talking, sweet and gentle (unless riled) 
old lady . She loved most people and all animals. I wish she could 
have seen the pictures of her dear cows, but I finished that roll of 
film in Mexico. 
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A Filipino Dance Hall in Stockton. 
Little Manila: 
The Filipino in Stockton 
Prior to World War II 
by Carol Hemminger 
PART II 
We would not have led miserable lives, nor drifted needlessly from one 
shoulder to another, if, in the beginning, our women came with us, stuck with 
us, and saw us through ... •• 
The ratio of Filipino men to women during this pre-war period 
was fourteen to one. 65 According to the 1930 U. S. Immigration 
Charts, 31,092 Filipinos were admitted through the ports of San 
Francisco and Los Angeles from 1920 to 1929. Ninety-three percent 
of these were males . 66 The Filipino men were allowed to bring 
women only if they were married. Bringing women was discouraged 
because the labor recruiters needed the men and didn't want to fill 
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space with women. There was no immigration quota on women; in 
fact, Filipinos had free entry because the Philippines was a posses-
sion of the United States. 67 What really happened was they stayed 
back because of the expense, and because they were needed on the 
farms and felt they had to be with their family. So, unlike other 
women who kept with their men, and followed them wherever they 
went, Filipino women stayed behind, too scared to leave. Said one, 
" ... They were too timid for their own good. As a result, we saw 
no point in growing roots - in making a home for ourselves. " 68 
Mr. Claro Candelario was married in the Philippines in 1927 and 
came to the United States in 1930. He did not bring his wife over 
until 1964 - a span of 34 years. He would like to have brought her 
but times were too tough and there was the depression. " . .. I did 
not beg for a meal in the Philippines, but I begged for a meal in the 
United States. " 69 The Filipinos are known to be very faithful to 
their wives and women, and in spite of these conditions, they re-
mained so. 70 
The situation that evolved was that there were virtually no 
Filipino women. This was the root of many problems for this new 
immigrant in this strange land. The Filipinos, being pleasure loving 
people, were very socially inclined. They enjoyed music, dancing, 
debating (especially political questions), motoring, and the wearing 
of fine clothes. 71 The dance halls provided an outlet for these 
pleasures. 
There were three taxi-dance halls in Stockton. 72 These were 
operated by Americans or Japanese. 73 The taxi-dances caused much 
tension between whites and Filipinos. Because of the shortage of 
Filipino women, women employed by the taxi-dance halls were 
mostly caucasian; a few were Mexican. The white population found 
it repulsive that the young Filipinos and white girls might be at-
tracted to each other. 74 
It was also difficult for white women. There was a miscegnation 
law and the white population did not accept mixed marriages. 7 s The 
wife of the first pastor (he was Filipino) of the Trinity Presbyterian 
Church was white and the attitudes of non-acceptance made it very 
difficult for her. 76 
The taxi-dance halls were a place where the men could meet 
women. They would buy tickets which would allow them to dance 
for a specified amount of time. According to Carey McWilliams this 
time was very short, " ... so rapidly did the big, red, over-head 
rotating lights signal the end of a dance." He witnessed Filipinos in 
Stockton buying so many tickets that they could have spent the 
equivalent on a night at the Mark Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco." 
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For some, the taxi-dance halls were legalized houses of prostitu-
tion. They were licensed and provided a meeting place for men and 
women. After dancing, many Filipinos would go to the Lincoln 
Hotel for more drinks and socializing. From there some would go to 
a rooming house. Minority girls would charge about 50 cents and 
the whites around $2.50. This was about a day's wages for the 
Filipinos but they would work hard for several days to save for their 
pleasures. There were many kinds of houses of prostitution, some 
for whites, some for Asiatics. The police closed their eyes. 78 
The white dance-hall girls liked the Filipino patrons. According to 
them, they received superior treatment from Filipinos, especially 
when compared to the average American frequentor. The Filipinos 
were almost always immaculately groomed and well dressed in a 
"classy" style that the girls liked. The girls had been accustomed to 
uncouth treatment by American white men and found the approach 
of the Filipino almost always courteous. 79 
A popular house of prostitution was the Lafayette Rooming 
House on the northeast corner of San Joaquin and Lafayette. It was 
a three story building with Chinese-owned stores on the ground 
floor and prostitution on the second and third stories. 80 
Prostitution was also physically delivered to the Filipinos. Manuel 
Buaken, a Filipino author, documents his personal observation of 
this in Stockton: 
When I was working in Stockton at Terminal Landing, 1933, a beautiful Cadillac 
sedan, driven by a man, stopped one night at our camp. The man brought three 
beautiful blondes there that night, took the girls into the quarters of the boys and the 
boys had a good look at them . .. the man made fat collections that night. When he 
got all the available business, he went to see the head man of the farm and asked him 
if he could recommend other places where Filipinos worked in that section of 
Stockton. Within a week, he was back again, this time with different girls. The fre-
quency of such visits by these men who capitalized on the sexual desires of Filipinos 
occurred twice a month, going from place to place, making the rounds of the camps 
in Stockton, Salinas, Bakersfield, Imperial Valley." 
The lack of women brought prostitution literally to the doorstep of 
the Filipino. 
Later in the 30's as organizations were formed, the Filipinos 
would have many social dances and functions. For instance, the 
Filipino Women's Organization would rent one of the halls for 
dances or such things as Easter egg hunts for the children. 82 Frater-
nal organizations would also organize activities, such as Dagahoy 
Fraternal Lodge would have an annual Christmas Pageant - giving 
presents to the children, dancing and celebrating. Various religious 
holidays would be observed. As the years increased, in the 40's and 
50's these became bigger. They would also put on fund raising 
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events. The Filipinos loved to celebrate, socialize and visit. 83 
I don't blame the American people for doing that (the bombing) because they 
thought we were uneducated ... I have no regret because it is over now. I just 
hope it never happens again." 
The national Filipino Federation was founded in Los Angeles in 
1927. Shortly after this a branch was founded in Stockton. 85 This 
was started when the Filipinos first came to Stockton and they settl-
ed in the old Sum Jackson home. The Filipinos bought it and took 
it over. This home was later torn down and the Filipino Federation 
building was erected on the site, at 2049 South San Joaquin. 86 
The purpose of the Filipino Federation was to change the image 
of the Filipinos in the United States. It was against violence, strikes, 
and vices. Because of crime, they taught their people not to go to 
the cock fights, not to gamble, and to stay away from Chinatown. 
The Federation was set up as a semi-religious organization with 
some Catholics and some Presbyterians. 
It seems incongruous that an organization devoted to non-violence 
should be, in fact, violently attacked. On January 29, 1930, at mid-
night the Filipino Federation was bombed. A terrific blast tore off 
the porch and front wall and blew out all the windows. Miraculous-
ly, only one person was injured, and that was only slightly, even 
though thirty Filipinos were sleeping in the large three story struc-
ture when the explosion occurred. 
A witness told the police that he saw a large cream-colored sedan 
driving past the building and that a package was thrown from it 
beneath the front porch. The explosion followed almost immediate-
ly. It shattered windows in houses 200 feet away. Wood from the 
porch was hurled clear across the street, practically blocking traffic 
on San Joaquin Street. Fragments of the wood struck houses more 
than 150 feet distant. 
The scene throughout the area was chaotic. Immediately after the 
bombing all police reserves were rushed to the scene. Three holdups 
were reported at this same time. Meanwhile, the police station was 
receiving a constant stream of calls reporting clashes between 
Filipinos and whites all through the first and second wards. 87 
Three days later five youths were interrogated in relation to the 
dynamiting. They were released, police being satisfied that they had 
no knowledge of the incident. To this day the bombing of the 
Filipino Federation building remains a mystery. 88 The Chief of 
Police and the head of the detective department of Stockton held an 
extremely unfavorable opinion of the local Filipinos and formed the 
hypothesis that the explosion was the result of animosity between 
rival Filipino factions. However, this theory was not shared by other 
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American groups close to the Filipinos. 89 F. Y. Billones, a promi-
nent Stockton Filipino, took vigorous exception to statements like 
that: 
In the first place ... Filipinos have never in history used dynamite or bombing to set-
tle their differences. In the second place there are no factions among the Filipinos 
where feeling runs high enough to result in any such retaliation. 
The Filipinos are not a people who hold grudges . Even when their heroes have been 
executed, it has always been accepted with the attitude that their death would help the 
Filipino people and their cause and they asked that their executioners be held 
blameless. 
The Filipino people are united in wanting independence. If the Congress of the United 
States should demand a petition, every Filipino would be willing to sever the artery in 
his arm and sign that petition with his own blood. " 
It was ironic that only a few days before the bombing, the local 
press had been congratulating the city that, because of the good feel-
ing existing between natives and immigrants, nothing like the rioting 
in Watsonville could happen in Stockton. 9 ' 
On the same day as the bombing in Stockton, the State Boxing 
Commission of California issued an order barring all Filipinos from 
boxing as a precautionary move to prevent further rae~ conflicts. 92 
One of the earliest strikes involving the Filipinos was in a 
Stockton box factory in 1926. The issue was wages - the Filipinos 
were receiving thirty-five cents an hour, the rest of the labor force 
was receiving forty cents an hour and they were all doing the same 
work. 93 
Wages was also the issue in the big strike of the Filipino asparagus 
workers which occured on April 7, 1939. This was the first time in 
the history of Filipino labor in this country that a solid organization 
had been formed that would hold together against employers. It was 
an orderly strike. There was no fear of violence or even of picketing. 
What happened was that an estimated 4,000 Filipino field workers 
simply refused to go to work. 94 
The most outstanding and shocking (to the growers) features of 
this strike were the solidarity and completeness of organization that, 
as mentioned above, was unprecidented in the history of the Filipino 
labor here. The strike was organized with the approval of J. M. 
Elizalde, Philippine commissioner to the United States through the 
newly-formed Filipino Agricultural Laborers' Association. The night 
before the strike nearly 1,000 Filipinos jammed Japanese Hall on 
West Washington Street and met for four hours before deciding to 
walk out. As a result of this meeting, virtually all growers were serv-
ed with notices that their employees "with regret" were leaving 
employment that day. However, the notice extended an immediate 
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opportunity for settlement. Only eight growers and companies were 
reported to have signed the "petitions" demanding a retroactive 
wage increase. The Filipinos were demanding wage increases averag-
ing 20 cents per 100 pounds. The present rate was 80 to 90 cents. 
But the feeling that struck the growers was one of shock because 
they hadn't expected such solidarity in the Filipino organization. 95 
Carlos Bulosan described his arrival in Stockton during the strike. 
A long parade was moving down El Dorado Street. The strikers 
were orderly and quiet. He stood on a corner reading the pennants 
and placards. He noticed that all the stores and other buildings were 
closed on either side of the street. Even the gambling houses and li-
quor stores were closed. He found his friend, Carlo Candelario, car-
rying a sign which said: PAISANOS! DON'T PATRONIZE JAP 
STORES! IT MEANS HUNGER! Carlos was confused. He ran up 
to Carlo for an explanation. Carlo shouted that a Japanese woman 
is breaking the strike by supplying laborers. Then Carlo explained 
the deeper meaning of the strike: 
This very day the trade union movement and other progressive groups in Manila are 
demanding that the government boycott Japanese products. But it is deeper that you 
think. Tons and tons of scrap iron are going to Japan from the United States. These 
are made into bombs that are being dropped upon the peaceful Chinese people. 
That puzzled Carlos and he replied to Claro that he didn't think he 
liked the Chinese people. Claro explained that there are good and 
bad men in every people. He still did not like the Chinese vice lords 
but that they were cooperating in this strike by closing their gambl-
ing houses. Carlos was still baffled. 96 
Since not one Filipino asparagus cutter reported for work on that 
Good Friday, the city was full of Filipinos. They needed to be fed, 
and they could not find a place to sleep. The large basement of Mr. 
Sebastian lnosanto at 226 East Sonora was used as a kitchen to feed 
hundreds of workers. Also, the barn-like gymnasium of the United 
Filipino Church was used for sleeping quarters for those workers 
who could not find a place. Mr. lnosanto explained that the mission 
of the church toward these people was one of ''. . . reconciliation, 
concern, involvement, love, and sympathy for those poor and 
helpless workers.' ' 97 
The strike was indeed effective for several reasons. It came when 
the crop was reaching peak production. Dozens of cannieries were 
being prepared for the nearly $5,000,000 pack. It virtually paralyzed 
more than half of one of California's richest agricultural industries. 
It left at least 40,000 acres of rapidly growing "gras" uncut and rot-
ting in the fields. 98 Many growers reported that the situation was 
''critical.' ' 99 
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The strike was a success. The situation was near normal by the 
next day. Dr. Macario Bautista, head of the Filipino Agricultural 
Laborers Association, had reached agreement as to increased wages 
with "all but one or two" growers.' 00 
The Filipino community organizations were established primarily because it was dif-
ficult years. We needed a central unit to channel our loyalty, maintain our culture, to 
be an image of Filipino, so that we could channel our high morals of our Christian 
upbringing. 1" 
The Filipinos were predominantly Catholics because of the 
Spanish influence on their culture. The Catholic Filipinos worship-
ped in St. Mary's Church on Washington Street (the oldest church 
in Stockton). There were, however, no Catholic projects for 
Filipinos in Stockton in the 20's and 30's.' 02 
There were, on the other hand, three Protestant Filipino projects: 
The Lighthouse Mission, the Filipino Christian Fellowship, and the 
House of Friendship. Out of these projects grew the United Filipino 
Church which was officially organized within the jurisdiction of the 
Presbytery on October 30, 1942, at 341 South Hunter Street.' 03 
Dr. and Mrs. Henry C. Peterson started the Lighthouse Mission 
at 131 East Lafayette Street. In this mission a big hall was used for 
religious services, and the basement was converted into a dormitory 
to house the students and single men from farms. During the depres-
sion years this couple labored among the Filipinos. They had a kit-
chen in the basement where they fed the hungry and gave them 
shelter for the night.' 04 • 
Two white women, Mrs. Young and Mrs. Crosby, would 
sometimes walk from their home on Fulton Avenue (the northerly 
limits of Stockton at that time) to Lafayette Street to carry on this 
Protestant mission. "If it weren't for them that mission would not 
have survived. What brave women they were," exclaims Mrs. 
Angelina Magdael, who grew and learned from these missions as a 
child. 10 s 
Also, there was the Filipino Christian Fellowship which was 
founded by Reverend Zambra on February 3, 1931. He came with 
Mr. Inosanto from the Philippines in 1925. They had fellowship 
every Sunday afternoon at the First Presbyterian Church at El 
Dorado and Vine Streets. In the mid 1930's the group moved to 414 
South Hunter into a barn-like structure owned by a Chinese 
organization. The building was renovated and used for the 
Fellowship services and social gatherings. 106 
In addition to these two missions, the Methodist Church establish-
ed the House of Friendship on the 300 block of South San Joaquin. 
They conducted recreational and cultural activities for the children, 
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including free piano lessons. The House of Friendship taught 
Stockton's first Tagalog classes. 107 
In short, these mission projects served many purposes for the 
Filipinos. They reached out to the spiritual and physical needs of 
these people. 108 
Mrs. Angelina Magdael was raised in "Little Manila." During the 
influx of Filipinos to Stockton, during the depression, during the 
anti-Asiatic hysteria, she was a child. Even as a little girl, she felt 
sensitive about being different because she knew that she, as a 
Filipino, was treated differently. 
There were very few Filipino children, since wives and women and 
children usually remained in the Islands. Angel, as she was called, 
was born in San Francisco in 1924 and moved to Stockton with her 
family in 1927. Her father was a tailor and worked for a tailoring 
company in downtown Stockton. They settled on the corner of 
Church and Sutter Streets in an old-time home with fireplaces in 
every room. As a little child, being raised under the influence of 
strong prejudice presented unpleasant memories. She remembers go-
. ing down the street and white people would stick out their necks and 
call the Filipinos "monkeys," "goo goos," "brown monkeys," and 
other names. 109 
Life for Angel as a child was sometimes confusing. Being a 
Filipino-American she felt loyal to America also. She considered her 
parents as old folks from the old country that just misunderstood. 
Quite often her father would come home and use a word that sound-
ed to her like "boog boog." He would whisper this and when Angel 
would overhear it she was frightened and would think, "Uh, oh, 
that means trouble." The feeling was tense. What this meant was 
that a Filipino had been beaten up by a white. She was puzzled and 
just couldn't believe that the white man could be as bad as her 
father said. However, it wasn't until later, when Angel started work-
ing at Sharpe's Army Depot in 1942, a white maintenance man was 
telling stories of the fun in the "good old days" and that if there 
was nothing to do they would ride down El Dorado Street through 
skid row looking for the "blankity-blankity" brown monkeys. He 
did not realize Angel was a Filipino and upon learning that he 
apologized . She told him not to apologize. She was angry but she 
learned something. Angel then knew that her parents were right. 
To Angel, skid row was not a scary place because it was home to 
her. There were Oriental shops and Filipino shops. Her mother 
would send her and her sisters shopping. They would walk, often at 
sundown. Nevertheless, she always felt "safe." There were a few 
drunks but this was matter of fact. The men who hung around the 
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musty, cigar-smelling pool halls were always kind to the children 
and would buy them candy. Because of the depression, some 
Filipino families ran pool halls and lived in them. In the early 30's 
Angel's family lived in a hotel for six months. Many Filipino 
families lived there because they had no place else to go. It was 
cramped and crowded and Angel's mother felt it wasn't a good 
place to raise a family. As soon as they were able, they moved to a 
home on Hazelton Street. 
The depression was rough on everyone and Angel remembers it 
well. Her father took any job he could to feed his family - once 
selling candy in a pool hall, or another time picking peaches for five 
cents an hour. Angel recalls her father frequently bringing home one 
or two other Filipinos. He felt sorry for them - they had not eaten 
in days . She recalls the dialogue between her mother and father and 
her mother being worried that there was hardly enough for 
themselves. In later years these men would reappear at their door 
and repay the family for their generosity. 
The dance halls stick in her mind because of all the action. 
Angel's family knew the family that started the biggest dance hall in 
the late 30's. They knew the pianist who was Filipino and she recalls 
him bringing the white dancers to their house. Her mother teased 
him because he had a different girl every time. 
Looking back, she remembers tragic things happened because of 
the fighting over the girls in the dance halls . She did not like how 
this was reported in the newspapers because at the time ". . . the 
Stockton Record had no policy about hurting a race." What would 
happen is that all the public heard was the violence of the Filipinos 
and this worsened the prejudice. 
The Filipino had a reputation for causing crime and violence. This 
was refuted in a report made by Professor P . S. Taylor on the 
crimes of Filipinos in Stockton. He revealed that there was a great 
discrepancy between the attitude of Americans toward the Filipinos 
and the record of their arrests. That the attitudes of law officials 
were rather discriminating. The following table gives the offenses, 
numbers and percentages for which Filipinos were arrested by 
Stockton police in 1928: 
Offenses 
Disturbing the peace ..... . ..... . ......... . 
Investigation ........... . . . ............ . . 
Petty theft .... ........ .. . ............ .. . 
Vagrancy .... ........... . .......... . ... . 
Drunkenness ..... ............ .. . . . ... . . . 
N b Percentages urn er out of 100 
10 18.2 
16 29.2 
5 9.1 
5 9.1 
5 9.1 
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Carrying concealed weapon ... .. .... ... . .. . 
Visiting lottery points .. . .. . . .. . ....... ... . 
Quarantino ........... . ................. . 
Grand theft .... . . .. .. ........ .. ...... . . . 
Pimping ... ...... ..... . ...... . .. ... .... . 
Delinquency of minor .. . ..... . . . ... ..... . 
Reckless driving ..... . .... . .. ...... ...... . 
Battery .. · ........ . . ... . ..... . .... .. . . .. . 
Traffic offense .. .... .... .... . ..... .... . . . 
Embezzlement .... ... . . .. ..... ......... . . 
Total .............................. . 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
55 
5.5 
3.6 
3.6 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
100.0 
These figures showed that the offenses committed by the Filipinos 
were not serious. The report noted that the percentages of Filipinos 
arrested, which was but 0. 7 percent of the total, was very favorable 
to them. Also, liquor and narcotic law violations do not appear on 
this record, except for some cases of drunkeness and perhaps some 
disturbing the peace or vagrancy. The Filipinos were noted for 
drinking comparatively little. In summary, the opposition voiced 
against the Filipinos had no basis on their crime record, which was 
distinctly very favorable to them; it rested on other grounds. The 
alleged criminality of the Filipino was largely a myth. '' 0 
As a child, the gambling was a mystery to Angel. Down on 
Washington Street she remembers the doors banging and the 
Chinamen sitting on tall stools outside but she did not know what 
they were there for. Again, that was part of life. 
Her early school years left happy memories with her. She attended 
Lafayette Elementary School and said, "they were the kind white 
people."'" 
The preceding was a glimpse at one child's growing-up experiences 
in "Little Manila." Angel has many mixed emotions of all her 
memories. It wasn't easy. However, she talked with a sense of 
strength and pride. In spite of the conditions and hardships, she was 
fortunate to have had a home life that exuded love and care and, in 
turn, made her a confident, secure, and warm person. 
It is hard to believe that a group of people were treated (or 
mistreated) the way the Filipinos were. It left lasting scars on many 
of the old timers who are still in the fields . A Stockton Filipino 
leader observed, "It was one of the central tragedies of our com-
munity that we were denied the opportunity to produce a genera-
tion." Some of the Filipino "gras" cutters work in the fields well in-
to their 80's. Seventy-one year old Perry Rillon, who worked in the 
fields for 54 years says, "We have been here a long, long time." He 
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emphasized the work "long," as though to convey a special 
message. 112 
The Filipinos were grossly misunderstood . This misunderstanding 
is reflected in the same self-fulfilling prophecy that led to the 
discrimination of other minority groups before them. When the 
Filipinos arrived they were treated as though they were ignorant, il-
literate and different. Hence, they were not accepted into the 
mainstream of society. This subjected them to work as menial 
laborers. Consequently, being field workers they were, in fact, label-
ed as ignorant, illiterate and different because they were laborers. 
This misunderstanding was responsible for their ghetto existence. 
For these people it was a tragic misjudgment, but times are chang-
ing. "The strong wine that was brewed has already mellowed." 113 
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS 
Ernestine Sf!lulny - Book Review Editor 
DALE DE ARMOND: A First Book Collection Of Her Prints, by Dale De Armond. 
(Anchorage, Alaska Northwest Publishing Co., 1979. 73p., introductory text, 63 
woodcut color prints, index . $14.95) 
Having reviewed Dale De Armond's Raven , that $100 limited edition of magnifi-
cent woodblock prints illustrating Tlingit folktales (Historian, Spring '76), this 
reviewer was prepared for yet another display of dramatic and stylistic masterpieces 
of the woodblock print. To see a wide variety of approaches such as are shown in this 
book collection is to realize that Dale De Armond, like other artists, is capable of ex-
ploring new directions in her medium. Then it is discovered that the collection is one 
chosen largely from an exhibit shown recently at the Boston Museum of Science. 
Thinking back to Raven, one remembers that a common theme controlled the artist's 
work there and quite naturally called for a similiar approach to the work at hand -
thus lending a continuity to the sequence of prints in the book. 
A collection could be developed around a theme but, in this instance, the group of 
prints demonstrates multiple subject interests and handling of techniques. It is that 
very diversity that seems to dominate the collection, displaying the abilities and talent 
possessed by De Armond. 
The book is enriched by Ms . De Armond's own explanation, step by step, of how 
she goes about executing her woodblock designs and printing process. In addition, she 
tells of her tools, types of wood employed, and the kinds of inks and paper she 
prefers. The text is only nine pages in length, with the remainder of the book being 
the reproduction of sixty-three of her prints . De Armond's writing is straight-
forward, how-to-do-it, terminology and a frank disclosure regarding the simplicity of 
woodblock printmaking. The only thing is that, as simple as she claims the process to 
be, the results are so distinguished as to refute her words of explanation. The conclu-
sion has to be that Dale De Armond is an incomparable artist and her book is a win-
ner! Richard Reynolds, College of the Pacific, UOP 
THE BLIND BOSS AND HIS CITY: Christopher Augustine Buckley & Nineteenth-
Century San Francisco, by William A. Bullough. (Berkeley, University of California 
Press, 1979. 347p., illus., ports., facsims., notes, bibliog., index . $19.95) 
Urban history has come a long way since a committee of American historians in 
1932 listed "urban life and urbanization" as one of the "profitable but somewhat 
neglected" fields of inquiry for aspiring graduate students (Harvard Guide, 1954). 
Nearly a half-century later, urban studies and ancillary fields such as ethnic, labor, 
immigration, family, community and women's history are not only fashionable but 
have virtually rebuilt the historian's interpretive framework from the ground up. 
This important study of late 19th century San Francisco demonstrates both the 
methodology of the urban historian and the impact of urban studies on conventional 
political history. It also indicates the extent to which sociology, political science and 
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geography have influenced modern historiography - a cross-disciplinary fertilization 
long advocated by the late David Potter among other scholars. The author, a 
Hayward State professor trained in urban studies at UC Santa Barbara, marshals an 
impressive array of little-used primary sources - especially city directories, election 
returns and census records - as well as an extensive list of contemporary newspapers 
and secondary literature, to analyze machine politics in the post-Civil War boom 
years, with the meteoric career of Christopher Buckley used more as a point of depar-
ture than a focal point. Indeed, biography is a minor component of this narrative. 
The central theme is the impact of urban-industrial growth on San Francisco society, 
and the principal message is that the blind boss and his machine performed useful ser-
vices for urban masses inadequately protected or served by regular channels of 
municipal government. Old progressive reformers like James Phelan and Fremont 
Older may be tossing in their graves at the thought of finding boss rule useful if not 
virtuous, but this thesis is gaining ground nationally as revisionists take another look 
at urban culture and its political impact in the Gilded Age. 
A gold rush boomtown before the 1860's with a polyglot but integrated population 
and without specialized industrial districts, San Francisco by 1900 had taken on the 
trappings of a modern metropolis. In the process social integration gave way to 
segregated districts, as the well-to-do and the middle classes escaped the older residen-
tial areas and the flatlands south of Market Street with the aid of new mass-transit 
systems. Specialized industrial and commercial districts also emerged to replace the 
generalized industrial pattern of gold rush times. Similar patterns and consequences 
affected other American cities in this period, but as the author demonstrates, San 
Francisco's obsolete Consolidation Act, imposed in 1856 by the State legislature and 
not revised unti l James Phelan's reform machine took control in 1898, exacerbated 
the social dislocations that accompanied the Bay City's urban-industrial transforma-
tion. The 1856 legislation, while reducing costs by consolidating local offices and 
functions, crippled city government and left it unresponsive to the needs and demands 
of San Francisco's working classes . Thus Buckley's Democratic machine, by pro-
viding jobs, offering loans, organizing social clubs, assisting new immigrants, and see-
ing that the poor got decent weddings and funerals, served a large segment of San 
Francisco society . The price was money and power derived from the votes of the 
masses, the salary assessments on patronage positions, the extortions from 
businessmen needing city licenses and services, and the bribes paid to city supervisors 
and other public officials both locally and in Sacramento. Integrity, honesty and 
morality played no part in this pragmatic system, but in the author 's judgment 
Buckley gave as much as he took, and his machine operated only so long as it served 
the interests of its constituents. Indeed, despite the outcry from reformers who even-
tually smashed the Buckley ring, the author doubts whether the impersonal 
bureaucracy that replaced it was either more honest or more efficient. 
This book deserves recognition by the scholarly community. It has some organiza-
tional flaws, and the lack of a decent map will frustrate even those readers who know 
every nook and cranny of America's most popular city. More important , the author 
breezes over the Broderick machine in the 1850s even though it established the pattern 
of ring politics in San Francisco, and he makes no connection between the I856 
charter revision and the vigilance committee activity which was largely responsible for 
the rise of the anti-ring movement. Nevertheless, the book is a richly rewarding 
analysis of the social forces shaping American urban growth . 
Ronald H . Limbaugh, University of the Pacific 
VALLEJO AND THE FOUR FLAGS: A True Story of Early California, by Esther 
J. Comstock; Illustrated by Floyd B. Comstock. {Grass Valley, CA, Comstock 
Bonanza Press, 1979. 142p., illus., bibliog., index. $9.95) 
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This wife-husband team, author and illustrator, teacher and architect, have com-
bined their talents in this long needed junior biography of Mariano Vallejo. Fic-
tionalized for readability, it is an accurate, straightforward account of the varied and 
exciting life of an intelligent, even scholarly, but warm-hearted family man and active 
public spirited citizen who was an influential figure all his life. Farsighted beyond his 
times and many of his friends' understanding, his acceptance of Anglos jeopardized 
his relations with his own Californios but, confident in his beliefs, he persevered 
despite frequent disillusionments and setbacks and was ultimately justified. His life is 
an excellent role model. Both his private and public life are covered . Unfortunately 
this biography is rather bland, like all books written to serve as supplementary 
reading for the 4th grade required California History study. 
So far as this ex-librarian/history buff is aware, however, there is no other 
biography suitable for young people, and it thus performs the valuable service of pro-
viding an informative introduction to the fascinating Vallejo. Hopefully it will guide 
young readers to a future reading of Vallejo's own works and other books on the 
Vallejo family. Virginia Struhsaker, retired branch librarian 
HARBOR HERITAGE: Tales of the Harbor Area of Los Angeles, California, by 
Oliver Vickery. (Mountain View, CA, The Author [Morgan Pacific, Box 4627, 
94040], 250p., plates, bibliog., index . $15 .00) 
For 15 years journalist-historian Oliver Vickery has delighted San Pedro Newspilot 
readers with tasty historical fare cooked up from Los Angeles Harbor's rich 
resources. Harbor Heritage presents 122 vignettes gleaned for Vickery's popular 
weekly column from unpublished manuscripts, old letters and family records of early 
pioneers found in private homes in the harbor area. Ranging farther afield he search-
ed old newspaper files, agenda and reports of the Chamber of Commerce, the area's 
city libraries and the Los Angeles Harbor Department 's files. He even visited Mexico 
City's National Archives to search for early California land grant deeds. His stated 
goal is to draw "word pictures in the text and to write them clearly, alertly, compactly 
and factually," and he succeeded in providing many moments of good reading 
pleasure and many intriguing bits of information . Subjects include such varied per-
sonalities as George S. Patton, Nikola Tesla, Juana Maria of St. Nicholas Island, 
Phineas Banning, Wyatt Earp, the Sepulvedas, Pio Pico, Art Linkletter, James Ir-
vine, Black Swan, a race horse and Rosita, the grateful dog with a will. 
This historical hash, an improbable mixture of incongruous ingredients, well 
seasoned and attractively served, is, like real hash, tasty, satisfying and suprisingly 
sustaining. The fifty-one plates add to the nostalgic charm. The bibliography includes 
graveyards visited along with standard reference works, booklets and a juvenile title. 
Guaranteed for enjoyable and rewarding browsing. 
Virginia Struhsaker, retired branch librarian 
HAL SHELL'S DAWDLING ON THE DELTA: The Complete Cruising Guide for 
California's Fabulous 1,000-Mile Delta. Photographs by the Author unless otherwise 
Specified; Art by Mary Ellen Cranston-Bennett. (Stockton, CA, the Author [Box 
9140, 95208], 1979. 208p., illus., [part col.], maps, tables, $24.95, $1.50 tax; $1.50 to 
ship) 
Dawdling On The Delta is a book which anyone might pick up for casual browsing 
and end up fascinated by its unique contents and its beautiful photography. One who 
loves the Delta will in addition discover it to be an authentic guide to the myriad of 
Delta waterways . 
Unlike many guidebooks of this nature, this very readable book c.ombines unusual 
historical vignettes and character sketches with accurate maps and descriptions of 
places and activities along the way. 
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Eighteen of its twenty two chapters are devoted to as many different sections of the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Its organization is appealing; beginning with "the 
Mighty Sacramento" it carries us down to the various forks, tributaries and s"loughs 
of the San Joaquin and up to its furthest navigable reaches. 
There are maps for each area covered and, though the author warns "for dawdling, 
not for navigation", they are accurate in every detail except for possible variations in 
water depth. In fact, they are aids to navigation for they point out the need to be 
wary of possible snags in some of the more remote and little traveled sloughs. The 
reader whose boating activities have been largely confined to the main rivers and their 
immediate tributaries will be encouraged to venture into the quiet backwaters . 
Of particular value to sail boaters and cruisers with high superstructure is the 
chapter, "Drawbridges of the Delta." It includes a listing of all drawbridges, their 
low clearances and hours when they are in operation. The data is up to date, which as 
matter of note, the other information in the book is also. 
This is not to say that the book slights the more active side of the Delta with its 
water skiing, local celebrations, exploration of ghost towns, boat camping and the 
author's favorite pastime, gunkholing. 
The location of all Delta marinas is included on the various maps, and resorts and 
boat harbors are listed on a chart which identifies the types of services available at 
each. While the book does not pretend to be a gourmet's guide, places to eat are 
noted and there is a chapter, "Dining Out on the Delta." 
This is a truly attractive "coffee table book;" it is printed on a fine quality paper 
which enhances the excellent photographic reproductions. The boating enthusiast will 
not leave it at home, however, for it belongs in the floating library of every Delta 
dawdler whose urge takes him off the main waterways into the rivers' byways. 
It is not too much of an exaggeration to say that Dawdling On the Delta has 
something for everyone. Edward Betz. College of the Pacific, UOP. 
CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST, by Charis Wilson and Edward Weston . With 64 
photographs by Edward Weston; foreword to the new, revised edition by Charis 
Wilson. (New York, Aperture, 1978. 188p., illus., llY. x 10% inches. $25.00) 
Charis Wilson, in her new foreword, states that the book's title is "awkward and 
inaccurate", since the year's trek was really "one side trip into Oregon and 
Washington and another into Arizona and New Mexico, combined with a brief sortie 
across the Nevada border," and with emphasis on California. With the first grant 
given for photography to Edward Weston of $2,000 by the Guggenheim Foundation 
in 1937, Weston and Wilson were "permitted a year of frugal living and of liberated 
photographing" . Then, as Wilson records, they began April26, 1937 with a purchase 
of gas in Glendale: "9.5 gals gas, $1.67!" They bought a new Ford V-8 touring 
sedan, at 4Y> percent interest loan, for a "total cost, $904.12!" Another, smaller pur-
chase noted, "4 lbs . coffee . . $ .88". 
The first year's grant was extended by a second. Their mutual efforts supported 
Weston's work; in this book there is a mutual success . 
The "liberated photographing" is seen on 64 photo plates and a broad pastoral 
view on the end-papers . Here are excellent samples of Weston's art : his telling views, 
the finely composed scenes of nature, and Weston's love of natural and man-made 
details and textures. His "art of seeing" (photographer-artist) is timeless and an 
endless pleasure for the viewers . This is an artist 's appreciation of The West, not the 
West as seen by a documentary photographer from the U.S. Geological Survey. The 
Guggenheim Foundation had selected wisely. 
Besides these photos there are some 120 pages describing their travels . Wilson's 
journal supplied myriad details; she shares their sights, efforts to achieve goals, and 
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their major and minor adventures. Chapter 5, "High Sierra: Lake Edize," may find 
your sympathetic delight with these two and Ansel Adams; campers and Sierra 
photographers will readily recall the mosquitoes there. You will find personal descrip-
tions, as in this chapter, which will increase your appreciation of them, especially for 
the many who have become acquainted with Adams. 
This work was first published in 1940 (with 96 reproductions), and it is a collector's 
item. These travels of over 40 years ago remain excellent reading, and they appear as 
fresh now as they did then and fully as enjoyable. Collectors can perhaps still pur-
chase one of 350 copies signed by Wilson, accompanied by a silver print, "Juniper-
Tenaya Lake, 1937" . Erwin Burmeister, University of the Pacific. 
EDWARD WESTON: His Life and Photographs. Revised Edition: The Definitive 
Volume of His Photographic Work. Illustrated biography by Ben Maddow, After-
word by Cole Weston. (New York, Aperture. "An Aperture Book," c1979, 1973. 
299p., incl. 158 plates. 12Ys x BY. inches. $75 .00) 
Should an artist's biography be published with a collection of his works? Yes, if the 
biographer is a literary artist as Ben Maddow shows himself to be. The artist, as 
described by the biographer, and his art, as displayed by the extraordinarily well 
reproduced photographs, are skillfully combined in this new, revised edition of Ed-
ward Weston, His Life and Photographs. 
Weston's love affairs with women, forms, ideas, and textures are graphically 
displayed by the photographs and well commented on by Ben Mad dow. Both men are 
merciless because of their respective candors and integrities. Both express themselves 
with technical skill and artistic taste. 
Weston, a legend in his own time, had to defend himself against a friendly critic. 
He was accused of displaying a photograph which was "not a Weston"! Knowing of 
Weston's temperament from his biographer, one can share a delightfully rebellious 
teaction to produce more surprises. 
There is the eternal question about whether or not a work of art can stand by itself, 
or whether it is better appreciated by knowing something of the circumstances of the 
creation and creator. This writer has been an admirer of Edward Weston and his 
work for a long time. Now I feel that I understand his photographs better for having 
learned more of him as a human being. 
His son, Cole, executor of his estate, is also helpful in explaining his inherited role 
for maintaining quality photographs with printing instructions which have been at-
tached to each negative. So the legend that Weston had each picture fixed onto the 
negative is refreshingly destroyed. Darkroom manipulation was considered legitimate 
by one who was often reputed to be able to "previsualize" a scene onto a perfect 
negative. 
Aperture is to be congratulated again for publishing fine reproductions of quality 
photographs in this limited edition of 350 copies. Such publication efforts are useful 
in calling to the attention of the public the fact that photographers can be artists and 
that photography can be artistic - if the photographer is an Edward Weston. 
0. Boyd Mathias, Jlaymond/Callison College, U.O.P. 
JACK LONDON ON THE ROAD: The Tramp Diary and Other Hobo Writings, 
edited by Richard W. Etulain. (Logan, Utah State University Press, 1979. 209p., 
illus., ports. $7.50, paper, $4.50) 
In the spring of 1894, eighteen year old Jack London bade farewell to shoveling 
coal in an Oakland power plant, a job he detested, and found himself without any 
clear-cut goals in life. Unemployment was rampant throughout the country, and he 
decided to ride the freight trains with a group of northern California men without de-
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cent work who planned to join a protest march in Washington, D.C. with Kelley's In-
dustrial Army . 
London never quite made the complete trip with the unemployed as planned, but he 
tramped and rode the rails "hobo style" across the country for nearly six months, an 
experience that would leave a profound impression upon him. Fortunately, he kept a 
"tramp diary" of his adventures and misadventures on "the road;" later, he would 
use it as the basis for a part of his writing that dealt with life among the down-and-
outers, the "submerged tenth," as London often said the sociologists liked to call 
these men. 
It was an odyssey that took him from Reno and Omaha to Mark Twain's Han-
nibal, Missouri, from the nation's capital to Baltimore, New York, and Boston, dodg-
ing the "billy clubs" of the railroad "bulls," sleeping in city parks, hustling for han-
douts, and mingling with the misfits and street corner philosophers. London plunged 
into "the cellar of society," as he described it, "the subterranean depths of misery" 
when he was sentenced in Pennsylvania to thirty days in the Erie County Penitentiary 
for vagrancy. This experience alone was enough to convince him that he must make 
something of himself with his brain instead of his brawn once he returned horne to 
California. 
For the first time, an anthology devoted entirely to London's writing based upon 
his tramping days has been published. Jack London On The Road, compiled and 
edited by Richard W. Etulain, western literary historian, is a collection of essays, 
stories, and a miscellany of "road experiences" from London's twenty-one year 
writing career. 
Included in the collection are the complete text of London's "Tramp Diary," 
several chapters from his travel reminiscences published in The Road in 1908, the only 
poem he ever wrote that dealt with the plight of the tramp, and five short pieces of 
fiction . Two of the latter, "The Frisco Kid" sketches, published in 1895 in his high 
school newspaper, are unique from the standpoint of reading London's earliest at-
tempts at fiction. Neither has much of a plot; they lack characterization and are 
cumbersome and difficult to read because of the forced dialogue. But his use of 
rough-hewn vernacular is reminiscent of the early efforts of Stephen Crane, another 
struggling writer of the time, whose Maggie: A Girl Of The Streets, was privately 
printed under a pseudonym just two years earlier. 
In addition, two of his best known philosophical essays, "How I Became a 
Socialist" and "What Life Means to Me," are included. These convey hard line at-
titudes on the inequities of turn-of-the-century capitalism, and show how tramping 
across the continent helped shape the probing mind of the restless London . 
Etulain points out that even after London had achieved world wide fame as a writer 
it was not always easy for him to sell everything he wrote. But London was a firm 
believer in perseverance. One essay, "The Tramp," made the rounds to twenty 
publishers before it was finally accepted by Wilshire's magazine. It was not that the 
tramp essays and stories were badly written; quite simply, the subject matter was 
unacceptable during the early 1900s. But London went ahead and wrote what he had 
to say, often against the advice of literary friends and editors. 
As Etulain makes clear in his fine introductory essay, the hobo writings offer 
"significant evidence for a clearer understanding of Jack London ... and for a larger 
comprehension of the era of the closing frontier in America." This new anthology 
captures the essence and conscience of a writer's first-hand experiences of an oft 
dismissed chapter in this country's cultural history. Sal Nolo, Cupertino, CA 
JACK LONDON: Essays in Criticism, edited by Ray Wilson Ownbey . (Santa Bar-
bara, Peregrine Smith, Inc., 1978. 126p., illus., notes, bibliog. paper, $4.95) 
If the present collection of essays tells us anything, it is that Jack London has "ar-
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rived" at last in the estimation of that elite circle of academic critics from which, for 
so many years, he was barred. 
Until he was rediscovered and rehabilitated by sensible scholars such as King Hen-
dricks, Earle Labor, and Sam Baskett in the late 1950s and 1960s, London was vir-
tually a non-person so far as scholarship was concerned. He got about as much 
respect from senior professors and dissertation committees as Edgar Guest or Marie 
Corelli. Thesis writers and dissertation candidates were piously warned away from 
"immature" writers like London and consigned to the proper muse of Henry James. 
Or Faulkner. Or Herman Melville. 
The common assumption of that unenlightened era (it still survives in some Ivy 
League citadels) was that London simply wasn't entitled to serious attention, let alone 
investigation. The reasons offered for this neglect were many and various. You could 
list them. Thus: 
London was a hack. 
London was a boys' writer. 
London was a writer as dated as the Bull Moose Party . 
London was one of the writers who (for some mysterious reason) hit it big, but 
didn't deserve to. 
London was an adventurer masquerading as a writer. 
London was a journalist with pretensions. 
London was a good writer who sold out to commercial popularity early in his 
career and was never any good thereafter. 
London did not take his writing seriously and so should be dismissed by intelli-
gent readers. 
And so on. 
How far we have come since those "dark ages" of London scholarship is the sub-
ject of this book. All credit for its appearance must go to editor Ownbey and 
publisher Peregrine Smith. They have the honor of being the first to compile a Lon-
don critical anthology, but they will not be the last. Two other such collections are 
now "in progress" - one at G.K. Hall, edited by Canadian scholar Jacqueline 
Tavernier-Courbin, and the other for Kennikat Press, edited by this reviewer. 
Not only is the best of London worth reading, but so, by a happy coincidence, are 
the best of the writer's critics. Ownbey has a useful introductory piece about the 
reasons (and there are several) for the London revival, and then it is up to the learned 
gentlemen of the classroom and podium to tell us why London deserves reconsidera-
tion as a short story writer, literary frontiersman, Jungian, Freudian, Conradian, 
Kiplingian, naturalist, existentialist - you name it, and you will find it here, ably 
written, plausibly argued, entertainingly appropriate. 
My own nominations for particular excellence (based on originality of premise and 
readability of style) go to Earle Labor's "Jack London's Symbolic Wilderness," 
Clarice Stasz's "Androgyny. in the Novels of Jack London," and Sam Baskett's 
"Jack London's Heart of Darkness." Read these three first and you will be unable to 
resist reading the others. All will tell you that at his best, London was very good in-
deed . To which I will add one other thought: the rediscovery of a neglected American 
writer offers unexpected rewards to the inquiring reader. 
The sum of these pieces is not intended to upgrade London to the rank of "Major 
American Author," too high a leap even for a writer of Jack's talents, but they can 
- and do - suggest that London is a major figure in our literature,. a writer who in-
fluenced the development of American ideas and shaped the direction of American 
writing in ways which are, as Ownbey and his cohorts prove, the proper concern of 
critics and criticism. 
This little volume of appreciations and insights deserves inclusion on anybody's 
shelf of essential Londoniana. Howard Lachtman, Continuing Education, U .O.P. 
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A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF INDIAN TRIBES OF NORTH AMERICA, by Bar-
bara A. Leitch. (Algonac, Reference Publications, Inc., 1979. 646p., illus ., ports, fac-
sims., sketch maps, bibliog ., glossary, index. $59.95) 
The title of this reference work says it all. It is a concise, alphabetically organized 
dictionary which should prove an invaluable research tool for the novice and expert 
alike, but for vastly different reasons. Scholars will be able to quick-check certain 
general facts, dates, and locational data using the approximately 8,500 entries . Of 
course, as specialists they will also be able to place such material in a larger, more in-
formed context than will the general reader. This is always true, no matter what the 
field of study, but the very feature which makes it inviting to use, its brevity, also 
limits its usefulness. Since it makes no claim to be a sourcebook, it should not be 
faulted for failing to provide detailed cultural or historical information. For a price of 
$60.00, however, an aspiring student of Indian affairs could purchase several rather 
complete introductory texts and more specialized handbooks which in sum would 
equal or exceed the utilitarian value of the dictionary . Such an arrangement would 
not be as handy, of course, nor as complete concerning the more obscure or 
numerically small groups, as this volume, which will probably be acquired largely by 
institutions and libraries . The publishers note that the index is intended to arouse the 
curiosity of the reader about the dictionary's content; however, the individual entries 
are so short that the reader with any further interest must then refer to sources listed 
at the end of each entry, and these normally include only one or two items. As Indian 
novelist and lawyer Vine Deloria, Jr. notes in his preface, it is better to offer only a 
few seminal items rather than drown the reader in bibliography; however, some of the 
references are from the 1920's and 1930's, and it is unlikely that readers consulting 
these dated materials will find useful additional sources which are readily available. It 
might have been better to give a few additional items of more recent vintage . 
These few criticisms aside, the dictionary should provide an easily used entree to 
the vast, complex and sometimes confusing mass of information available on the In-
dian tribes of North America. It is certainly an attractive and readable starting point 
for further inquiry. Bruce La Brack, College of the Pacific, U.O.P. 
ROBERT DAVIDSON: Haida Printmaker, by Hilary Stewart. (Seattle, University of 
Washington Press, 1979. 117p., introduction, biography, illus., ports . , 75 screen 
prints, alphabetical list of prints . $22 .50) 
There are twenty-four pages of biography in this most attractive little book which 
features the distinguished silkscreen prints done by Robert Davidson, a Haida Indian 
from the Queen Charlotte Islands off British Columbia. The life story of this hard-
working young artist reads like a Horatio Alger tale of the everlasting American suc-
cess dream - except that this is about a young man from a different culture. He is 
taught by the Indian method - demonstration - and becomes an adept student in 
the arts of silver jewelry, totem carving, and printmaking. The latter is not traditional 
with the Northwest Coast Indians, but Davidson learns of its possibilities in further-
ing the things that are traditional and pursues the technique until he becomes a con-
tern porary master. 
The prints are arranged in an order that illustrates Davidson's progress from the 
simple to the complex. He is such a perfectionist that the tiniest spot detected in a run 
of seventy-five multicolored prints will cause him to destroy all of them . Registration 
of one color alongside another or enclosed by it must be absolutely precise. No com-
mercial printing of his designs is ever as perfect as those he does for himself; he 
demands high quality results. 
Regarding the designs themselves, one can only marvel at the richness of pattern 
Davidson can devise for such areas as the circle, an elongated rectangle or free 
silhouettes floating in space. His "Moon" designs in a variety of color schemes are 
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particularly innovative. His abstract shapes to depict traditional motifs were frowned 
upon at first, but now earn plaudits worldwide. 
Print enthusiasts, collectors of art, those interested in Northwest Indian design and 
culture, and graphic arts students should avail themselves of this excellent book. 
Richard Reynolds, College of the Pacific, U.O.P. 
HISTORY OF THE INCA EMPIRE: An Account of the Indians' Customs and their 
Origin, together with a Treatise on Inca Legends, History and Social Institutions, by 
Father Bernabe Cobo. Translated and Edited by Roland Hamilton from the 
Holograph Manuscript in the Biblioteca Capitular y Colombina de Sevilla. Foreword 
by John Rowe. (Austin, University of Texas Press, 1979. 279p ., sketch maps, notes, 
glossary, bibliog., index. Texas Press American Series. $14.95) 
This volume of the Pan American Series makes available a translation of two 
"books" from the 43 finished in 1653 by the Jesuit scholar Bernabe Cobo , entitled 
Historia del Nuevo Mundo. 
Hamilton's interest in Cobo's Historia stemmed from his Spanish doctoral disserta-
tion on Cobo; he located the remaining Coho manuscripts in Seville and concluded 
that previous editions of Coho's work were done from incomplete copies, rather than 
the manuscripts themselves. 
During the preparation of his H istoria, Coho consulted and synthesized many 
sources that have since disappeared . He was able to interview numerous plebeians and 
several descendants of the Inca nobility during his church assignments in Cuzco and 
other areas that had once been under Inca domination. 
Among the topics that Coho addressed in Book I was the peopling of the New 
World by the Old, via the Bering Strait route. He explored the various theories of the 
day, but concluded that the American Indians enjoyed a common Asiatic origin, even 
though their languages were many and varied. He also refuted all suggestions, biblical 
and legendary, that the New World had been discovered by anyone other than the 
Spaniards, unaware of the abilities of the ancient Norsemen. 
Book II covered the history and social institutions of the Incas from the beginning 
of the dynasty until after the arrival of the Spaniards. Each Inca ruler and his reign 
were treated in detail. The later leaders were expansionists, with each one pushing the 
frontiers further away from Cuzco . The Inca ruler receiving the fullest treatment was 
Pachacutic Inca Yupanqui (ca. 1391-ca. 1473). Cobo wrote that Pachacutic not only 
extended the empire in all directions, but also administered the realm under laws and 
statutes that prevailed until the Spanish arrived in Peru. 
Other institutions described by Coho were the taxation system, land tenure, produc-
tion levies for the state and its official religion. Of special interest was the frequent 
use of human sacrifice. Book I had little to do with the Inca Empires, specifically . 
Rather than the "noble savage" concept that emerged from 18th century scholars in 
Europe, as they pondered the peoples of the New World, Cobo reflected a negative, 
pessimistic attitude toward the Indians of the Americas . While denigrating the Indian 
he did not once take into account the impact on the native masses of the systematic 
elimination of its leadership group by the Spaniards, who would have been accused of 
"genocide" had their actions against the natives been carried out in the 20th century. 
Coho's portrayal of the condition of the Indians in their second century of subjuga-
tion by the Spanish colonizers certainly did more to sustain the Black Legend than it 
did to ennoble Spanish comportment toward the natives . Were the plebeians entirely 
to blame for their deficient education and lack of social graces, when education was a 
monopoly of the Church during colonial times? Cobo tended to denigrate the Inca 
religion, while the faith of the Spaniards was treated as implicitly superior. In em-
phasizing the cruelty of the Incas, did the author not overlook the often abus1ve and 
sometimes inhuman treatment of the masses by the conquering Spaniards? 
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Cobo did not report in either book on pre-Colombian medicine; it has caused pre-
sent day observers to marvel at the Incas' medical knowledge and skills such as 
trepanation and amputation. Another achievement of the Incas that Cobo 
downplayed was the abolition of poverty in areas under Inca rule. 
The appearance in English of this early account of Inca history will be of interest to 
scholars, especially those who do not read Spanish. Specialists of the pre-Columbian 
period in the Western Hemisphere, researchers and activists in Indian affairs, and also 
those concerned with comparing primitive cultures should welcome the very readable 
Hamilton translation. For an Indian view of life under the Incas and under Spanish 
rule, their attention should be directed, as well, to a 1978 translation into English by 
Christopher Dilke, entitled Letter to a King, written between 1567 and 1615, by Felipe 
Huaman Poma de Ayala, an Inca of noble descent. 
Larry Pippin, Covell College, U .O.P. 
AMERICAN INDIAN LITERATURE: An Anthology. Edited and with an Introduc-
tion by Alan R. Velie; Illustrated by Danny Timmons. (Norman, University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1979. 356p., illus., index. $16.95) 
Velie has brought together an excellent and stimulating selection of writings by 
American Indians. In its six parts, the workings of the Indian mind are reflected in 
tales, songs, oratory, memoirs, poetry, and fiction, and the hundred or so selections 
range in time from the traditional literature depicting oratory and memoirs of the 
historical period of Indian-white culture contact, to modern Indian selections from 
poetry, novels, and short stories. By the time of the most recent period, many of the 
Indian authors no longer know and use the original languages. Eleven black and 
white sketches in the delicate but powerful style of a Cherokee artist, Danny B. Tim-
mons, add a great deal to a volume that is thoughtfully organized and well printed . 
The reader is offered a rich selection of thoughts ranging from the traditional to the 
contemporary, from the deeply philosophical to the lightly humorous, but always 
poems, memoirs, or tales wisely chosen for their expression of what it is to be human. 
This is an anthology that should attract an unusually broad audience as it moves from 
"The Origin Myth of the Acoma," to the "Scalp Song," on to a "Song concerning a 
Message from Washington," "We Are Fed Like Dogs," "That Gun in the New York 
Museum Belongs to Me," "Arizona Highways," and "Washyuma Motor Hotel." 
The author provides very interesting and informative introductory commentaries for 
his selections, and these enhance the value of the very well chosen pieces he presents. 
Walter A. Payne, College of the Pacific, U.O.P. 
THE AMERICAN INDIAN IN SHORT FICTION: an Annotated Bibliography, by 
Peter G. Beidler and Marion F . Egge. (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1979. 203p., 
indexes. $10.00) 
The authors of this rather specialized bibliography state that "By providing plot 
summaries for almost 900 short stories which have appeared in both books and 
magazines, we are hoping to help fill the research needs of scholars in a number of 
disciplines. Students of American literature can use this bibliography as the basis for 
various kinds of thematic, narrative, character, and stylistic studies. Historians and 
political scientists can use it as the basis for studies of the effect of political trends on 
popular treatments of Indians. Anthropologists and culture historians can use it as the 
basis for studies of the relationship between factual and fictional treatments of In-
dians, and for studies of shifting popular attitudes about Indians." 
Perhaps, so. Still, this bibliography does appear to be a bit esoteric. For example, it 
does not deal with any literature published before 1890 and it obviously does not deal 
with longer fictional forms, such as the novel. This limits its usefulness. The stories 
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are listed alphabetically by author and are followed by two indexes: I) the Indian 
tribes index and 2) the subject key words index. The authors relied upon the Short 
Story Index for much of the material that appears in this bibliography. It will be 
useful for those with an in-depth interest in Indian culture as that culture has been 
reflected in one of our most popular fictional modes : the short story. 
Bart Harloe, U .O.P. 
BRAND BOOK NUMBER SIX "People of the Far West," Edited by Horace L. 
Dodd and Robert W. Long; Introduction by C. L. Sonnichsen . (San Diego , The San 
Diego Corral of the Westerners, [Box 7174, 92107] 1979. 204p., illus . [part 
col.],ports., maps, facsims., notes. bibliogs., index. $28.00 postpaid) 
Editors Dodd and Long continue the San Diego Corral 's much admired tradition of 
collecting good writing in their well laid out Brand Book Six. In this finely illustrated 
collection bent towards illuminating particular types and "people of the far west" six 
parts address: early scientists; native Americans; missionaries, ranchers and settlers; 
recorders of California; men of enterprise; history and Western artists. 
The whole is connected by a short, poignant essay "The Coral Reef of History" by 
distinguished historian C. L. Sonnichsen. The essay speaks to human life and history 
and that state of man which makes mistakes, wars, plunders, earns respect, achieves 
and builds: the essence of the Westward Movement. 
Sonnichsen and , indeed, the whole of Brand Book Number Six argue well fo r the 
history buff, the local historian. "Small contributors build a mighty whole." Thus, 
the coral reef metaphor. James Shebl, Editor, The Far Westerner 
CHICANOS IN A CHANGING SOCIETY: From Mexican Pueblos to American 
Barrios in Santa Barbara and Southern California, 1848-1930, by Albert Camarillo . 
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1979. 326p. , illus., tables, maps, appendices, 
glossary, notes, bibliog . , index. $17 .50) 
Combining oral history, quantitative data and traditional primary and secondary 
sources, this well researched and documented ethnic history scrutinizes in depth the 
evolution of America's fastest growing minority from pueblos and gente del pais to 
barrios and Chicanos. 
Restricted in time from the Mexican War to the Depression of the 1930's and in 
area to Santa Barbara and southern California, this study is indeed able to concen-
trate on the historical processes controlling the lives of three generations of Mexican-
Americans in California . Stanford history professor and Chicano, Camarillo is the 
researcher and author, but his acknowledgements reveal that this study, like today's 
Chicano culture, depended on the cooperation of not one but many deeply involved 
individuals . 
Santa Barbara, the Mexican stronghold of southern California of 1850 and 1860, is 
examined in detail as to class structure, community cohesiveness, racial discord, and 
political, economic and occupational control. The post 1860 transformation of Santa 
Barbara from a Mexican to an Anglo community and the barrioization of Chicanos is 
next analyzed. The origin of the Santa Barbara Chicano working class, locked into a 
capitalistic occupational structure that threatened its traditional family life and 
perpetuated poverty by restricting opportunities for advancement, is dealt with as 
typical of all southern California. Mexican immigration and the expanding Santa Bar-
bara Chicano community labor market of the early 1900's, 20th century race relations 
and predepression urban Chicanos are all surveyed in detail. There is an explanatory 
appendix on sources and methodologies, a table of Occupational Categories listing 
jobs by social status, a Glossary of Chicano/ Anglo terms, extensive notes, a lengthy 
bibliography of primary and secondary sources and an index. 
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The twenty-six contemporary photographs humanize this rather detached and 
analytical account, while the twenty-five tables provide statistical evidence . 
Virginia Struhsaker, retired branch librarian 
YOSEMITE CLIMBER, Compiled by George Meyers, with Contributions by Molly 
Higgins, Bill Westbay, John Long and John Sheard. (London, Diadem Books, 
distributed by Wilderness Press, Berkeley, CA, 1979. 96p., col. ill us. $17 .50) 
It is refreshing for a Californian to read a sensitive book about rock climbers and 
our Yosemite Park which was just published in England . 
This book is a congenial blend of photographs with four essay-articles written by 
climbers themselves. The writers are perfectly willing to confess their fears and aspira-
tions as well as some of their nearly hidden motives for climbing ("because it is 
there"?) where achievement is very personal and mistakes are often irreversible. 
As with other books about specialized activities where there is an argot, a glossary 
would have made the book much more informative . This omission, however, is a 
minor defect. The essays are well done and convey the near religious dedication of 
"Why I am a Rock Climber." 
The color plates are outstanding: well chosen, well reproduced and breathtakingly 
vertical. 
This is the kind of book to be read and passed on, even (or especially) if the reader 
is not persuaded to "go climb a rock." 
0. Boyd Mathias, Raymond - Callison College, U.O.P. 
PUGET'S SOUND: A Narrative of Early Tacoma and the Southern Sound, by Mur-
ray Morgan. (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1979. 360p., illus., ports., fac-
sims., sketch maps, bibliog ., index. $12.95) 
Morgan, the leading living historian of the Puget Sound region, has produced a 
narrative history of the southern portion of the Sound and of his own home town, 
Tacoma. Taking as his subject one of the great harbors of the Pacific basin and of the 
world, named by Vancouver for one of his second lietuenants, Morgan begins his 
latest work with the discovery of the Sound and carries its story up until the eve of 
World War I. 
Drawing his material from primary sources, both locally and from England and 
Spain, Morgan writes mostly about people, about individuals, rather than about in-
stitutions or events, though he does not deny the significance of the latter in shaping 
the actions of the former. In spite of his claim to have written a narrative history with 
all that that term implies, Morgan has divided his material and his time span roughly 
in half with each half devoted to a major theme or two. Accordingly, the first half 
documents, often in terms of specific character portraits, the struggles and 
perseverance of the early pioneers and settlers, and the differences of opinion between 
government surveyors and the Indians. The second half of the book describes the ear-
ly establishment and growth of the timber industry, the coming of the railroad,. and 
the founding and subsequent rivalry of Tacoma and Seattle, again mostly in terms of 
specific personalities whose qualities and appearances Morgan has extracted from his 
sources. 
His story, for instance, of the struggle of Tacoma with Seattle for leadership and 
supremacy in first the territory and later the state is a classic American tale of civic 
boosterism and pride and of ruthless business competition and unfettered greed. 
"Seattle, Seattle! Death rattle, death rattle," Morgan quotes Tacoma school-children 
as chanting. Still, Morgan is not a blind Tacoma partisan. In support of his claim of 
objectivity we may cite his account of the treatment of its Chinese population by 
Tacomans in the 1880's. 
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As elsewhere, Chinese were brought in to help in construction of the railroad, in 
this case, the Northern Pacific. But with its completion, Chinese construction workers 
were laid off in great numbers. Shortly afterwards anti-Chinese groups were formed 
in Tacoma and violent actions were launched against the Chinese. On November 3, 
1885, in a climactic mob attack, Tacoma's Chinese residents were routed from their 
homes and businesses and herded out of town. 
Not an "academic" history with its emphasis on abstract social forces or economic 
factors, Morgan 's history is an informal epic of adventure and avarice, of courage 
and venality . Nevertheless, his methods are professional as is his fastidious concern 
for, and use of, his sources . One or two points deserve mention, though. One is his 
failure to describe his methods and aims, which could easily have been done in a short 
preface or introduction. Another is his failure to supply a general topographic map of 
the entire region. Such a map would have made the description of many events and 
circumstances much clearer. Otherwise, Puget's Sound, besides being a welcome con-
tribution, will help to sustain the vitality of the school of thought that believes history 
is, after all, about people. 
Susan E. Holmer, Modesto-Stanislaus County Public Library 
ONLY ONE MAN DIED: The Medical Aspects of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 
by Eldon G. Chuinard, M.D . (Glendale, The Arthur Clark Company, 1979. 444p., il-
lus., ports . , facsims., appendices, notes, bibliog . Western Frontiersman Series, XIX. 
$25.00) 
With this new study of the perennially fascinating Lewis and Clark Expedition, Ar-
thur Clark continues the publication of his classic series in western history. And he 
does much more. 
The book discusses, in broad terms, the expedition and the experiences of the corp 
on their eight-thousand mile journey. Greater detail may be garnered from other 
sources, but the information provided is more than sufficient to serve as the 
framework upon which Chuinard weaves the story of the Captains, their men, the 
disease and difficulty which color so much of the fabric of their adventure. 
Interspersed throughout the story is the design of early medicine as it was practiced 
at the time and on the expedition. Chuinard relates that Jefferson, who had an in-
terest in medicine and considerable knowledge of it, saw that Lewis was given basic 
medical training which he employed wisely and well. A discussion of healing as prac-
ticed by the Indians and use of then popular drugs accents the drama which unfolds 
early. Indians and whites learned from each other to the benefit of both . 
Certainly the expedition succeeded because of Lewis and Clark and because of the 
courage of their men . Medicine was a matter of common sense in using what was 
available, much as it frequently is now . There are few mysteries. 
Author Chuinard's book demonstrates an extraordinary amount of research and 
careful work. It reads delightfully well whether your interest be medicine, Lewis and 
Clark, or the history of the West. Joseph J. Shebl, M.D. 
DUST BOWL: the Southern Plains in the 1930's, by Donald Worster. (New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1979. 277p., illus . , maps, notes, index. $14.95) 
''Great bargains in real estate, Bring your own Container.'' 
Sign in Great Plains store window. 
It should be said at the outset that this book is extremely well written, illustrated 
with many fascinating photographs from the period, and therefore accessible to the 
general reader as well as to the professional historian. I think Worster had three 
primary aims in writing this work: 1) to tell the human story of the Dust Bowl years; 
2) to provide an ecological critique of the cultural ethos of capitalism; 3) to warn us 
of the disastrous consequences of our own generation's hubris toward nature in the 
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Great Plains . In short, the book is a powerful indictment of the past and present 
practice of capitalistic agriculture in the United States. 
The Dust Bowl story really begins in the years 1910 to 1930, when Americans first 
brought their machine technology to bear on the Great Plains. According to Worster, 
the Americans involved in this process had only one overriding goal: "The grassland 
was to be torn up to make a vast wheat factory." "The Dirty Thirties" were in-
evitable, argues Worster , because the millions of acres of grassland that were turned 
to wheat could not possibly hold the soil in place under drought conditions. And 
severe droughts in the Great Plains, Worster notes, are cyclical in nature and 
therefore predictable. 
At this point, Worster shifts the focus of his study to a very close look at two Great 
Plains localities - Haskell County, Kansas and Cimmaron County, Oklahoma -
two communities that bore the brunt of the suffering during the hard times of the 
thirties . Based upon extensive interviews with the residents of both areas, he probes 
deeply into the damaged lives of that time. Because the settlers originally came to the 
Plains to make money rather than to lay down permanent roots, he concludes that 
they were particularly vulnerable to the social dislocations produced by the economic 
disaster of the Depression. Indeed, one of the leitmotifs of this book is that the 
"sense of place" so necessary to rooted community existence - the "sense of place" 
so characteristically absent from most of the Great Plains at that time - can only be 
based upon a deep understanding of, and respect for, the limits of the natural en-
vironment. 
This brings us to the central argument of the book. For Worster convincingly 
demonstrates that the Dust Bowl was a man-made disaster, brought about by an 
almost complete disregard of the ecology of the Plains region. In this sense, he sees 
the Dust Bowl as inextricably connected to the larger crisis of capitalism that occurred 
in the 1930's. The economic forces that led to the collapse of the economy in urban 
America also led to the Dust Bowl in the Great Plains: "The storms were mainly the 
result of stripping the landscape of its natural vegetation to such an extent that there 
was no defense against the dry winds, no sod to hold the sandy or powdery dirt. The 
sod had been destroyed to make farms to grow wheat to get cash." 
Instead of the "substantial reforms of commercial farming" that, Worster argues, 
were desperately needed, the New Deal produced the Agricultural Adjustment Act 
and various other forms of technical assistance. Farmers were paid not to produce 
wheat and shown how to use the new techniques of contour furrows and terraces in 
order to better hold the moisture in the soil. But no systematic programs of land 
reclamation and conservation were undertaken. Rather, the New Deal motto was 
"Conservation is land technology", with the predictable result that once the drought 
finally abated, the rush to "sod-bust" the land would continue and even accelerate as 
it did during the late Forties. In 1946 alone, 4 million more acres of grassland were 
plowed under. In the early 1950's, the dust storms once again returned to the Plains, 
and, Worster asserts, there is nothing to prevent their re-occurence during the next 
serious drought. 
Thus, while the agricultural policies and programs of the New Deal alleviated the 
suffering considerably, they never effectively confronted the underlying problem: the 
fact that our culture and economy resist the notion that there might be a difference 
between genuine adaptation to nature and the acquisitive appropriation of nature for 
profit. "Only when looked at from the perspective of the land, the less successful 
operators, the next generation, or the taxpaying public did the economic rationalism 
of plains agriculture seem lunatic," concludes Worster. Finally, one can only hope 
that this dire warning does not prove to be in vain: the Great Plains can continue to 
be abused only at ·the very real risk of "collapsing at last into a sterile desert." 
Bart Harloe - University of the Pacific 
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN SMALL TOWNS: A Manual of Practice, by Ar-
thur P. Ziegler, Jr. and Walter C. Kidney. (Nashville, American Association for State 
and Local History, 1980. 146p., appendices, bibliog., index. paper, $8.95, $6.75 to 
AASLH members) 
Described as a manual of practice, this handbook, by two preservation experts, is a 
how-some-have-done-it sourcebook for those on the brink but hesitant, and a how-to-
do-it guidebook for those already over the edge and involved. 
First, the unique concerns and problems of preservation are considered in special 
relation to small cities and towns. The role of the preservationist is examined and 
described as an arranger of truces, one who thinks in terms of a whole modern com-
munity, accepting change but controlling it, appreciating the old both for its beauty 
and usefulness, and fitting the new gracefully into the existing. Techniques are outlin-
ed for starting a preservation group, surveying the historic property in a community, 
applying for National Register status, arranging easements and historic district zon-
ing, working with lawyers, architects, contractors and bankers, planning and conduc-
ting a comprehensive preservation program complete with financing and publicity, 
and preserving a significant property through adaptive use, outright purchase and 
restoration. 
Six case histories are presented; five successful, one less so . Three deal with New 
England towns, one in the Midwest, one in the South and one in the Southwest. Ap-
pendix 1 provides "General Advice"; appendix 2, a list of State Historic Preservation 
Officers. There is also a bibliography, supplementary bibliography and index. 
Valuable for its inspiration and practicality, this is a must for all preservationists, 
amateur or professional. 
Virginia Struhsaker, retired branch librarian 
MEMOIRS OF GOLD DIGGING IN AUSTRALIA, by Seweryn Korzelinski. 
Translated and Edited by Stanley Robe, Foreword and Notes by Lloyd Robson. 
(Queensland, University of Queensland Press [55 Union St., Lawrence MA 01843], 
1979. 160p., facsims., illus., notes, bibliog., index. $25.95) 
Sewereyn Korzelinski was a Polish patriot and a professional revolutionist, always 
aware of and ready to support a just cause. He fought in 1830 and again in the 
Hungarian insurrection against Austria in 1848, unfortunately with more ardor than 
success. Interned in Turkey after its failure, he made his way to England and from 
there migrated with eleven other Polish veterans to Australia. Between 1852 and 1856 
he worked his way around most of Victoria's gold fields. He was, fortunately for us, 
a curious, alert and thoughtful traveller who not only recorded in detail all he saw 
and heard but reflected on its implications . 
Returning to Poland after amnesty, he published two volumes of his Memoirs, 
based on his diaries, in 1858, and it is those portions dealing with Australia that Mr. 
Robe has so skillfully translated, revealing the vibrant personality of the man who 
had held the pen. 
These observations, intended for the Polish reader and written by one who was 
anti-English, provide a very different point-of-view. Korzelinski paints a vivid picture 
of the gold fields and the Australia of his day, a warm human description of the raw 
turbulent life of a rapidly growing colony with its sweat and toil, good fortune and 
misery. He draws a picture of the Aboriginals he met and their reaction to the white 
man's intrusion into their way of life. 
He describes the foods, songs, tales and jokes of the many national groups 
gathered in the cosmopolitan diggings. He discusses gold mining, the miners, robbers 
and scoundrels, marriage brokers and husband-seeking lady immigrants and the 
unrest and stirrings of rebellion to which he was so sensitive. 
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This is fascinating reading for all, valuable social history for some. Twenty-two 
contemporary engravings and lithographs lend charm and veracity. Notes elucidate 
the text; "Further Reading" suggests similar rewarding titles. 
Virginia Struhsaker, retired branch librarian 
OLD TEXAS TRAILS, by Jesse Wallace Williams; Edited and Compiled by Kenneth 
F. Neighbours. (Burnet, Texas, Eakin Press. [Box 178, 78611] 1979. 447p., illus., 
maps [part fold.], notes, bibliog., index. $18.95) 
"Happy trails to you, until we meet again . . . " 
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans have gotten a lot of mileage out of the above song, but 
it might just as easily be the theme song of one Jesse Wallace Williams. Williams was 
a noted teacher and scholar in his native Texas whose lifelong passion was to trace the 
historic trails of Texas, from the Spanish period of the exploration through the 
American occupation. Old Texas Trails represents the fruits of years of investigation 
and research to find the truth about the routes used by the early explorers and 
pioneers of Texas. 
Although he spent a good deal of time studying cartographic records and other 
primary sources, Williams was no armchair scholar. Much of his research was done in 
the field, hiking the paths blazed by De Vaca, Coronado, Mendoza, Marcy, and 
others. Through these travels the author acquired a comprehensive, first hand 
knowledge of the geography, flora and fauna of the region, both today and as it was 
hundreds of years ago. Added to this wealth of information was his academic training 
in mathematics, astronomy, botany, and zoology, combined with a detective's eye for 
detail. 
A different trail is explored in each chapter of William's book . In some excellent 
examples of deductive reasoning, the author was able to correlate his considerable ex-
pertise with the clues mentioned in the historical accounts, such as landmarks and 
plants, to determine as precisely as possible the courses travelled by the early 
argonauts. Williams died before he could assemble all his material for publication; it 
is indeed fortunate that Neighbours, his friend and frequent companion, was willing 
to use his time and ability to complete the monumental task. 
Twenty detailed maps are included to aid the reader in tracing these routes for 
him/her self, and the text is heavily footnoted. Although the author writes in a color-
ful style, this book is not an "easy read," nor will its subject matter appeal to a wide 
audience. However, scholars interested in the history of the Southwest, and Texas in 
particular, will find it an invaluable and definitive source. For young historians, it can 
serve as a model of thorough, precise and comprehensive historical research. 
Thomas L. Carter, San Jose State University 
NOTES FROM THE BOOK EDITOR 
Ernestine Smutny 
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY Photo Microfiche; A Photographic Record 
of the Picture Collection. (Palo Alto, CA, Library Microfilms [737 Lorna Verde Ave. 
94303] 1979. 63 fiche completed to date, price to be announced.) 
This fiche set marks an exciting new development in the handling and preservation 
of picture collections - an inexpensive high-quality process for microfilming 
photographs ensures the preservation of picture detail and shading tones. No longer 
need a library or historical society limit access to its picture collection; it can now 
make such fiche copies available for in-house use and can allow other interested 
groups or individuals to purchase sets or partial units . (The individual fiche are priced 
at $2.00 each, with a $25 minimum.) 
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Library Microfilms worked with Brian Suen of the Oakland Museum and Gary 
Kurutz of the California Historical Society to develop this exceptional process. Each 
4" x 6" fiche will hold up to 49 photographs and 49 identifying cards. Materials may 
be grouped in any way desired; for this collection the arrangement is partly by subject 
and partly by photographer, with sub-groups as desirable. Since each item is 
numbered it would be a simple matter to consult an inventory to locate a particular 
item, or, if the user wishes, to browse through, for example, the 5 fiche of the 1906 
San Francisco earthquake and fire photographs. The film quality even allows 
enlargements to be made, should this be desired. Microfiche is easy to use and re-
quires a relatively inexpensive viewer; while libraries may have large console models 
there are many small units suitable for small libraries or home use. 
While this new process is especially valuable in allowing large collections to be ex-
amined and "used" comfortably at a small carrel with a fiche reader and without any 
supervision or the risk of theft or damage, it is inexpensive enough to make it viable 
for the smaller museum, historical society, library or even the serious collector. 
Shirley Bronte of Library Microfilms tells me that the negative master fiche of 98 
frames (which can be used for pictures and/ or identification as the patron desires) 
and a positive copy can be made for $14.85 each, with a $50.00 minimum for set-ups. 
If desired, they will hold the negatives in archival storage, and, also if desired, make 
copies available for purchase. 
If you have been troubled by deteriorating photographs but are reluctant to incur 
the expense of making and storing duplicate prints this new technique may offer an 
inexpensive solution and allow indirect use of the collection to substitute for direct 
use most of the time. 
GOLD RUSH DAYS: Volume II, Deaths, Copied From Early Newspapers of 
Stockton, California 1856 - 1862. (Stockton, San Joaquin Genealogical Society [Box 
4817, 95204], 1979. 78p., paper, $10.00) 
Genealogists will be happy to know that the Society has now carried the indexing of 
the San Joaquin Republkan death notices from 1856, where Volume I stopped, 
through 1862. The alphabetical listing includes the date of the listing, the name as it 
appears and any information on age, place and cause of death, parents or spouse, 
former home and place of burial. If the item is copied from a mining camp paper this 
is also indicated. 
Many thousands of men rushed to California to pursue the quest for gold, and in 
the absence of any official records, the newspapers often offer the only clue as to 
their fate. The Gold Rush Days series editors perform an invaluable service by poring 
over this gold mine of information and extracting lists to guide searchers to the data 
they are seeking. Since Stockton was the "Gateway to the Southern Mines" the 
volumes of this series have a direct and unique value to anyone who is tracing the fate 
of an elusive forebear. (see also the Historian - Summer '78) 
HIGH STEEL: Building the Bridges Across San Francisco Bay. Text by Richard 
Dillon, Photographs edited by Don DeNevi and Thomas Moulin. (Millbrae, CA, 
Celestial Arts [231 Adrian Rd., 94030] 1979. 167p., illus., ports., diagrs., facsims. 
$25.00) 
If you have the idea that a book on building two of the world's great bridges is too 
technical and dull to interest any but an engineer you will be astonished (and 
delighted) to learn how wrong you were! Of course, Dillon has skillfully woven into 
the text the hopes, fears, dreams and hard work of the men who designed them and 
the men who built them, the excitement generated by the daring magnitude of the task 
and by the serene beauty of the completed spans. 
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The magnificent photographs capture the magic - and the incredible detail - of 
the construction as the bridges moved slowly to completion. The Moulins , fathe r and 
sons, were the official photographers, and their work on this assignment was perhaps 
the finest of their distinguished careers, as the bridges themselves were the crowning 
achievement of their designers. High Steel is a book which will have an unusually 
wide appeal, and, like the bridges it hymns, its appeal will not fade with time. 
COFFEE, MARTINIS AND SAN FRANCISCO, by Ruth Bransten McDougall. (San 
Rafael, Presidio Press [1 114 Irwin, 94901] 1978. 198p., illus., ports. paper, $7.95) 
MJB, said Ruth's brother Joe, is "the last, large, family owned coffee concern in 
the country", and it was Ruth's father who insisted that coffee be included in the 
family import export business of tea and rice. While this is the fascinating story of a 
remarkable member of a remarkable family, it is also the fascinating story of life in a 
remarkable city in the years after the earthquake and fire. It is so well written that the 
reader is swept up into the author's world - the "coffee" world of her father and 
her early life, the "Martini" world of her second husband·, and the "San Francisco" 
world which encompasses her past, present and future. Don't start it at bedtime -
unless it is on a Friday or Saturday - it is too hard to stop! 
THERE, THERE: East San Francisco Bay at Your Feet, by Margot Patterson Doss, 
Photographs by John Whinham Doss. Compiled and Revised from San Francisco 
Chronicle Series, "San Francisco at Your Feet" (San Rafael, Presidio Press [1114 Ir-
win, 94901] 1978. 304p., illus., sketch maps, index . paper, $6.95) 
GOLDEN GATE PARK AT YOUR FEET, by Margot Patterson Doss, with 
Photographs by John Whinham Doss. Compiled and Revised from San Francisco 
Chronicle Series "San Francisco at Your Feet." (San Rafael, Presidio Press, 1978. 
2nd ed. 173p., illus ., sketch maps, index . paper, $4.95) 
Doss grew up in a family that loved to walk, and each of its members helped her 
see something a little different in the world about her. As a result, the "Walks" she 
has written about and guided over the years are far from ordinary. Filled with 
unusual facts about well-known places and interesting facts about unknown places, 
Doss' books are a delight to read and a must for anyone who plans to learn the Bay 
Area. And if you saved the clippings - won't you be glad to have these handy pocket 
books! 
MAKING THE MOST OF THE MONTEREY PENINSULA AND BIG SUR, by 
Maxine Knox and Mary Rodriguez. (San Rafael, Presidio Press [4444 Irwin St., 
94901] 1978. 165p., illus ., sketch maps, index. paper, $5.95) 
Published in 1973 as "Exploring Big Sur, Monterey, Carmel", this attractive 
guidebook includes history and natural history with its descriptions of cities, houses, 
churches, ships, parks, scenic drives, lists of special events, sight-seeing services, 
camping facilities - the list goes on and on! Even if you think you know Monterey 
you may be surprised by the information you will find here; if you are new to the area 
or interested in it you will find it a treasure-trove of pleasant reading. 
CAN YOU SURVIVE YOUR ESCAPE? Life on California's North Coast, by Roger 
Verran. (San Rafael, Presidio Press [1114 Irwin, 94901] 1978. 142p. , illus., sketch 
map . paper, $6.95) 
Ever think about getting away from it all? Verran has a few words of advice for the 
city-weary who dream of escaping to a less hectic and simpler life-style: be sure when 
you get away from it all that you are going to be able to get along without it! Actual-
ly, Can You Survive is an engagingly light story of what life on the north coast is like, 
especially in the part around Gualala, where the Verrans decided to make their home. 
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One point he makes should be stressed here - the Coastal Initiative has made 
building along the coast very difficult and very expensive, and there are not many 
jobs available. If you are skilled in building trades or repair work, however, you need 
not worry about keeping busy. 
CHAMPION PRUNE PICKERS: Migrant Worker's Dilemma, by Rudy Calles. (Los 
Alamitos, CA, Hwong Publishing Co. [10353 Los Alamitos Blvd., 90720] 1979. IO!p. 
paper, $3.95) 
Calles' title of "Champion Prune Picker" was a joRe, since the skinny eight-year 
old never managed to make his quota. He tells the migrant story from the viewpoint 
of the migrant child expected to work all summer long with the adults, gathering 
California's fruits and produce. He quickly learned to hate the grueling, poorly-paid 
stooped labor and the primitive camps. But Calles was more fortunate than most; 
even though he lost part of each school year from 1925 to his senior year, he 
graduated from high school with honors, and after the war he was able to complete 
his preparation for a rewarding career. The introductory pages of Champion Prune 
Pickers appeared in the Historian in the Spring issue of 1979; if you enjoyed "Prune 
Heaven" you will want to finish the frank and outspoken story of a youth who was 
able to survive ten years in the migrant camps and conquer the odds against him. 
STEINBECK'S TRAVEL LITERATURE: Essays in Criticism, Edited by Tetsumaro 
Hayashi. (Muncie, Ball State University, Steinbeck Society of America, 1980. 76p., 
bibliog. notes. Steinbeck Monograph Series no. 10. paper, incl. with $12 membership 
fee) 
Eight Steinbeck scholars have contributed these perceptive essays on aspects of 
Steinbeck's writings. Any Steinbeck fan will find this volume interesting; academic 
libraries will find it also useful for their patrons. (see also Pacific Historian Winter 
'69) 
SRI: THE FOUNDING YEARS, A Significant Step at the Golden Time, by Weldon 
B. Gibson. (Los Altos, Publishing Services Center distributed by William Kaufmann 
[One First, 94022], 1980. 212p., illus. [part col.], ports ., diagrs. $22.50) 
In 1970 the Stanfon! Research Institute and Stanford University severed the um-
bilical cord that had bound them together since the 1920's, but by then its structure 
and its purpose had been clearly delineated. 
First conceived, to pursue the metaphor, in 1925, the gestation was prolonged by 
the exigencies of depression and war. The Institute was finally brought into being in 
1946 as a subsidiary non-profit corporation of the University. This attractive volume, 
highlighted with red italic or red-boxed quotations and items of note, traces the events 
which preceded its formation and the first years. of its operation. Since most of the 
early research dealt with industrial and economic research, it has had far -reaching ef-
fects not only in the west but throughout the world. Gibson, whose professional life 
is, in his own words, wrapped up in - and with - SRI, is uniquely qualified to write 
its story. 
WALKING TOURS AND TWICE TOLD TALES OF GRASS VALLEY by Robert 
M. Wyckoff. Photographs by the Author. (Nevada City, Nevada City Publishing Co. 
[Box 1222, 95959] 1979. 64p., illus., facsims., sketch maps. paper, $3.50) 
THE COMPLETE PEDESTRIAN'S PARTIALLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO 
GREATER NEVADA CITY, or, Romping Around A Gold Rush Metropolis, by 
Robert M. Wyckoff. (Nevada City, Nevada City Publishing Co., cl976, 1979. 67p., 
illus., facsims., sketch maps. paper, $3 .50) 
Wyckoff obviously knows and loves his subject, and these g!Jides, filled with 
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historical facts, enable the reader to understand why. 
Each booklet contains detailed instructions for walking tours of the area, many il-
lustrations of interesting or important sites and maps to help you stay on tour. The 
pictures in Grass Valley have captions; it would be nice if those in Nevada City did 
also. 
The information on E Clampus Vitus appears in both, as does the description of 
the small nearby towns of Washington, North San Juan, North Bloomfield, and 
Rough and Ready. 
These guides are intended for on-site use in finding and enjoying local historical 
sites. For this purpose they are excellent. 
SISKIYOU COUNTY: A TIME OF CHANGE, Compiled by Eleanor Brown et. al. 
(Yreka, Siskiyou County Historical Society, 1976. 94p., chiefly illus. The Society's 
Occasional Paper no. I. paper, $4.50 postpd.) 
Gold Mining In Siskiyou County 1850-1900, the Society's Occasional Paper no . 2, 
was noted in the Spring Historian . Ms. Holsinger sent this no. I at our request to 
satisfy serials librarians and others who long for completeness! 
The brief text outlines the development of settlement from Indian occupation to the 
advent of the farmer and rancher; the rest of the pages are filled with pictures which 
graphically underscore the change. These Occasional Publications will be a good 
series for local history buffs to acquire. 
Ms . Holsinger also informs me that the reprints of the previously out of print year-
books (the Siskiyou Pioneer) for 1957, 1966, 1974 and 1976 (at $6.90 postpd) are now 
available. 
ORLAND'S COLORFUL PAST; Research, Text and Illustrations by Gene H . 
Russell. (Orland, CA, Orland Community Scholarship Association, distributed by J. 
A . Russell, [509 2nd. St., 95963] 1977. Sip., illus . paper, $3 .75 postpaid) 
Russell, a teacher and an active history buff, has gathered many stories of people 
and buildings to preserve them for future generations. The story of how Orland was 
named shows very clearly how difficult it often is to decide what version is correct; 
sometimes the historians must simply report the variants and leave the question 
unresolved. 
The full -page line drawings have the curious charm of a coloring-book; those of 
buildings show the major architectural details . 
SALMON RIVER SAGA, by Kenneth B. Platt. (Fairfield, WA, Ye Galleon Press 
[Box 400, 99012], 1978. 238p., illus., ports ., diagrs ., maps on lining papers, index. 
$12.50) 
Platt spent the first ten years of his life in a remote and now almost deserted area 
of the Salmon River canyon "downstream from Whitebird," and it is the story of this 
area which he writes . He tells his own memories of home, school, and friends, the 
memories of a child of an era that is gone. 
In the second part Platt lists all of the land recipients who established homes and 
gained title to their lands, followed by letters of pioneer women - which offer 
graphic evidence of what life on the frontier was really like! - personal recollections 
and stories, fact and fabrication. Salmon River Saga preserves for posterity a segment 
of Idaho settlement history. 
Glen Adams, the publisher, deserves a word also. Ye Galleon Press is his hobby 
and avocation, and Adams specializes in producing high quality rare Americana and 
reprints of pioneer Pacific Northwest, Oregon -T-rail, maritime and Indian material. If 
you have not yet happened upon his publications you are in for a pleasant and re-
warding experience. 
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CALIFORNIA CIVILIZATION: An Interpretation, by Howard A. DeWitt. (Du-
buque, lA, Kendall/Hunt [2460 Kerper Blvd., 52001] 1979. 303p., illus., ports., fac-
sims., map, bibliog. essays, index. paper, $14.95) 
DeWitt's view stresses, in this new and up-to-date history of California, the role of 
the state's ethnic minorities, women and young people. 
The titles of the chapters reflect this broad viewpoint. There is a chapter on the In-
dians, two on Spanish California and one on Mexican California, one on mining, 
land and racial attitudes, and a comprehensive discussion of the condition of laborers, 
both farm and industrial. Each chapter has a bibliographical essay which would lead 
the interested student to a fuller treatment of important people, issues or trends. 
California Civilization could be used successfully as a text for advanced high school 
or junior college students . The print is a little small and close, but overall the format 
and pictures are attractive and the volume is easy to handle. 
AMERICA IN LITERATURE: The West, Edited by Peter Monahan. (New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1979. 312p., bibliog. paper, $6.50) 
This volume is the second in a series of "six specially designed anthologies of 
poetry, short stories, drama, and essays, offering a rich literary panorama of the 
United States. " The editor has chosen well - Jeffers, Muir, Lewis and Clark, 
Guthrie, London, Mark Twain, Steinbeck and Dobie, to name only a few. The selec-
tions are divided into units - The Land, Indians, Explorers, Pioneers, etc., and each 
unit has a short introductory note. 
It would take a determined non-reader to reject offerings as tempting as these. 
THE PENINSULAR CALIFORNIA MISSIONS 1808-1880. A Trinity of Reports. 
Translated and Annotated by Msgr. Francis J. Weber (Los Angeles, distributed by 
Dawson's Book Shop, 1979. 9lp., notes. $10.00) 
Much less is available on the missions of Baja California than on Alta California, 
so this collection is especially welcome. It reproduces three rare and important 
documents from about 1808, 1865 and 1880 which help to clarify the role played by 
the church during the nineteenth century and the problems faced by the Franciscans 
and Dominicans when they replaced the Jesuits. 
THE PRIDE OF THE MISSIONS. A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF SAN 
GABRIEL MISSION. Compiled and Edited by Msgr. Francis J. Weber (Los Angeles, 
distributed by Dawson's Book Shop, 1979. $11.00) 
Similar to the others of the series, this fifth volume in Msgr. Weber 's series on the 
individual missions reproduces, sometimes in translation, source information on the 
history of San Gabriel Mission, the fourth of the missions to be founded. The 
seventy-one selections range from its founding in 1771 to 1977, including a selection 
on George Yount and one on Jedediah Smith . 
A PACIFIC CREST ODYSSEY: Walking the Trail from Mexico to Canada, by 
David Green. (Berkeley, Wilderness Press, 1979. 148p., ilius., tables, sketch maps, in-
dex . paper, $7.95) 
Fortunately for Green his wanderlust for the trail could be satisfied in an interlude 
of work-a-day life, and he was able to complete the full distance of the Pacific Coast 
Trail - some of it, to be sure, existent only in detours. A keen observer with more 
than a touch of the poetic in his makeup, he kept a journal of his trip which helped in 
recreating it for the less adventuresome as well as for those who would like to emulate 
him . For the latter there are copious appendices to discuss supplies and logistics, but 
armchair travelers can read for the vicarious enjoyment of a 2500 mile trek through 
some of the most beautiful country (and some not so beautiful) in the world, and be 
grateful that he is willing to share a personal story of growth and fulfillment with 
them. 
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ANCIENT PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF DEATH VALLEY NATIONAL 
MONUMENT, by William J. Wallace and Edith Wallace. (Ramona, Acoma Books, 
1978. 34p., illus., map, bibliog. paper, $2.95) 
The Wallaces, whose Desert Foragers And Hunters (Historian, Winter '79) describ-
ed what can be gleaned about the life of the later inhabitants of Death Valley, give 
here an overall view of the habitation of this forbidding area from the earliest times 
to the recent past, i.e., ca 7000 B.C. to 1870 A.D. 
THE MUSHROOM STONES OF MESOAMERICA, by Karl Herbert Mayer. 
(Ramona, Acoma Books, 1977. 46p., illus., bibliog. paper, $4.95) 
First published in the Archiv Flir Viilkerkunde in 1975, Mayer's study of the 
enigmatic mushroom stones is reprinted here in an English version. The Introduction 
mentions important research published since the text was written, and there is a 1977 
supplement added to the bibliography. 
CONTINUITIES OF HOPI CULTURE CHANGE, by Richard 0. Clemmer. 
(Ramona, Acoma Books [Box 4, 92065] 1978. 90p., illus., sketch maps, appendix, 
bibliog. paper, $9.50) 
Clemmer is primarily concerned with the conflict between the desire of some Hopis 
to resist acculturation and preserve the ancient Hopi values and lifestyle and that of 
others to accept varying amounts of what may be called materialistic consumerism. 
He points out that the Hopi, always a peaceable people, have been for years under 
constant pressure from outside forces, the bureaucracy of Washington and the BIA 
and the recently organized Hopi tribal council. The individual Hopi must come to 
terms with these forces and with his own perception of his role in the social and 
mythic life of his people, and this study shows how important our understanding of 
their culture and history is to any study of their current status. 
THE MESCALERO APACHES, by C. L. Sonnichsen. Second edition. (Norman, 
University of Okahoma Press, 1973. 341p., illus., ports., sketch map, notes, bibliog., 
index. Civilization of the American Indian Series, volume 51. paper, $5.95) 
Sonnichsen's eminently readable and sympathetic narrative of the Mescaleros 
reminds us that the Apache tribe was friendly to both Spanish and Americans until 
they were betrayed and victimized by the invaders - and the passing years have seen 
only a slow improvement in our attitude toward them. 
SWEET MEDICINE: The Continuing Role of the Sacred Arrows, the Sun Dance, 
and the Sacred Buffalo Hat in Northern Cheyenne History, by Peter J. Powell. 
(Oklahoma, University of Oklahoma Press, 1979, cl969. 2 v. in slipcase, illus . [part 
col.], ports., diagrs ., notes, bibliog., index. Civilization of the American Indian 
Series. $39.50) 
When this account of the Cheyenne Indian religious rituals and traditions was first 
published in 1969 it was widely praised as a seminal work which should be in all 
public and college libraries. This handsome reprint makes it possible for all who wish 
to purchase or replace a worn copy to do so. 
SHAMAN'S DAUGHTER, by Nan F. Salerno and Rosamond M. Vanderburgh. 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall Inc., 1980. 404p. $12.50) 
Gripping and powerful, this is the story of the daughter and grandaughter of 
shamans, a woman whose own inner strength enabled her to find her path in the man-
ner of her ancestors. 
The story begins just before its end, and a long flashback carries Supaya from her 
childhood through seventy years of an eventful life. Educated in the white man's 
school but refusing to abandon the ways of her forefathers, she held fast to her 
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heritage and to the gifts she had earned from that heritage. The authors have truly 
created a woman whom you will never forget. 
MIRACLE HILL: The Story of a Navaho Boy, by Emerson Blackhorse Mitchell and 
T . D. Allen. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1979, c!967. 230p., index. 
paper, $5 .95) 
INDIANS OF THE OAKS by Melicent Lee. (Ramona, CA, Acoma Books [Box 4, 
92065] 1978. 245p., illus. paper, $6.95) 
BROTHER TO THE NAVAHO, by Lynn Gessner. (New York, Elsevier/Nelson 
Books, 1979. 144p. $6.95) 
Each of these books tells of Indian life, and each will appeal in its own way. 
Miracle Hill is the most unusual; it is the story of a young Navaho who leaves his 
reservation home to go to school, written by a Navaho youth whose use of English as 
a second language is strongly colored by his own linguistic heritage. "Read loose", as 
Allen suggests, and you will find yourself in a strange yet not alien world. 
Indians Of The Oaks is a sensitive re-creation of Kumeyaay life at the beginning of 
the white intrusion. Lee spent years with the Indians, learning their language, 
folklore, customs and plant lore. The two stories tell of a white boy who was 
befriended by the Indians and of a little Indian girl whose mother was a herbwoman, 
and each describes the daily routines of Indian life. 
Brother To The Navajo is told from the viewpoint of a white youth who quickly 
learned to love desert life on a Navaho reservation. Stranded with her family near a 
trading post, Paul's mother intended to accept the trader's offer of work just long 
enough to get a small nest egg, and it was up to Paul to figure how to keep her there. 
How he managed it makes a heartwarming story that blends two cultures. 
FROM THE DEEP WOODS TO CIVILIZATION: Chapters in the Autobiography 
of an Indian, by Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa). Introduction by Raymond Wilson. 
(Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1977, cl916. 206p., illus., ports. $11.95, 
paper, $3. 75) 
This Bison Book reprints the 1936 edition of the second volume of Eastman's 
autobiography. ("Indian Boyhood" was published in 1902) and tells how he came to 
be educated in the ways of the white man and serve his people as a doctor and ad-
vocate. His account of the Ghost Dance War is widely accepted as accurate, and in 
general his writings are highly regarded. 
GHOST DANCERS IN THE WEST, The Sioux at Pine Ridge and Wounded Knee in 
1891. (Ramona, CA, Acoma books, 1976. lOp., illus. paper $1.00) 
This facsimile reprint makes available two 1891 articles from the Illustrated 
American which describe the miserable conditions under which the Sioux people lived 
- and the attitude of the Indian Bureau - at the time of the "Messiah craze." 
THE DIEGUENO INDIANS: Phonetic Elements of the Diegueiio Language, by A. 
L. Kroeber and J. P. Harrington; THE ANNIVERSARY: A CONTEMPORARY 
DIEGUENO COMPLEX, by John A Woodward. (Ramona, CA, Acoma Books, 
1975. 23p., notes. paper,$2.00) 
This small pamphlet reprints two papers on the Dieguefio, the first one dealing 
with the language and the second one with the traditional mourning ceremony held in 
honor of the person a year after his death. 
PHOTOGRAPHING THE FRONTIER, by Dorothy and Thomas Hoobler. (New 
Yor-k, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1980. 192p., ports., illus ., bibliog., index. $9.95) 
Black and white photographs illustrate this fascinating story of how the develop-
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rnent of photography affected the American expansion to the West. The new French 
invention, which made "Daguerre" and "daguerreotype" household words, carne at 
the beginning of the long expansionist push from the Mississippi to the Pacific, and 
the newly trained cameramen were with the government exploring parties, the railroad 
construction crews, the Army units and the early settlers . Their views of the alluring 
or awe-inspiring scenery helped to spur emigration, while the views of the Indians and 
cowboys inspired myths that live today. 
The Hooblers have painstakingly gathered all they could glean on the early and 
often neglected photographers of frontier days and arranged it in a coherent and ab-
sorbing narrative, beginning with the early 1840's and ending about 1890, the year in 
which the census-taker pronounced the frontier ended . The reproductions of early pic-
tures could easily spur a hunt for forgotten treasures, for of the thousands of views 
taken scarcely hundreds are known today. 
Perhaps in the next printing the publishers could include the indexes by type - Ex-
plorers, Women, Indians, Cowboys, etc. - which were printed in the releases. For 
the novice they would be very useful. 
LIFE IN THE FAR WEST, by George Frederick Ruxton. Edited by Leroy R. Hafen 
with a foreword by Mae Reed Porter. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1979, 
c1951. 252p., illus., notes, index. American Exploration and Travel. paper, $4.95) 
Ruxton, a young Englishman, was the first writer to portray the Mountain Men. 
He himself stated that his account was completely factual, with only two of the men 
given false names. Reprinted after more than a hundred years (it originally appeared 
in "Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine in 1847/48) and kept in print, it should be in 
every western history collection. 
HELEN DOLLAGHAN'S BEST MAIN DISHES. (N.Y ., McGraw-Hill, published in 
association with the San Francisco Book Company, 1980. 2!9p ., index. $12.95) 
These "main-dish" recipes, including some meatless entrees and some main-dish 
soups, are gleaned from twenty years of Dollaghan's columns in the Denver Post. In-
cluding many "ethnic" dishes (Mexican, Chinese, etc.) its pages offer exciting ideas 
for entertaining or for family. 
POCAHONTAS, by Grace Steele Woodward. (Norman, University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1976. 227p., illus. [part col.] ports., facsirns., map, notes, bibliog., index. 
Civilization of the American Indian Series . paper. $5.95) 
For this transplanted Tidewater native, Pocahontas will always hold a special 
fascination, the story of her heroic act in saving John Smith's life a part of the fabric 
of childhood memories. Woodward's well-researched and well-written biography, 
reprinted here in paperback, tells all that can be learned of the short but full life of 
this brave and noble maid. 
THE STORY OF THE MINE, As Illustrated by the Great Comstock Lode of 
Nevada, by Charles Howard Shinn. Illustrated. (Reno, University of Nevada Press, 
1980. 277p., illus., index. Vintage Nevada Series. paper, $6.50) 
The University of Nevada Press chose wisely when it opened its new Vintage 
Nevada series of paperbacks with this classic of western mining books. First published 
in 1896 by Appleton in its Story of the West Series, it was reissued several times in the 
early nineteenth century. 
It would be hard to find a book which imparts so much information in such a 
readable and painless way, or one which covers so much peripheral history. If your 
library does not include The Story, it should! 
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CITY OF FIRE: Los Alamos and the Atomic Age, 1943-1945, by James W. Kunetka. 
Revised Edition. (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1979. 240p., illus ., 
ports., sketch map, notes, bibliog., index . paper, $7.95) 
The history of the development of America 's first nuclear weapon, hurried into be-
ing to forestall German precedence, received considerable praise and some criticism 
when it was first published in 1978. This revised version does not appear to be 
significantly changed; it captures the excitement of a critical period of our history, a 
period so recent that most of us remember it well. 
BELTRAN: Basque Sheepman of the American West, by Beltran Paris as told to 
William A. Douglass. (Reno, University of Nevada Press, 1979. 186p., ports., $10.00) 
Paris, whose story was first recorded by Douglass as part of an oral history project, 
was in many ways typical of the Basque who came to the American West in an effort 
to better themselves . Like many, he helped his relatives come also, and he was one of 
those who stayed after they had accumulated capital. Adding to his holdings in good 
times and refusing to bow to hard times and disasters, he built one of the largest 
operations in Nevada. 
Douglass, Head of the Basque Studies Program at the University of Nevada at 
Reno, has let Paris tell his story in his own way and in his own words, and it is indeed 
a classic story of a life of hard work and achievement. 
HIS OWN COUNSEL: The Life and Times of Lyman Trumbull, by Ralph J. Roske. 
(Reno, University of Nevada Press, 1979. 232p., port., chart, bibliog., notes, index. 
Nevada Studies in History and Political Science no. 14. paper, $7 .50) 
It is ironic that, although Lyman Trumbull's name has faded from general 
knowledge, his influence, through the legislation he wrote, sponsored and saw 
adopted by Congress, has increased over the years . 
His Own Counsel is a good title for the biography of this gifted, learned and 
fearlessly independent lawyer/ politician. He refused to allow reason to be overruled 
by emotion, and, as chairman of the judiciary committee from 1861 to 1872, he was 
able to stop or improve many proposed laws, and his concern for social welfare ·did 
not end when his congressional services ended . The "average American" , usually 
unaware of the debt, owes much to this Illinois statesman. 
A PERSONAL COUNTRY, by A . C. Greene. Illustrated by Ancel Nunn; Foreword 
by Larry L. King. (College Station, Texas A & M University Press, 1979. 328p., illus. 
$12.95) 
Revised and updated from its first edition in 1969, Greene 's West Texas country re-
tains its unusual charm. For Greene, personal identity is inseparably linked with one's 
personal country - his ties to the land and to the people and events that molded and 
shaped him. This well-written volume, hauntingly evocative of a harsh land which im-
planted an indelible mark on its inhabitants, is part autobiography, part history and 
entirely unforgettable essays. 
BAT MASTERSON: THE MAN AND THE LEGEND, by Robert K. DeArment. 
(Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. 441p., illus ., ports., sketch map, 
notes, bibliog., index. $14.95) 
BUFFALO BILL: His Family, Friends, Fame, Failures, and Fortunes, by Nellie 
Snyder Yost. (Chicago, Swallow Press Sage Books, 1979. 500p., illus., ports . , fac-
sims., maps on lining papers, notes , bibliog., index. $17 .50) 
These two excellent books about two towering personalities of the Old West prove 
without question that truth is sufficiently strange to need no help from fiction. DeAr-
ment collected material on Masterson for over twenty years, sorting the fact from the 
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fiction and painstakingly tracing the sources and later repetition of fancies and 
legends, statements which were patently fabrications, identities which were mistaken, 
exploits which were over-rated or brushed aside. Masterson lived an amazingly event-
ful life on the frontier as scout, hunter, pony express rider, stage coach driver, peace 
officer and professional gambler, and his cool nerve and skill with the gun built a 
reputation so great that it was seldom necessary for him to demonstrate that it was 
deserved . Not so well publicized is the story of his "second career"; during his years 
as a gambler and gaming house owner he had developed a keen interest in boxing. He 
had also discovered that for some kinds of argument the pen was more useful than 
the gun, and in Denver he was recognized as a sports authority . In 1903, at fifty, he 
became a reporter on the New York Morning Telegraph and here he again made a 
host of friends (as well as a few enemies) as he had in the brawling cities of the West, 
and here he remained, happily firing out columns from a sometimes smoking pen, un-
til his sudden death shortly before his sixty-eighth birthday. 
While as many or more tall tales have been spun about Buffalo Bill as about 
Masterson, Cody did not have to wait quite so long for a biographer who took care to 
document at least part of his life. As Yost says in her introduction, Don Russell's 
1960 biography covers "most of the many lives of Buffalo Bill as scout, hunter, 
showman, author, and citizen. What was lacking, she says, was the story of his life at 
North Platte, and it is this part she is most concerned ... "to furnish with the rich 
portraits of Buffalo Bill Cody as husband, father, neighbor, and citizen in the town 
he adopted and loved." In the course of supplying these, of course, she also sketches 
in the other activities of the man who was probably the most spectacular showman 
America has produced, certainly the most generally admired and beloved, both at 
home and in Europe and England. 
Cody was strikingly handsome and possessed a splendid physique; since his 
character, personality and abilities were equally outstanding he was literally the idol 
of millions. Indicative of his popularity is the fact that the Boy Scouts were so named 
because of his role as a scout. 
Kind, open-handedly generous to family, relatives, friends, the town in which he 
lived, he also invested in business enterprises which were badly managed or ahead of 
their time. Like so many, he placed too much hope in his mine, which was ruinously 
expensive. Bad luck, accidents, the death of his efficient manager and the sharp deal-
ing of an associate forced him into bankruptcy and kept him on the road until shortly 
before his death . His last years, sad to say, were not too happy; the man who tried to 
make everything in his show as true to life as possible must have often hidden his own 
emotion from the crowds that flocked to see him. 
MARXISTS AND UTOPIAS IN TEXAS, by Ernest G. Fischer. (Burnet, TX, Eakin 
Press [Box 178, 78611], 1980. 246p., illus., notes, bibliog., index. $14.95) 
Fischer probes the history - written and oral - of the various sites of communal 
life in Texas. From Lafitte's "enigmatic enterprise on Galveston Island" to Danevang 
he surveys the origin, development and fate of each, discussing its ideological premise 
and identifying socialistic or communistic theses . The colonies of the Society of 
Friends and the Danes he calls cooperatives, and he notes that these have not yet fail-
ed. 
Fischer notes that revolutionary movements in Europe were largely responsible for 
these Texas experiments, and he raises a number of questions about the influence of 
Marxist ideas on them. Perhaps the study of these earlier communal ventures (see also 
the Historian Fall '75) will help us understand the universal longing for Utopia. In the 
very recent past there has been a resurgence of these attempts at communal living. 
Some of these have, at least momentarily, succeeded, but one, Jonestown, was an un-
mitigated disaster. 
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PAT NIXON OF TEXAS: Autobiography of a Doctor, by Pat Ireland Nixon. Edited 
with an introduction by Herbert H. Lang. (College Station, Texas A & M University 
Press, 1979. 288p., ill us., ports., notes, "Bibliog: Pat Ireland Nixon", index. $13.50) 
Nixon, a competent and respected physician, managed to combine his medical skills 
with an almost missionary zeal in helping force changes in the spoils-laden health 
department of San Antonio to improve the conditions of the minority barrios and still 
find time to become known as a collector of Texana and as a writer, especially in the 
history of Texas medicine. 
His memoirs, letters and diaries, carefully edited and augmented with much sup-
plementary material, describe his childhood and youth, details of student life at the 
medical school of Johns Hopkins when it was the foremost in the nation, and the 
establishment of his practice. Through his autobiography runs a deep love for his wife 
and family, for whom he always found time, a true physician's devotion to the 
general welfare, including a willingness to tackle political corruption, and a genuine 
humility which recognized that all men owe much of their success and happiness to 
mutual support and understanding. 
THE HOWLING OF THE COYOTES: Reconstruction Efforts to Divide Texas, by 
Ernest Wallace. (College Station, Texas A & M University Press, 1979. 217p., illus., 
ports., facsims., sketch maps, notes, bibliog., appendix, index. $15.75) 
Wallace's title and the two-toned star on the jacket reflect the theme of his study: 
the often bitter fight to divide Texas into two or more states which came closest to 
success in 1868-69. The discovery of a copy of the "Constitution of the State of West 
Texas" triggered his interest in this little-known historical drama, and the resulting 
study provides a detailed and intriguing view of a state whose sectionalism is reminis-
cent of our own state of California. 
TURNER, BOLTON AND WEBB: Three Historians of the American Frontier, by 
Wilbur R. Jacobs, John W. Caughey, and Joe B. Frantz. (Seattle, University of 
Washington Press. 1979, cl965. 113p., bibliog. paper, $4.95) 
The three historians who have been most influential in shaping the American con-
cept of the West - its terrain, its history, and its significance - were the subjects of 
three lectures delivered at the 1963 meeting of the Western History Association. 
Although subsequently biographies and studies of each have appeared, the lectures 
serve to give an overview of their main interests and emphases and of their lasting 
contributions. 
DALLAS STOUDENMIRE, El Paso Marshal, by Leon C. Metz. (Norman, Universi-
ty of Oklahoma Press, 1979, cl969. 162p., illus., ports., notes, bibliog., index. The 
Western Frontier Library, volume 53 . $6.95) 
Metz spins a lively yarn of how law and order finally came to El Paso, though 
numerous men died in the process. Stoudenmire was no paragon of virtue, but Metz 
presents a very persuasive case that he has not received his share of honor. 
THE GUNFIGHTER: Man or Myth? by Joseph G. Rosa. (Norman, University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1979, cl969. 229p., illus. , ports., facsims., notes, bibliog., index. 
paper, $5.95) 
Reprinted fo r the third time since its 1969 debut, the Gunfighter sifts the facts from 
the fiction that has grown about the western gunfighter. Rosa not only describes the 
mythic superman of popular fancy, he traces the development of the legend, the 
social and economic factors that aided its growth, and the weapons that were most 
common. 
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MONTANA'S AGONY: Years of War and Hysteria, 1917-1921, by Arnon Gutfeld. 
(Gainesville, University Presses of Florida, 1979. 174p., notes, bibliog ., index. 
University of Florida Social Sciences Monograph no. 64. paper, $6.50) 
Today we often seem to be completely at the mercy of the multinational corpora-
tion; in the earlier years of the century a district or a state seemed to be subservient to 
a single industry which dominated its economy and dictated its actions. The railroad, 
the packing companies, the mines - all have been monopolies, and in Montana the 
Anaconda Copper Mining Company ruled with little opposition. Gutfeld's study 
details what happened when, at a time of national crisis, the workers and citizens of 
Montana sought to improve working conditions and to equalize the tax burden. It is 
not a pretty story. 
THE EARLY DAYS IN JACKSON HOLE, by Virginia Huidekoper. (Boulder, Col-
orado Associated University Press, 1978. 133p., chiefly illus. $19.50, paper $8.95) 
Huidekoper, whose dedication to Jackson Hole led her to collect this outstanding 
photographic record of its history and inhabitants, is as unusual as the mountains 
Early Days depicts. A rancher, mother, skier, hiker, horsewoman, professional pilot, 
newspaperwoman, and newspaper publisher, she has now "retired" to a 
"handmade" log house where she will work on historical subjects . Let us hope that, 
like Jackson, the first of the many Jackson Hole/Tetons photographers, she reaches a 
hale and hearty ninety-nine! 
KLONDIKE LOST: A Decade of Photographs by Kinsey & Kinsey, by Norm Bolton, 
with an Introduction by Pierre Berton . (Anchorage, Alaska Northwest Publishing 
Company, 1980. 128p., illus., ports., facsims, sketch maps, bibliog. paper, $12.95) 
To almost everyone "Klondike" means Dawson City, and "Kinsey" means Darius 
Kinsey (see Pacific Historian, Summer '79, p. 116). But Norm Bolton has, almost 
single handedly, resurrected Grand Forks, a Klondike town that was second only to 
Dawson, as well as two other Kinseys, Clarke and Clarence, whose photographs bring 
to life an almost forgotten segment of Yukon history . 
The two brothers went to the Yukon in 1898; they divided the time between their 
studio and working their claims. When the Kinseys went "Outside", they took only 
those negatives which had the most meaning for them (remember, this was the day of 
the glass plate negative.) Klondike Lost is a fascinating and informative narrative of a 
gold rush and gold rush towns that somehow were much less disorderly than their 
counterparts further south. But they did not lack for characters: Belinda Mulrooney, 
the real founder of Grand Forks (Jack London used her dog Nero as the model for 
Buck) was a female tycoon, and Mrs. Garvie served as the town's unofficial banker, 
making change from the supply of bills stuffed in her stocking tops! 
Bolton points out that these pictures are not the technical equal of the timber 
photographs Darius and Clarke both prepared - conditions in the Arctic were not 
always favorable. But they are good, and the story they bring to life deserves a spot in 
every western library. 
THE ALASKAN BIRD SKETCHES OF OLAUS MURIE with Excerpts from his 
Field Notes, Compiled and Edited by Margaret E. Murie. (Anchorage, Alaska 
Northwest Publishing Company, 1979. 57p., col. illus., map. paper, $11.95) 
Margaret Murie was her husband's companion for thirty-nine of the forty-five-odd 
years he spent recording the wildlife of Alaska and Wyoming, and no one could have 
been more sensitive in choosing selections from his field-notes to accompany these 
bird sketches. 
Murie was a self-taught artist, with the discerning eye and technical knowledge of 
the trained biologist. The meticulous sketches with their careful detail and well-
defined color are enlivened by a text which clearly shows his love for the land and its 
wildlife. 
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LOWBUSH MOOSE (and Other Alaskan Recipes), by Gordon R. Nelson. (An-
chorage, Alaska Northwest Publishing Company, 1978. 198p., illus., index. paper, 
$5.95) 
Nelson explains that this is the book he told everyone he would write when he 
retired - after all, he didn't want to write about himself! In this delightful compila-
tion he shares the recipes of three generations of Nelsons with generous servings of 
commentary and stories - and many of the stories are really autobiography. From 
basic bachelor salad to mooseburger soup to mug-up cake the pages abound with 
delicious and unusual recipes, gentle cartoons and lots and lots of good reading. Of 
course, he carefully fails to specify just which eight wild mushrooms he trusts himself 
to pick, but he does tell you what a lowbush moose is and the difference between 
highbush and lowbush cranberry. 
Warning: do not start reading this book when you should be thinking about fixing 
dinner - you'd have to stop reading too long! 
THE ALASKA ALMANAC: Facts About Alaska. 1980 edition . (Anchorage, Alaska 
Northwest Publishing Company, 1979. 125p., illus., charts, tables, sketch maps, 
bibliog., index. paper, $3.95) 
Now in its fourth edition (see the Historian, Summer '79) the Alaska Almanac 
strives to put in one handy volume the answers to every question about Alaska in-
cluding some, like the man in the bank ad, you didn't know you had. From 
Agriculture to Zip codes, the Almanac is a treasure-trove of information; while you 
may not need to get every edition you should not let more than two or three years 
pass without updating. 
HOMEBASE, a Novel by Shawn Wong. (New York, I. Reed Books [285 E. 3rd., 
10009], 1979. 114p., paper, $5 .95) 
This poetic, half dream world story is the "first novel by a male Chinese 
American.'' It is told as an autobiography - the story of a fourth generation Chinese 
youth whose search for self-identity encompasses the era from the gold rush which 
brought his great-grandfather to California to the present. The sensitive interweaving 
of past and present seems to reflect his need to cling to the memories and values of 
his heritage as he finds his own home in his own land. 
RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN WEST: An Historiography and Guide, by 
Lawrence B. Lee. (Santa Barbara, ABC-Clio Press [Box 4397, 93103) 1979. 131p., 
notes, bibliog., glossary, index. $14.95) 
Lee states in his initial chapter that "the characteristics of reclamation 
historiography are now clearly delineated. The literature concerns the reclamation of 
arid lands through irrigation agriculture." In the absence, for some reason, of 
academic historians, the field has been dominated by professional engineers, scien-
tists, journalists, lawyers, economists and natural resource scholars seeking to pro-
mote irrigation to support economic development. 
The concise and comprehensive surveys is of the vital role of water in the West and 
the various private and p_ublic schemes to irrigate fields, dam streams, limit individual 
holdings and to conserve resources are followed by a twenty-five page selected 
bibliography of documents, articles, books and unpublished materials, 121 
biographical sketches of men and women prominent in the field, a directory of water 
resources associations and agencies and a glossary of terms . 
No public library or scholarly library should fail to consider this important work. 
THE ROAD WEST: Saga of the 35th Parallel, by Bertha S. Dodge. (Albuquerque, 
University of New Mexico Press, 1980. 222p., illus., ports. $25.95) 
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Dodge paints a rousing picture of the route across the great American West which 
ran almost along the 35th parallel, past Inscription Rock and on to California, after 
first giving a brief but personalized account of the Spanish conquerers and the moun-
tain men who followed. In full measure her story tells of Kit Carson, the famous 
scout, and Edward Beale, who soon shares ho11ors with the well-known camel corps, 
all of whom keep appearing throughout the saga. 
Others who braved the trail are also described in lively fashion: John Udell, who 
went West not once but five times, for example, and the Hedgpeths, one of whom is a 
forebear of the Joel Hedgpeth who was for several years Director of UOP's Pacific 
Marine Station . 
Not only is the Road West a delightful blend of adventure and history, it offers a 
new and fresh view of the only effort to introduce camels to America. On both counts 
it should not be overlooked. 
THE FLORIDA OF THE INCA: A History of the Adelantado, Hernando de Soto 
. .. and of Other Heroic Spanish and Indian Cavaliers, written by the Inca, Garcilaso 
de Ia Vega . . . Translated and Edited by John Grier Varner and Jeannette Johnson 
Varner. (Austin, University of Texas Press, 1962, cl951. 655p., index. $17.50) 
This highly praised translation of "the first great classic of American history" has 
been kept in print in a handsome edition bearing decorative devices reproduced from 
the 1723 Madrid edition. 
THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, by 
Michael Schaller. (New York, Oxford University Press, 1980, c1979. 199p., illus., 
ports . , sketch map, facsims ., index. paper, $2.95) 
This readable and comprehensive overview of l[.S.-China relations traces the roots 
of conflict and cooperation back to the eighteenth century, the Opium War and the 
"century of dishonor," which left an indelible mark on the Chinese self-image. 
While it is obviously difficult to cover such a complex subject with any com-
pleteness in such a short treatise, Schaller seems to have succeeded in presenting a 
straightforward and understandable summary of mutual misconceptions and indicated 
that, hopefully, relations between the two countries may be more satisfactory in the 
future. 
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